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Abstract
Understanding how humans and machines recognize novel visual concepts from few
examples remains a fundamental challenge. Humans are remarkably able to grasp a new
concept and make meaningful generalization from just few examples. By contrast, state-ofthe-art machine learning techniques and visual recognition systems typically require thousands of training examples and often break down if the training sample set is too small.
This dissertation aims to endow visual recognition systems with low-shot learning ability, so that they learn consistently well on data of different sample sizes. Our key insight is
that the visual world is well structured and highly predictable not only in data and feature
spaces but also in task and model spaces. Such structures and regularities enable the systems
to learn how to learn new recognition tasks rapidly by reusing previous experiences. This
philosophy of learning to learn, or meta-learning, is one of the underlying tenets towards versatile agents that can continually learn a wide variety of tasks throughout their lifetimes. In
this spirit, we address key technical challenges and explore complementary perspectives.
We begin by learning from extremely limited data (e.g., one-shot learning). We cast
the problem as supervised knowledge distillation and explore structures within model pairs. We
introduce a meta-network that operates on the space of model parameters and encodes a
generic transformation from “student” models learned from few samples to “teacher” models learned from large enough sample sets. By learning a series of transformations as more
training data is gradually added, we further capture a notion of model dynamics to facilitate long-tail recognition with categories of different sample sizes. Moreover, by viewing
the meta-network as an effective model adaptation strategy, we combine it with learning a
generic model initialization and extend the use in few-shot human motion prediction tasks.
To further decouple a recognition model from ties to a specific set of categories, we
introduce self-supervision using meta-data. We expose the model to a large amount of unlabeled real-world images through an unsupervised meta-training phase. By learning diverse
sets of low-density separators across auxiliary pseudo-classes, we capture a more generic, richer
description of the visual world. Since they are informative across different categories, we
alternatively use the low-density separators to constitute an “off-the-shelf” library as external memory, enabling generation of new models on-the-fly for a variety of tasks, including
object detection, hypothesis transfer learning, domain adaptation, and image retrieval. By
doing so, we have essentially leveraged structures within a large collection of models.
We then move on to learning from a medium sized number of examples and explore
structures within an evolving model when learning from continuously changing data streams
and tasks. We rethink the dominant knowledge transfer paradigm that fine-tunes a fixedsize pre-trained model on new labeled target data. Inspired by developmental learning,
we progressively grow a convolutional neural network with increased model capacity, which
significantly outperforms classic fine-tuning approaches. Furthermore, we address unsupervised fine-tuning by transferring knowledge from a discriminative to a generative model on
unlabeled target data. We thus make progress towards a lifelong learning process.
From a different perspective, humans can imagine what novel objects look like from
different views. Incorporating this ability to hallucinate novel instances of new concepts
and leveraging joint structures in both data and task spaces might help recognition systems
perform better low-shot learning. We then combine a meta-learner with a “hallucinator”
that produces additional training examples, and optimize both models jointly, leading to
significant performance gains. Finally, combining these approaches, we suggest a broader
picture of learning to learn predictive structures through exploration and exploitation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Overview

Over the past decade, large-scale visual recognition has achieved high performance levels
due to the integration of powerful machine learning techniques with big annotated training
data sets [154, 209, 212, 226, 242, 321, 347, 357]. In practical applications, however, training
examples are often expensive to acquire or otherwise scarce [112]. Visual phenomena follow
an intrinsic long-tailed distribution, in which a few sub-categories are common while many
are rare with limited training data even in the big-data setting [439, 440]. More crucially,
current recognition systems assume a set of categories known a priori, despite the obviously
dynamic and open nature of the visual world [30, 118, 263, 397].
Such scenarios of learning novel categories from few examples pose a multitude of open
challenges for visual recognition in the wild. For instance, when operating in natural environments, robots are supposed to recognize unfamiliar objects after seeing only few examples [208]. Humans are remarkably able to grasp a new concept and make meaningful
generalization to novel instances from just few examples [112,326]. By contrast, typical machine learning techniques require tens, hundreds, or thousands of training examples and
often break down if the training sample set is too small [21, 157].
Understanding the small-sample, or few/low-shot, learning mechanisms remains a fundamental challenge. In the classical learning framework, generating a recognition model
from a single training example (or a scarce set of examples) is often infeasible due to overfitting effects. At a minimum, categorizing an object requires information about the category’s mean and variance along each dimension in an appropriate feature space. The majority of the work can be cast as variations of this straightforward similarity-based approach,
in which the mean represents the category prototype, and the inverse variances correspond
to the dimensional weights in a category-specific similarity metric [326].
One-shot learning may seem impossible because a single example provides information
about the mean or prototype of the category, but not about the variances or the similarity
metric. Giving equal weight to every dimension in a high-dimensional feature space, or
using the wrong similarity metric, is likely to be disastrous [326]. Hence, successful generalization from few training samples typically requires strong and appropriately tuned
inductive biases using additional available information [25, 157]. Because of the highly
predictive, structural patterns of the visual world, such information can be obtained by
leveraging relationships between object categories.
1

This view has inspired a series of research works in the fields of one/few-shot learning [104], inductive transfer or transfer learning [288], multi-task learning [54], learning to
learn [366], and meta-learning [328]. The existing work primarily focuses on learning structures in certain feature spaces between annotated object categories. Despite many notable
successes, it is still unclear what kind of underlying structures and inductive biases are
shared across a wide variety of categories and are useful for novel concepts.
Thesis Contributions. In this dissertation, we aim to endow visual recognition systems
with low-shot learning ability, so that they learn consistently well on data of different sample sizes. Our key insight is that the visual world is well structured and highly predictable
not only in data and feature spaces but also in task and model spaces. Such structures
and regularities enable the systems to learn how to learn new recognition tasks rapidly by
reusing previous experience, rather than considering each task in isolation.
This philosophy of learning to learn, or meta-learning, is one of the underlying tenets
towards versatile agents that can continually learn a wide variety of tasks throughout their
lifetimes. As defined in [370], given
• a family of tasks
• training experience for each of these tasks, and
• a family of performance measures (e.g., one for each task),
an algorithm is said to learn to learn if its performance at each task improves with experience
and with the number of tasks.
In this spirit, we address key technical challenges and leverage different and complementary perspectives, through knowledge distillation, unsupervised meta-learning, continual learning, and generative learning. We propose how these perspectives are equipped
with powerful deep learning approaches to facilitate the recognition of novel visual concepts from few examples, producing state-of-the-art results for novel object and scene classification, fine-grained recognition, action recognition, domain adaptation, image retrieval,
and human motion prediction.

1.2

Organization

This dissertation is organized in the following four parts. The corresponding contributions
were previously presented in [137, 138, 394–401].

1.2.1

Part I — Knowledge Distillation through Learning to Learn

We begin our journey by developing a series of conceptually simple but powerful approaches
that can learn novel categories from extremely limited data, such as in one-shot learning.
In this line of work, rather than generating a recognition model for a specific task in isolation, we cast small-sample recognition itself as a learning problem. We explore structures
within model pairs that are shared among different recognition tasks on the model space.
More precisely, we view a model learned from few annotated samples (as few as one and
up to hundreds) as a “student” model and view its corresponding model learned from large
enough sample sets (on the order of hundreds or thousands of) as a “teacher” model. We
are then interested in inferring the relationship between these two types of models so that
2

it is possible to estimate the teacher model based on its student model. By viewing recognition tasks on existing categories as learning samples, we acquire the desired relationship
through learning to learn. Such meta-knowledge is then distilled as useful inductive biases
to facilitate the learning of novel classes.
Starting in Chapter 3 and [395], we initiate this
learning to learn approach. Our main hypothesis
is two-fold: (1) there exists a generic transformation
!∗"#$
from small-sample “student” models to the under&
!"#$
lying large-sample “teacher” models on the space of
model parameters, and (2) such a transformation could
be effectively learned by high-capacity regressors,
e.g., deep neural networks. We empirically validate
our hypothesis and introduce a meta-network, i.e., a
model regression network, to automatically learn the
transformation on a large collection of model pairs.
Experiments demonstrate that encoding this transformation as prior knowledge greatly facilitates the recognition in the small sample size
regime on a broad range of tasks, including domain adaptation, fine-grained recognition,
action recognition, and scene classification.
Instead of treating a recognition model being static, our approach analyzes how the
model evolves for self-referential learning and self-improvement [335,336]. That is, we focus
on how a recognition model changes during the learning process when gradually having
access to more and more examples. By introducing this task-level meta-network, we explicitly
guide the learning process of the apprentice — the small-sample model, to achieve similar
levels of (generalization) performance as its teacher model. Such perspective is also broadly
relevant to the recent work on learning to optimize [10, 236, 310], model distillation [18, 49,
159], and the analogy between recognition models and physical systems [331].
We further investigate the property of the model transformation. In particular, we assumed that the transformation is independent of the sample size whereas, in general, one
would envision that the transformation would change when the number of samples increases dramatically all the way to identity for very large training sample sets. To tackle this
limitation, we learn a sample size dependent transformation in Chapter 4 and [401]. The
meta-network is instantiated as a residual network that learns the transformation graduality
while explicitly maintaining its identity property. This thus allows our final meta-network
to capture a notion of model dynamics, that predicts how model parameters are likely to
change as more training data is gradually added.
Moreover, in Chapter 4 and [401], we naturally extend our approach to address a more
challenging task: learn from long-tailed, imbalanced datasets that are prevalent in realworld settings. Here, the challenge is to learn accurate “few-shot” models for classes in
the tail of the class distribution, for which little data is available. Often, the number of
training examples varies considerably across different classes. We then transfer the metaknowledge of model dynamics from the data-rich classes in the head of the distribution
to the data-poor classes in the tail. Again, we train a meta-network to predict many-shot
model parameters from few-shot model parameters. We transfer this meta-knowledge in
a progressive manner, from classes in the head to the “body”, and from the “body” to the
tail. That is, we transfer knowledge in a gradual fashion, regularizing meta-networks for
few-shot regression with those trained with more training data. We demonstrate results on
image classification datasets tuned for the long-tailed setting, that significantly outperform

?
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common heuristics, such as data resampling or reweighting.
Our model regression meta-network can be also considered as an effective strategy for
adapting a model to novel tasks. On the other hand, having a good generalization from few
examples also relies on a generic initial model. To accomplish this, in Chapter 5 and [138],
we propose proactive and adaptive meta-learning that introduces a novel combination of modelagnostic meta-learning and model regression networks and unifies them into an integrated,
end-to-end framework. By doing so, on the one hand, our meta-learner produces a generic
model initialization through aggregating contextual information from a variety of prediction tasks; on the other hand, this model is effectively adapted as a task-specific one by
leveraging prior knowledge about how to transform few-shot model parameters to manyshot model parameters. Using this approach, we deal with a novel problem of few-shot
human motion prediction. Human motion prediction, forecasting human motion in a few
milliseconds conditioning on historical 3D skeleton sequence, is a long-standing problem
in computer vision and robotic vision. Existing forecasting algorithms rely on extensive
annotated motion capture data and are brittle for novel actions. Our predictor model significantly improves the prediction performance in the small-sample size regime.

1.2.2

Part II — Unsupervised Meta-Learning

The previous line of work is promising but still restrictive in the sense that the learned model
structures and dynamics are tied to a specific set of categories due to its supervised nature.
Even though current large-scale annotated datasets are comprehensive, they sample only
a small fraction of the visual world biased to a selection of categories. It is still not clear
how to take advantage of truly large sets of unlabeled real-world images, which constitute
a much less biased sampling of the visual world.
In this part of the work, we develop a large-scale self-supervision approach to leveraging such unsupervised data sources as meta-data to improve the overall transferability of
supervised convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and thus to facilitate the recognition of
novel categories from few examples. We explore structures within a large collection of models
and our approach is based on the informal intuition that, given a very large set of models, it
is likely that some of the models would have good performance on a new recognition task,
as stated in the infinite monkey theorem [1] and early research on random projection [43]
and locality sensitive hashing [124].
Chapter 6 and [394] detail the proposed approach. Based
on the transferability property of CNNs [427], conceptually,
bottom and middle layers construct a feature space with highdensity regions corresponding to potential latent categories.
Top layer units in the pre-trained CNN, however, only have
access to those regions associated with the original, observed
categories. The units are then tuned to discriminate between
these regions by separating the regions while pushing them
further away from each other. To tackle this limitation, inspired by the intuition mentioned above, we introduce an additional unsupervised meta-training phase and expose multiple
top layer units to a massive set of unlabeled images. We then
encourage these units to generate diverse sets of low-density separations across the estimated pseudo-classes from the unlabeled data in activation spaces, which decouples them
from ties to the original specific set of categories. We propose an unsupervised margin
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maximization that jointly estimates compact high-density regions and infers low-density
separators. The low-density separator modules can be plugged into any of the top layers
of a standard CNN architecture. The resulting modified CNNs, i.e., single-scale and multiscale low-density separator networks, are fairly generic to a wide spectrum of novel categories, which significantly improve the performance in scene classification, fine-grained
recognition, and action recognition with small training samples.
While these separations might not be meaningful in a semantic sense, the units have
acquired certain experience by “playing with the data”. Since “a unit tries to discriminate
the data manifold from its surroundings in all non-manifold directions” [35], we capture a more
generic, richer description of the visual world. Our low-density separators can be also
viewed as an effective, discriminative compression of the unsupervised data. For a novel
category, these separators implicitly connect its few examples with the corresponding latent pseudo-classes in the feature space, thus providing additional bits of information for
the recognition task. While Chapter 6 provides a systematic way of integrating the lowdensity separators into a CNN architecture as a single unified model, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 demonstrate that the separators could be, alternatively, used in an off-the-shelf fashion without fine-tuning. By doing so, we are able to produce a large collection of “off-line”
models that are informative across different categories as external memory, and generate new
models on-the-fly for a variety of tasks.
In Chapter 7 and [397], we leverage the unsupervised meta-training to generate object
detectors in a way that is radically different from the conventional way of learning a detector from a large corpus of annotated positive and negative data samples. We assume
that we have evaluated “off-line” a large library of detectors against a large set of detection
tasks. Given a new target task, we evaluate a subset of the models on few samples from the
new task and we use the matrix of models-tasks ratings to predict the performance of all
the models in the library on the new task, enabling us to select a good set of detectors for
the new task. This approach has three key advantages of great interest in practice: 1) generating a large collection of expressive models in an unsupervised manner is possible; 2) a
far smaller set of annotated samples is needed compared to that required for training from
scratch; and 3) recommending models is a very fast operation compared to the notoriously
expensive training procedures of modern detectors. (1) will make the models informative
across different categories; (2) will dramatically reduce the need for manually annotating
vast datasets for training detectors; and (3) will enable rapid generation of new detectors.
In Chapter 8 and [398], we consider a problem of hypothesis transfer learning. Category classifiers trained from a large corpus of annotated data are widely accepted as the
sources for transfer or adaptation. Sources generated in this way are tied to a particular set
of categories, limiting their transferability across a wide spectrum of target categories. We
address this largely-overlooked yet fundamental source problem by introducing a systematic scheme for generating universal source hypotheses based on our unsupervised metatraining and proposing a principled, scalable approach to automatically tuning the transfer
process. We demonstrate improvements over the state-of-the-art on domain adaptation and
hypothesis transfer in the small sample size regime.
Moreover, in Chapter 8 and [399], we further address few-shot hash learning for image
retrieval tasks. Current approaches to hash based semantic image retrieval assume a set of
pre-defined categories and rely on supervised learning from a large number of annotated
samples. The need for labeled samples limits their applicability in scenarios in which a user
provides at query time a small set of training images defining a customized novel category.
We then learn universal hash functions based on our unsupervised meta-learning and select
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a task-specific combination of hash codes for a novel category from a few labeled samples.
The resulting unsupervised generic hashing significantly outperforms current supervised
and unsupervised hashing approaches on image retrieval tasks with small training samples.

1.2.3

Part III — Revisiting Fine-tuning in the Context of Continual Learning

We now consider learning novel categories from a medium sized number of examples and
explore structures within an evolving model when learning from continuously changing data
streams and tasks. For an autonomous agent, learning is a continual process. What it learns
at one time-step while solving one task, it can use later, perhaps to solve a completely different task. Current computer vision systems are already moving more or less in this direction. This is usually accomplished through fine-tuning a fixed-size network on new labeled
target data. Deep CNNs that are trained on a large enough, diverse “base” set of data (e.g.,
ImageNet) exhibit certain attractive transferability properties for a broad range of tasks. Indeed, virtually every contemporary visual recognition system makes use of fine-tuning to
transfer knowledge from ImageNet. However, an open question is how to best adapt a pretrained CNN for novel categories and tasks. We address this issue here by rethinking the
standard fine-tuning framework. We start in Chapter 9 by analyzing what components and
parameters change during fine-tuning, and discover that increasing model capacity allows
for more natural model adaption through fine-tuning.
More precisely, in Chapter 9 and [400],
Task I
Task II
inspired by developmental learning, we
explore developmental neural networks that
grow in model capacity as new tasks as encountered. We demonstrate that the notion
of growing a network, by adding additional
units, helps facilitate knowledge transfer
when encountering new tasks. We explore
two mechanisms for adding units: either
Input Images
Input Images
by widening existing layers or deepening
the overall network, both of which significantly outperform classic fine-tuning approaches. But in order to properly grow a network,
we show that newly added units must be appropriately normalized to allow for a pace of
learning that is consistent with pre-existing units. Through visualizations and analysis, we
demonstrate that developmental learning appears to regularize networks in a manner that
encourages diversity of units and help guide the adaptation of pre-existing and new units.
In Chapter 10 and [137], we further consider tasks with different degree of supervision.
In particular, we address “unsupervised fine-tuning” that transfers a pre-trained network
to target tasks with unlabeled data such as image clustering tasks. To this end, we introduce
group-sparse non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), a variant of NMF, to identify a rich
set of high-level latent variables that are informative on the target task. The resulting factorized convolutional network can itself be seen as a feed-forward model that combines CNN and
two-layer structured NMF. We empirically validate our approach and demonstrate state-ofthe-art image clustering performance on challenging scene and fine-grained benchmarks.
We further show that, when used as unsupervised initialization, our approach improves
image classification performance as well.
Our observations thus support a developmental view of CNN optimization and recog6

nition model generation, in which model capacity is progressively grown throughout a
lifelong learning process. While the specific approach was developed in the scenario of
fine-tuning pre-trained CNNs, it suggests that such a principle might also benefit learning more generic CNN models from scratch: the network is self-growing and performing
curriculum learning based on rich sets of tasks.

1.2.4

Part IV — Combining Generative Learning with Meta-Learning

In previous approaches, we have focused more on
structures in task and model spaces. From a complementary perspective, humans can quickly learn
new visual concepts, perhaps because they can easily visualize or imagine what novel objects look like
in different poses or surroundings. In particular,
many modes of variation (e.g., camera pose, translation, lighting changes, and even articulation) are
shared across categories. Incorporating this ability
to hallucinate novel instances of new concepts and
leveraging joint structures in both data and task spaces
might help recognition systems perform better lowshot learning.
blue heron
In Chapter 11 and [396], we present a novel
approach to low-shot learning that uses this idea.
While the images generated by current generative
adversarial networks (GANs) are visually appealing, they tend to be biased to the few provided examples and do not follow the sample statistics in a desired feature space that are
useful for recognition. The challenge then is to directly generate samples in the feature space
with a good coverage of intra-class variation. Our approach combines a meta-learner with
a “hallucinator” that produces additional training examples, and optimizes both models
jointly. Our hallucinator can be incorporated into a variety of meta-learners, and provides
significant gains irrespective of this choice.
Finally, in Chapter 12 we recap the dissertation by summarizing the contributions and
discussing additional directions. In particular, by combining our approaches and perspectives, we suggest a broader picture of learning to learn predictive structures through exploration and exploitation. We also point out some other perspectives and potential applications beyond vision domains.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
Understanding how a visual system recognizes novel categories from few examples and at
a rapid pace is a fundamental challenge in the research of learning processes in both humans and machines [221]. While such an impressive competence has been demonstrated
in humans [105, 365], e.g., a six-year-old child has learned almost all of the 10 ∼ 30 thousand object categories in the world [42], the underlying mechanism remains a mystery. One
widely used hypothesis is that humans make use of existing knowledge and experience acquired from previously learned categories when learning new ones [297].
In a similar spirit, successful generalization from small training sample sets, for artificial systems, requires strong and appropriately tuned “inductive biases” using additional
available information [25, 157]. This has motivated a different yet relevant line of work in
the fields of one/few-shot learning [104], inductive transfer or transfer learning [288], multitask learning [54], learning to learn [366], and meta-learning [328]. Despite many notable
successes, it is still unclear what kind of underlying structure and experience are shared
across categories. In this thesis, we draw inspiration from the previous work but proposed
new perspectives and leveraged state-of-the-art learning techniques through deep neural
networks.

2.1

Data Manufacturing

For a learning task with limited training data, a natural source of information comes from
additional data via “data manufacturing” [21]. This can be achieved in various ways. For
instance, (1) obtain more examples of categories of interest from large amounts of unlabeled data as in semi-supervised learning [57, 305, 441] and active learning [293, 412], or
from external annotated memory bank [417]; (2) augment the available examples by performing simple image transformations including jittering and noise injection as commonly
used in deep learning [60, 95, 212] or complex category-independent example transformations [86, 144, 247]; (3) borrow examples from other relevant categories [239]; (4) introduce
Universum examples (i.e., unlabeled examples that do not belong to the concerned classes)
for max-margin regularization [407]; and (5) synthesize new virtual examples, either rendered explicitly with computer graphics techniques or created implicitly through compositional representations [83, 94, 172, 267, 268, 289, 440]. These approaches can significantly
improve recognition performance if a generative model that accounts for the underlying,
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natural intra-class variability is known. Unfortunately, such a model is usually unavailable [21] and the generation of additional real or artificial examples often requires substantial effort.
Recently, a series of seminal work on generative adversarial networks (GANs) [23, 132,
257, 304, 314, 327, 433] casts new light on this problem. The main idea behind a GAN is to
have two competing neural network models. The generator model takes noise as input and
generates samples. The discriminator model receives samples from both the generator and
the training data, and has to be able to distinguish between the two sources. Conceptually,
this adversarial training procedure is useful for learning from few examples since it enables
hallucinating additional examples. However, the current implementations of GANs, which
primarily focus on directly generating natural images, bring limited performance boost in
this case.
Often, these generative models have to be hand-designed for the domain, such as strokes
[218,220] or parts [411] for handwritten characters. For more unconstrained domains, while
there has been significant recent progress [132, 304, 316], modern generative models still
cannot capture the entirety of the distribution [327]. Different classes might not share parts
or strokes, but may still share modes of variation, since these often correspond to camera
pose, articulation, etc. If one has a probability density on transformations, then one can
generate additional examples for a novel class by applying sampled transformations to the
provided examples [86, 144, 258].
Learning such a density is easier for handwritten characters that only undergo 2D transformations [258], but much harder for generic image categories. This problem is tackled by
leveraging an additional dataset of images labeled with pose and attributes [86]; this allows
to learn how images transform when the pose or the attributes are altered. To avoid annotation, transformations are transferred from a pair of examples from a known category to
a “seed” example of a novel class [144]. However, learning to do this transfer requires a
carefully designed pipeline with many heuristic steps. Our approach in Part IV follows this
line of work, but learns to do such transformations by combing with meta-learning in an
end-to-end manner, avoiding both brittle heuristics and expensive annotations. We present
a unified view of meta-learning and show that our hallucination strategy can be adopted in
any of the existing meta-learning methods.

2.2

Transfer Learning

In a broad sense, learning novel categories is addressed by exploiting and transferring
knowledge gained from familiar categories [13,33,54,102,195,288,292,306,318,324,366,371,
372]. This is to imitate the human ability to adapt previously acquired experience when
performing a new task [297].

2.2.1

Classic Transfer Learning

In the framework of classical machine learning, cross-generalization [21] and inter-class
transfer [157] are typically achieved by discovering shared feature representations: (1) captured by linear or nonlinear feature transformations [6,54,116,198,258,369,390], (2) obtained
by feature selection [108, 234, 235] or regularization [144], (3) described by similarities between novel classes and familiar classes [22], (4) encoded as a distance metric by metric
learning [26, 29, 113, 303, 388, 409] or kernel learning [157], and (5) learned by boosting ap10

proaches [282,374,410]. In addition, contrastive loss functions [141,202] and variants of the
triplet loss [113, 338, 358] have been used for learning feature representations suitable for
few-shot learning; the idea is to push examples from the same class closer together, and farther from other classes. Similarly, classifiers trained on small datasets are also encouraged
to match those trained on large datasets by a carefully designed loss function [144].
Another type of knowledge transfer focuses on modeling (hyper-)parameters that are
shared across domains, typically in the context of generative statistical modeling [50, 103,
232, 317]. A variational Bayesian framework is first developed by incorporating previously
learned classes into the prior and combining with the likelihood to yield a new class posterior distribution [103, 104]. Gaussian processes [222, 317] and hierarchical Bayesian models [326] are also employed to allow transferring in a non-parametric Bayesian way. The
recently proposed hierarchical Bayesian program learning utilizes the principles of compositionality and causality to build a probabilistic generative model of visual objects [218–220].
In addition, adaptive SVM and its variants present SVM-based model adaptation by combining classifiers learned on related categories [13, 14, 96, 196, 217, 373, 398, 418].

2.2.2

Transfer of Deep Neural Networks

In the era of deep learning, due to the demonstrated promising transferability of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [226, 427], knowledge transfers in a more consistent
manner [16, 33, 126, 283, 311]. It is common to pre-train a CNN on a large annotated dataset
(e.g., ImageNet [321] or Places [437]), and then use the CNN for target tasks in different
ways: (1) as a fixed feature extractor [311]; (2) as an initialization for fine-tuning [126, 283];
and (3) as a guidance to transfer of knowledge across different modalities [17, 118, 140, 378,
381]. These transfer techniques are developed directly on particular tasks. By contrast, in
this thesis we address a more general scenario that improves the overall transferability of
CNNs. More importantly, in the case of limited target data such as one/few-shot learning, (2) and (3) are typically infeasible due to over-fitting effects, and (1) leads to degraded
performance. Our approaches are developed to tackle these limitations.
A representative line of work addresses empirical evaluation of factors that affect the
transfer performance in the conventional fine-tuning framework [15, 70, 173, 311, 434]. In
Part III, however, we explore a better alternative to fine-tuning for the recognition of novel
categories. While we investigate how to increase model capacity to improve learning on
the target task, other contemporary work focuses on preserving the original capability on
the source task during transfer [119, 238]. More relevant to our work, the progressive network [322] expands networks for reinforcement learning — a problem different from ours.
Notably, [322, 363] expand all the layers, leading to a target network twice as wide as the
source one, and they only train the new branch while freezing the original branch as offthe-shelf features. This strategy does not apply to our recognition tasks that typically do
not have enough data to tackle such large growth in number of parameters. By contrast, we
add a small fraction of new units and fine-tune the entire network. As ad-hoc approaches,
[283] plug in a new adaptation layer to facilitate transfer for specific tasks, whereas their
focus is not on the dynamic augmentation of model capacity as ours. In addition to unsupervised fine-tuning, we also explore unsupervised fine-tuning in Part III that transfers a
pre-trained network to target tasks with unlabeled data.
Our approach in Part III is reminiscent of developmental learning [174, 273, 345], and
is relevant to multi-task learning [54, 140, 262, 381] and lifelong learning [147, 265, 296, 368].
Different from the non-parametric shallow models (e.g., nearest neighbors) that increase
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capacity when memorizing new data [367, 370], our developmental network cumulatively
grows its capacity from novel tasks. We learn predictive and recurrent structures in the model
parameter space from multiple tasks [7], but with dynamically growing parameters.

2.3

Unsupervised and Semi-Supervised Learning

In Part II, we combine both supervised and unsupervised learning. There has been growing
interest in learning CNNs in semi-supervised, self-supervised, or unsupervised fashions
to extract generic features [90, 95, 134, 190, 202, 264, 393, 408]. Most existing unsupervised
deep learning approaches focus on unsupervised learning of visual representations that
are both sparse and allow image reconstruction [281], including unsupervised deep belief
networks (DBN) [162], convolutional sparse coding [339], and multi-layer (denoising) autoencoders (DAE) [36, 224]. Other types of supervisory information, such as clustering [73],
surrogate classes [95], spatial context [90], temporal consistency [133, 134, 393], and image
captions [190], have been explored to train CNNs in an unsupervised manner. Although
showing initial promise, the performance of these unsupervised deep models is still not
on par with that of their supervised counterparts. Instead of performing greedy layer-wise
unsupervised pre-training in preparation for supervised training (e.g., in DBN and DAE),
our unsupervised meta-training in Part II “post-arranges” the supervised CNNs.
Another line of work trains deep multi-layer architectures in a semi-supervised fashion,
by jointly learning an embedding task [408] or introducing additional entropy regularization [4, 229] with unlabeled data. The methods typically improve the model generalization
for specific tasks, with both labeled and unlabeled data coming from the tasks of interest.
Our scenario, however, bears some similarities to self-taught learning [306]. We improve
the overall generality of CNNs for a wide spectrum of unseen categories by leveraging truly
large sets of unlabeled real-world images.
A key assumption in many semi-supervised and unsupervised algorithms is the structure assumption: the decision boundary should not cross high-density regions, but instead
lie in low-density regions [27, 56, 186, 408]. Given this assumption, our low-density separators in Part II aim to use unlabeled data to uncover this structure. Many algorithms
begin by inferring a probability distribution from random samples, for example through
density estimation [84], level set estimation [379], densest region detection [28], lowestdensity hyperplane estimation [27], and clustering [46, 165]. All of these tasks, however,
are notoriously difficult with respect to both sample complexity and computational complexity. To deal with this, we follow an alternative discriminative framework as in transductive SVM [56, 186], semi-supervised SVM [37], and predictable discriminative binary
codes [309]. Given that most of these existing approaches [37, 186, 309] require certain labeled data, we then propose an unsupervised margin maximization to achieve low-density
separation. Our work can be thus viewed as combining both neural networks and the maxmargin principle into a unified framework.

2.4

Learning How to Learn

In Part I, we address the difference between a recognition model learned from few annotated samples and the underlying model that would be learned from a large set of samples.
We meta-learn a generic, category agnostic transformation between small-sample and largesample models by a regression neural network in a model-level big-data setting. Our ap12

proach could be seen as an alternative parametric way of doing model distillation that relies
on the connection between different models (i.e., a student and a teacher model) [18,49,159].
While model distillation focuses on models with different capacity but learned on the same
data, our approach addresses models learned on different sized datasets and the acquired
meta-knowledge is more explicitly represented.
In the context of learning to learn [335, 366], we use the obtained inter-class model structure to modify a small-sample recognition model of a novel category. Our approach is relevant to the early and contemporary work on parameter prediction with one network that
modifies the weights of another [41, 332–334] and the recent work on inducing the weights
of an image classifier from text [280, 352] or predicting network parameters from activations [300, 302]. From an optimization perspective, our approach is relevant to the recent
research on learning to optimize which replaces hand-designed update rules with a learned
update rule [10,236,310] and learning easily adaptable model parameters through gradient
descent [114]. From a high-level perspective, this line of work casts a set of related learning
tasks themselves as a learning problem.
Another different perspective is to capture knowledge common among a set of oneshot learning tasks during meta-training, and then to use the knowledge for a novel oneshot learning problem [41, 310, 388]. By virtue of deep learning, the recent approaches in
this family typically learn a similarity distance metric via neural networks [351]. Flagship
techniques include the early work of Siamese networks [48, 202] and their advanced version matching networks [388], which are augmented with attention and memory, as well as
other modifications [259,351,354,376]. Due to the non-parametric nature (i.e., using nearest
neighbors as classifiers), these approaches are best effective for one-shot and extremely-fewshot learning and their performance significantly degenerates when the number of training
samples increase. By contrast, due to its discriminative nature, our approach in Part I is
consistently effective across datasets of different sizes, as shown in [144]. Using additional
large-sample models as the explicit teacher also facilitates our meta-learning problem.

13

Part I

Learning to Learn: Knowledge
Distillation through Model
Regression Networks

15

The only person who is educated is the one who has
learned how to learn and change.
Carl Rogers
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Chapter 3

Learning Model Transformation
for Easy Small Sample Learning
3.1

Motivation

Starting from this chapter, we explore a series of novel learning to learn approaches that
leverage the knowledge gained when learning models in large sample sets to facilitate recognizing novel categories from extremely limited samples, such as in one-shot learning.
From a discriminative machine learning perspective, object recognition is basically a process that learns an object category classifier to separate annotated positive and negative
examples in a feature space. We assume a fixed, discriminative feature space, which is reasonable especially considering the recent learned feature representations via deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). We now take the model such as SVM classifiers and make
important modifications. The central issue can be reduced to the following: how to estimate
a classifier that would be learned from a large set of samples (on the order of hundreds or
thousands of) based on its corresponding classifier learned from few annotated samples (as
few as one and up to hundreds)?
Our main hypothesis is that there exists a generic nonlinear transformation from smallsample (or few-shot) models to the underlying large-sample (or many-shot) models for a variety of categories. This hypothesis is validated empirically in Section 3.3. Intuitively, a model
can be viewed as a separating hyperplane in the feature space.1 Small training examples
already constrain the search space by pointing to an initial hyperplane not far from the desired hyperplane produced by a large training set. When we gradually introduce additional
examples, the initial hyperplane is progressively subject to a series of transformations until
it converges, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
We suspect that this transformation, or at least certain components of it, is fairly generic.
In a machine learning context, a learner needs to be biased in some way for it to generalize well [25, 112, 157, 326]. Consequently, there might exist some systematic bias from a
small-sample model to its large-sample version. In essence, this transformation potentially
captures the natural intra-class variability in a discriminative manner and represents how
sparse samples change to a category cluster. Hence, we view the model transformation as
a form of shared structure and, when available, it can be re-purposed for novel categories.
1A

kernel model can be viewed as a separating hyperplane in the lifted feature space.
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Figure 3.1: Our main hypothesis is that there exists a generic, category agnostic nonlinear transformation T from models θ 0 learned from few annotated samples (represented
as blue) to the underlying models θ ∗ learned from large sets of samples (represented as
red). We estimate the transformation T by learning a meta-level regression network on a
large collection of model pairs, i.e., a model regression network. For a novel category/task
(such as scene classification and fine-grained object recognition), we introduce the learned
T to construct the task model and thus facilitate its generalization in the small sample size
regime.

A desirable goal, then, is to find ways of automatically learning such a transformation.
We achieve this by introducing a meta-level network that operates on the space of model
parameters and learns on a large collection of model pairs, which we term as a model regression network. The meta-network explicitly regresses between the small-sample classifiers
(as input) and their corresponding large-sample classifiers (as ground-truth) on a variety
of known categories. The deep learning framework enables us to learn the transformation without imposing strong priors. Now, for a novel category/task, we distill the learned
transformation to construct the task model and thus facilitate its generalization in the small
sample size regime.
Recent progress in deep learning based object recognition shows that features extracted
from deep CNNs that are trained on a large set of particular object categories exhibit attractive transferability [16, 91, 311, 427]. They could thus serve as universal feature extractors
for novel categories/tasks. Our key insights then are that such generality would also hold
on a model level and that it would be learnable in a similar fashion as on the feature level.
This is also suggested by the duality perspective between the feature space and the classifier space [386]. Eventually, the transformation can be viewed to be imposed on features
but parametrized in a model fashion.
From a complementary perspective, our approach could be seen as an alternative parametric way of doing model distillation that relies on the connection between different models [18, 49, 159]. In the terminology of model distillation [18, 159], we view a small-sample
model as a “student” model and view its corresponding large-sample model as a “teacher”
model. The student model is then transformed through our meta-network to mimic the
behavior (e.g., generalization ability) of its teacher model. Different from [18, 49, 159] that
focus on the relationship between models of different complexity (e.g., single and ensemble
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models, and shallow and deep neural networks) on the same data, we deal with models
of the same type but trained on data of different sample sizes. Moreover, our knowledge
is explicitly represented by the meta-network, compared with using distillation loss as the
implicit knowledge in [18, 49, 159].
Our contributions are three-fold. (1) We first show how to construct a training “model
set” by generating a large collection of model pairs that are learned from small and large
sample sets respectively on various categories. (2) We show how a model regression network, based on deep neural networks and this training model set, is learned and a generic
transformation between these two types of models is identified by the regressor. (3) We
finally show how our regression network is used to facilitate the recognition of novel categories from few samples, leading to significantly improved performance on a broad range
of tasks, including domain adaptation, fine-grained recognition, action recognition, and
scene classification.

3.2

Model Regression Networks

We are given a fixed, discriminative feature space X of dimensionality d, such as the current
deep CNN features.2 For an object category c of interest, we generate a model or classifier
h(x) that discriminates between its positive and negative instances x ∈ X . We consider, for
example, the linear SVM classifier commonly used for object recognition tasks, which is a
separating hyperplane in the feature space. The classifier h(·) can then be represented as a
weight vector θ belonging to the model parameter space Θ.
Let θ 0 indicate a classifier learned from few annotated samples without any additional
information. Let θ ∗ indicate the corresponding underlying classifier learned from a large
set of annotated samples of the same category. Our goal is to generate θ (or equivalently,
h(·)) that generalizes well from these few training examples, i.e., to make θ as close as to
the desired θ ∗ . The key assumption is that there exists a generic, nonlinear transformation
Te : Θ → Θ for a broad range of categories, so that for θ 0 and θ ∗ in any category c, we have

θ ∗ ≈ Te θ 0 . That is, there is a set of large-sample models and Te is the projection into that
set (with θ ∗ being a fixpoint of Te ). Once the transformation Te is available, we could easily
improve the classifier generalization.
Inspired by recent progress in deep learning, it is possible to estimate this transformation Te from a large set of known categories. A straightforward approach then is to learn
a regression function T parameterized by w based on a large collection of “annotated”

 J

model pairs θj0 , θj∗ j=1 from these categories. That is, θj∗ ≈ T θj0 ; w for any smallsample model θj0 and its large-sample model θj∗ learned on the same category. We employ
multi-layer neural networks as regressors, which are well-known to learn complex, nonlinear functions with minimal human design. By doing so, we avoid an explicit description of
the space of transformations. We then use the obtained transformation in learning models
for novel categories.
2 Notation: Matrices are denoted by bold and italicized capital letters, vectors are denoted by bold and italicized
lower-case letters, and transformation functions are denoted by italicized capital letters. For notational simplicity,
x already includes a constant 1 as the last element and thus θ includes the bias term.
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3.2.1

Generation of Model Pairs

We start from large amounts of labeled data from a variety of categories, which are denoted
L
as {(xi , yi )}i=1 . Here xi ∈ Rd is the ith data sample in the feature space X , yi ∈ {1, . . . , C}
is the corresponding label, and C is the number of categories. Different from conventional
recognition systems that directly learn from the data and label pairs, we learn on a model

 J
level. To this end, we produce a collection of model pairs θj0 , θj∗ j=1 as our training
L

model set using the original training data set {(xi , yi )}i=1 . Each model is generated as a
binary classifier focused on separating a single category from all the remaining categories
in a manner inspired by the one-vs.-all strategy in multi-class classification.
Specifically, for each category c, we first learn θ c,∗ from a large sample set. We treat θ c,∗
Lc
as the ground-truth model. Let the positive examples {xc,pos
}i=1
be all the data points of
i
category c, where Lc is the total number of samples whose labels are c. We obtain negative
M
examples {xc,neg
}i=1 by randomly sampling M data points from other categories not in
i
Lc
category c. We train a binary SVM classifier θ c,∗ on the training set P c = {(xc,pos
, +1)}i=1
∪
i
M
{(xc,neg
,
−1)}
.
i
i=1
We now learn the small-sample model θ c,0 for category c. Consistent with the few-shot
scenario that consists of few positive examples, we randomly sample N  Lc data points
N
{xc,pos
}i=1 out of the Lc positive examples of category c. We train a binary SVM classifier
i
N
M
θ c,0 on the reduced training set Qc = {(xc,pos
, +1)}i=1 ∪ {(xc,neg
, −1)}i=1 .
i
i
Note that we have many ways of choosing the small sample set for a given θ c,∗ to learn
c,0
θ . This indicates that we could repeat the sampling procedure S times, leading to S
n
oS
small-sample models θjc,0
learned from different small-sample sized training subset
j=1
 c S
Qj j=1 of P c . Since they correspond to the unique ground-truth model, we thus obtain a
n
oS
series of model pairs for category c as θjc,0 , θ c,∗
. Including the learned model pairs
j=1

 J
from all the C categories, we generate the desired training model sets θj0 , θj∗ j=1 , where
J = S × C. Due to subsampling, the size of the training model set could be potentially
large, with many orders of magnitude larger than the number of categories.

3.2.2

Regression Network


 J
Given the training model set θj0 , θj∗ j=1 with one to one model correspondence, we aim
to learn a mapping: θ 0 → θ ∗ . We parametrize
the transformation as a regression function

T θ 0 ; w , such that θ ∗ ≈ T θ 0 ; w . We simply use the square of the Euclidean distance to
quantify the quality of the approximation. For each model θj0 , we have the corresponding
n
oM +N
used to learn the model as well. To make the regressmall sample set Qj =
xji , yij
i=1

sion more robust, we include the performance on these samples as an additional loss, which
is standard in the transfer learning approaches with model parameter sharing [398, 418].
Our final loss function then is
)
(
M
+N h
J

X
X
T j i
 2
1 ∗
j
0
0
θ − T θj ; w
+λ
1 − yi T θj ; w xi
.
(3.1)
L (w) =
2 j
+
i=1
j=1
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Figure 3.2: The architecture of our model regression network. Given a model θ 0 learned
from few samples as input, it is passed though four fully-connected layers with leaky ReLU.
On the loss layer, a model regression loss and a classification performance (e.g., hinge) loss
on the training data is minimized jointly.
The second term represents the data fitting on the training samples. Here, the performance
loss is measured by a hinge loss, in which [x]+ = max(0, x), and it could be other types of
losses such as logistic loss as well.
Consistent with recent work, we use a multi-layer feed-forward neural network as the
regression function for its high capacity. As shown in Figure 3.2, our regression network
consists of F = 4 fully-connected layers where the f th layer applies a nonlinear transformation G, which is an affine transformation followed by a nonlinear activation function. We
use leaky ReLU. For the purpose of regression capacity, the number of units in the first two
layers is larger than the dimensionality of the input classifier weight vectors. The desired
transformation T is then represented as a series of transformations G layer by layer.

3.2.3

Implementation Details

For the feature space, consistent with recent work, we use the Caffe AlexNet CNN feature
pre-trained on ILSVRC 2012 [91, 185, 212]. All the weights of the CNN are frozen to those
learned on ILSVRC without fine-tuning on any other datasets. For each image, we extract
the feature on the center 224 × 224 crop of the 256 × 256 resized image. It is a d = 4,096dim feature vector f c6 taking from the penultimate hidden layer of the network, unless
otherwise specified.
To generate the training model set, we use the ILSVRC 2012 training data set for purpose of reproducibility. There are 1,000 object categories with 600 to 1,300 images per category and 1.2 million images in total. We use Liblinear [101] to train linear SVM models θ 0
and θ ∗ . For each category, using all the positive images and randomly sampled negative
images, we train θ ∗ with the optimal SVM regularization parameter obtained by 10-fold
cross-validation. We then randomly sample N = 1, 2, . . . , 9, 10, 15, 20, . . . , 100 positive images. For each N , we repeat random subsampling S = 5 times, and use different SVM
regularization parameters from 10{−2,−1,0,1,2} to train the SVM model θ 0 from few samples. These are essentially valid ways of doing “data augmentation” [212] for training the
regression network, which mimic in practice how θ 0 changes. Hence, the number of the
generated model pairs is 700 for each category, and the size of the training model set is
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700,000. Finally, we randomly split the set with 685 model pairs as training and the remaining 15 pairs as validation per category.
We then use Caffe [185] to train our model regression network on the generated training
model set and the corresponding training data set. The number of units from f c1 to f c4 are
6144, 5120, 4097, and 4097, respectively. We use 0.01 as the negative slope for leaky ReLU. λ
is set to 1. We implement the loss function as two loss layers in Caffe, with one loss layer focusing on the model regression accuracy and the other focusing on the performance loss on
the training data. We train the network using standard SGD and batch normalization [177].

3.2.4

Learning Target Models for Novel Categories
K

We now consider recognizing a novel category from a small labeled training set {(xi , yi )}i=1 ,
where xi ∈ Rd is a data sample and yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the corresponding label. As informative prior knowledge, we distill the obtained generic model transformation T into the target
model θ, so that it has better generalization than the one produced only from the few training examples. We use a coarse-to-fine procedure that learns the target model in three steps:
initialization, transformation, and refinement.
Initialization. In this first step, we directly learn the target model θ 0 on the small trainK
ing sample set {(xi , yi )}i=1 .
Transformation. Using θ 0 as input to our learned model
 regression network, after forward propagation, we obtain the output model T θ 0 ; w . This thus encodes the prior
knowledge about θ being preferable.

Refinement. We then introduce T θ 0 ; w as biased regularization into the standard
SVM max-margin formulation to retrain the model by minimizing

R (θ) =


1
θ − T θ0 ; w
2

2

+η

K
X


1 − yi θ T xi + .

(3.2)

i=1

Eqn. (3.2) is similar
 to the standard SVM formulation, with the only difference being the bias
towards T θ 0 ; w instead of 0. η is the regularization parameter used to control the tradeoff between the regularization term and data fitting term. We thus obtain an intermediate
solution with a decision boundary close to the regressed classifier while separating the
labeled examples well.

3.3

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we explore the use of our learned model regression network on a number
of supervised learning tasks with limited data, including domain adaptation, fine-grained
recognition, action recognition, and scene classification. We begin with a sanity check of
the regression network for the 1,000 training categories on the ILSVRC validation data set.
We then evaluate the network for one-shot domain adaptation and compare with state-ofthe-art adaptation approaches. We further evaluate our approach for novel fine-grained,
action, and scene categories. Finally, we present experimental results evaluating the impact
of different feature spaces and model types.
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Regression Sanity Check on ILSVRC
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Figure 3.3: Performance sanity check of the model regression network by comparing smallsample models θ 0 , large-sample models θ ∗ (learned on thousands of examples), and regressed models T (θ 0 ) on the held-out ILSVRC validation set. X-axis: number of positive
training examples. Y-axis: average binary classification accuracy. Our network effectively
identifies a generic model transformation.

3.3.1

Sanity Check

Our model regression network is learned from the 1,000 categories on the ILSVRC training
data set. As a sanity check, the first question to answer is whether the learned transformation indeed improves generalization of the small-sample models for these categories. To
answer this question, we evaluate the models on the held-out ILSVRC validation data set,
which contains the same 1,000 categories with 50 images per category and has no overlap
with the ILSVRC training data.
Consistent with the way the models are generated, we evaluate them in a binary classification scenario. For each category, we construct a test set consisting of all these 50 positive
images and 50 randomly sampled negative images from other categories. We compare the
three types of models: small-sample models θ 0 , large-sample models θ ∗ (as ground-truth),
and regressed models T (θ 0 ) (without the refinement step). We evaluate how performance
varies with the number of positive training examples N when used to learn θ 0 . We average
the classification accuracy over the models corresponding to the same N but with different sampled training data and SVM regularization parameters. Figure 3.3 summarizes the
average performance over the 1,000 categories.
As expected, Figure 3.3 shows that T (θ 0 ) significantly improves the generalization of θ 0 .
In the one-shot learning case, there is a notable 20% performance improvement of T (θ 0 )
over θ 0 , whose performance is only a little bit higher than chance (50% for binary classification). With increased number of training examples, the performance of T (θ 0 ) gradually converges to that of θ ∗ trained on thousands of examples. This verifies the existence
of a generic transformation from small-sample to large-sample models for these 1,000 categories, which is effectively identified by our model regression network. In the following
experiments, we will show that the learned transformation applies to other novel categories
as well.
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Source Prior Knowledge Type Method

Acc (%)

NA

SVM (target only) [164]

62.28

Data

SVM (source only) [164]
SVM (source and target) [164]

53.51
56.68

Feature

GFK [127]
SA [110]
Daumé III [81]
MMDT [163]

65.16
59.30
59.21
59.21

Model Parameter

PMT [13]
Late Fusion (Max) [164]
Late Fusion (Lin. Int. Avg) [164]

66.30
59.59
60.64

Joint

Fine-tuning [164]

61.13

Model Transformation

Model Regression Network (Ours) 68.47

Table 3.1: Performance comparison between our model transformation with state-of-the-art
approaches that adapt other types of prior knowledge gained on the ILSVRC source domain
in manners of data, feature, model parameter, and joint fine-tuning for one-shot learning
on the Webcam domain of the Office dataset.

3.3.2

One-Shot Adaptation

Our approach can be viewed as transferring certain prior knowledge gained from the source
domain (ILSVRC) to new tasks. It is thus interesting to compare different types of prior
knowledge, including those on data, feature, and model parameter levels. To this end, we
provide a comprehensive evaluation in the scenario of domain adaptation, in which the
target images come from the same set of source categories but are drawn from a different distribution. Due to the common categories between source and target domains, this
experimental setup allows us to best identify the possible shared domain structure and
compare with state-of-the-art adaptation approaches without learning additional category
correspondence, which turns to be another difficult problem.
Datasets and tasks. We evaluate on the Office dataset [324], a standard domain adaptation benchmark for multi-class object recognition. The Office dataset is a collection of 4,652
images from three distinct domains: Amazon, DSLR, and Webcam. We use Webcam as the
target domain since it was shown to be the most challenging shifted domain [164]. Of the
31 categories in the dataset, 16 overlap with the categories presented in the 1,000-category
ILSVRC. We focus on these common classes as our target (i.e., 16-way classification), as is
customary in [164]. Following a similar experimental setup in [164], 1 labeled training and
10 test images per category are randomly selected on Webcam. We report average multiclass accuracy over 20 random train/test splits in Table 3.1.
Baselines. In addition to the SVM (target only) baseline that directly trains SVM classifiers on the target data, we compare against four other types of baselines that transfer
prior knowledge on the ILSVRC source domain gained in manners of data, feature, model
parameters, and joint fine-tuning.
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• (Type I) Data level. SVM classifiers trained on only source data and both source and
target data, respectively.
• (Type II) Feature level. Geodesic flow kernel (GFK) [127], Daumé III [81], subspace
alignment (SA) [110], and max-margin domain transforms (MMDT) [163], which seek
common feature spaces using learned feature embedding, augmentation, or transformation.
• (Type III) Model parameter level. Projective model transfer (PMT) [13] and late fusion [164], which adapt the parameters of the pre-trained source classifier to construct
the target classifier.
• (Type IV) Joint level. Fine-tune the weights of the pre-trained CNN on the 16-way
target classification task. These results are reported from [164].
Table 3.1 shows that our model transformation provides an alternative, competitive way
to encode the shared structure and prior knowledge. It is on par with or outperforms other
types of prior knowledge and adaption approaches. Notably, ours achieves significantly
better performance than fine-tuning, the standard transfer strategy for CNNs, in this oneshot learning scenario. Fine-tuning requires a considerable amount of labeled target data
and actually reduces performance in the very sparse label regime.

3.3.3

Learning Novel Categories

We now evaluate whether our learned model regression network facilitates the recognition
of novel categories from few samples. For multi-class classification on the target datasets,
we test how performance varies with the number of training samples per category. Following the standard practice, we train linear SVMs in a one-vs.-all fashion with default settings
in Liblinear [101]. After obtaining the regressed models, we then incorporate them to retrain each one-vs.-all classifier.
Datasets and tasks. We evaluate on standard benchmark datasets for fine-grained recognition: Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB) 200-2011 [389] and Oxford 102 Flowers [279], for action
recognition (compositional semantic recognition): Stanford-40 actions [425], and for scene
classification: MIT-67 [375]. These datasets are widely used for evaluating CNN representations [15], and we consider their diversity and coverage of novel categories. We follow
the standard experimental setup (e.g., the train/test splits) for these datasets. In our experiments, due to the lack of published protocols for small-sample learning, we randomly
generate the small-sample version of training images as shown in Figure 3.4 and use all the
same test images for testing.
Fine-grained recognition datasets. Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB) 200 − 2011 [389] contains
11,788 images of 200 bird species (mostly North American). 5,994 images are used for training (29 or 30 images per class) and 5,794 images are used for testing. Bird bounding boxes,
15 part landmarks, 312 binary attributes, and boundary segmentation are available for this
dataset. We only use the bounding box annotation during training and testing. Oxford 102
Flowers [279] contains 102 flower classes and each class consists of between 40 and 258 images. 10 images per class are used as training data and the rest are used as test data. We do
not use the provided image segmentation for this dataset. The subtle difference across different subclasses requires a fine-detailed feature representation, which makes fine-grained
recognition a good test of whether a generic representation can capture these subtle details.
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Figure 3.4: Performance comparisons between models learned from few samples and models refined by our model regression network for fine-grained recognition, action recognition, and scene classification on four benchmark datasets. For completeness, we also include additional baselines of transfer learning with model parameter sharing and CNN
fine-tuning on certain datasets. The AlexNet CNN is used as the feature space. X-axis:
number of training examples per class. Y-axis: average multi-class classification accuracy.
Since they benefit from the learned generic model transformation, ours significantly outperform all the baselines for small sample learning.

Action recognition datasets. Stanford-40 [425] contains 9,532 images of humans performing 40 actions, with between 180 and 300 images per action class. We follow the standard
split for this dataset: 100 images per class are used as training data and the rest are used
as test data. The compositional recognition tasks are challenging category tasks, which include classes where the type of interactions between objects is the key indicator. Hence,
these tasks require more sophistication to recognize than the other category recognition
tasks [16].
Scene classification datasets. MIT-67 [375] contains 15,620 images spanning 67 indoor
scene classes. The provided split for this dataset consists of 80 training and 20 test images per class. Having a significant statistics difference from the ILSVRC dataset, indoor
scenes tend to vary a lot in term of composition and are better characterized by the objects
which they contain. This makes MIT-67 an interesting and challenging test case for feature
representation.
Baselines. Due to the CNN training procedure, the original models directly learned
from target samples can be viewed as transfer learning with feature sharing. We also include the transfer learning baseline with model parameter sharing on Stanford-40 and MIT67, which transfers the 1,000 ILSVRC category models using [373]. Moreover, we report an
additional CNN fine-tuning baseline on MIT-67, which is the best fine-tuning result we have
achieved following [155].
Figure 3.4 summarizes the average performance over 10 random splits on these datasets.
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Figure 3.5: Feature space evaluation between models learned from few samples and models
refined by our model regression network on these four benchmark datasets. The stronger
VGG CNN [347], pre-trained on ILSVRC, and the unsupervised CNN [393], pre-trained on
YouTube, are used as the feature space, respectively. Ours show consistent performance improvements over the original models for small sample learning in different feature spaces.

The performance of the model transfer is similar to the original models learned from few
samples due to the dissimilarity between source and target tasks. In our case of limited
target data, the standard fine-tuning approach leads to degraded performance due to overfitting. The models refined by our regression network, however, significantly outperform
them for a broad range of novel categories. Our approach has particularly large performance boosts in one-shot learning scenarios. For example, there is a nearly 15% boost on
MIT-67.

3.3.4

Evaluation of Different Feature Spaces

In the previous experiments, we used the AlexNet CNN as the feature. To test the robustness of our model regression network to the choice of the feature space, here we evaluate
two additional features: the more powerful VGG19 CNN [347] f c7, pre-trained on ILSVRC
2012, and the unsupervised CNN [393] f c6, pre-trained on YouTube videos. We keep the
other design choices the same (e.g., the way of generating the training model set and the regression network structure). In a similar way as before, we train our network and evaluate
the recognition performance on the target tasks with few samples. Figure 3.5 validates the
benefit of our approach in different feature space settings. Importantly, it shows that the
data used to estimate the model transformation (ILSVRC) is not necessarily the same as the
data used to learn the feature representation (YouTube).
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Figure 3.6: Model type evaluation between models learned from few samples and models
refined by our model regression network on these four benchmark datasets. We evaluate the logistic regression as the model of interest. The robust performance shows generic
transformations for different types of models.

3.3.5

Evaluation of Different Types of Classification Models

In the previous experiments, we focused on SVM classifiers. In fact, the models do not need
to come from max-margin classifiers and could be other set of weights learned in different
fashions. To verify this, we test a widely used alternative classifier, logistic regression, and
keep the other design choices the same (e.g., the way of generating the training model set
and the regression network structure). Naturally, we change the hinge loss to the logistic
loss. In a similar way as before, we train our network and evaluate the recognition performance on the target tasks with few samples as shown in Figure 3.6. Combining with
Figure 3.4, the logistic regression demonstrates comparable performance to SVM, and the
refined logistic regression classifiers generalize better as well.

3.4

Data-Level or Model-Level Transformation?: A Graphical Illustration

While our approach focuses on a model-level transformation, a contemporary line of work
generates additional examples by transforming existing examples through a regression neural network and then learns recognition models using the augmented dataset [86, 144, 247].
One interesting question thus arises: what is the connection and distinction between a datalevel transformation and a model-level transformation? Inspired by category theory and commutative diagram [12], this issue can be graphically understood by Figure 3.7.
M
In Figure 3.7, the top left node A represents a small sample set Q0 = {xi }i=1 , and the
N
bottom left node B represents its corresponding large sample set P ∗ = {xi }i=1 . The top
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Figure 3.7: Graphical illustration of data-level and model-level transformations. To generate a large-sample model θ ∗ (node D) from a small-sample set Q0 (node A), we have two
commutative paths: the data-level transformation path A → B → D and the model-level
transformation path A → C → D.
right node C represents the small-sample model θ 0 , and the bottom right node D represents
the large-sample model θ ∗ . There are two paths to generate θ ∗ from Q0 . The conventional
path A → B → D first transforms the few examples in Q0 to produce more examples and
obtain P ∗ , and then learns θ ∗ using P ∗ . Our path A → C → D, however, first directly
learns θ 0 using given Q0 , and then transforms θ 0 to θ ∗ . Intuitively, these two paths should
commute and lead to the same θ ∗ , as suggested by the duality perspective between the
feature space and the classifier space [386]. In this view, our approach is essentially a valid
way of doing data augmentation but parametrized in a model fashion.
From a practical perspective, however, each of these two paths has its own advantages
and disadvantages, depending on specific tasks. On the one hand, our formulation leads
to an easier learning problem, since it is better regularized. More precisely, for category
c, different small-sample models θ 0 correspond to a unique large-sample model θ ∗ (i.e.,
learning a many-to-one transformation). By contrast, if directly learning a transformation
on the data level, one input example might correspond to potentially many output examples (i.e., learning a many-to-many transformation). In addition, our approach leads to test
time efficiency, since it directly generates the desired recognition model instead of intermediate samples. On the other hand, learning a model-level transformation restricts the
small-sample and large-sample models to belong to the same type of model, since they are
supposed to reside in the same model parameter space. By contrast, learning a data-level
transformation might allow us to learn a higher-capacity model with augmented data for
potential better performance.
In a broad sense, the commutative diagram in Figure 3.7 not only applies to the smallsample learning scenario, but it also has implication for other recognition problems. And
our model regression networks have been successfully used in [166, 168, 261]. For instance,
one might morph between chair recognition models of two different viewpoints3 , or change
a raw tomato recognition model to a cooked tomato recognition model [180], or compose
classifiers of known visual concepts for unseen combinations of concepts [261], or map from
free-hand sketch space to the space of photo classifiers [166], or predict a category’s instance
segmentation parameters as a function of its bounding box detection parameters [168], by
3 Inspired

by a conversation with Andrew Zisserman.
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directly leveraging the model-level transformation.

3.5

Revisiting Model Transformation and Its Properties

The conventional few-shot learning approaches typically view a recognition model as static
and they focus on discovering the relationship among models that are learned from large
amounts of examples [103, 232, 317]. Our approach, however, has analyzed the difference
between a small-sample recognition model and the underlying large-sample model. We
have explored whether it is possible and how to estimate a large-sample model based on
its corresponding small-sample model. Apparently, the vanilla regularization techniques
used in statistical modeling are insufficient to tackle this challenging problem.
To make this point further, our approach suggests a way to address the small-sample
learning problem through analyzing the model dynamics. While the existing work typically
focuses on the final learning performance, the entire learning history implicitly contains
abundant useful information for small-sample learning. That is, how does a recognition
model h (x; θ) change during the learning process when gradually having access to additional examples?
To address this issue, we make an analogy between the recognition model and a physical
system as suggested in [331]. Let us consider training a continuous time physical system
that performs potentially useful computations through its deterministic or stochastic dynamics. Given a state of sensory information (current and past inputs), the system is moving
towards configurations that better explain the observed sensory data (equilibrium) [331].
We can think of the system’s configuration as an explanation (or interpretation) for the observed sensory data. In the case of our recognition model, this means that the parameters of
the model gradually move towards θ ∗ that are more probable, given the sensory input (i.e.,
additional examples) and according to the current “model of the world” associated with
the parameters θ 0 of the model.
We cast estimation of the model dynamics as a learning problem, and exploit structures
in the parameter space by leveraging supervised deep learning techniques. The model dynamics are explicitly represented by our meta-learner T . For a novel task m, we predict
the parameters of its recognition model from both few annotated examples and the metalearner that encodes the parameter structures from previous
recognition tasks, replacing

0
the static model with a dynamic model hm x; T θm
, w . Hence, the learning occurs at
two different time scales: rapid learning within tasks and more gradual, meta learning
across many different tasks for self-referential learning and self-improvement [336]. The
latter learning phase explicitly guides the learning process of the small-sample model.
In conventional statistical learning, we have a particular function of interest, whose behavior is constrained through a set of function evaluations using example images and their
labels. In our setting, the examples are themselves recognition task instances, which means
generalization corresponds to the ability to transfer knowledge between different tasks.
Hence, our approach is different from the conventional approach of characterizing properties of tasks analytically and using these analytical insights to design learning algorithms
by hand, e.g., enforcing certain regularization for small-sample recognition.
Moreover, the model transformation has some interesting properties, which we discuss
below.
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Method
Acc (%)

θ 0 MLP ResNet1 ResNet2 ResNet3 ResNet4 θ ∗
77.64 94.85 90.62
95.88
96.62
97.68 98.60

Table 3.2: Performance comparisons of binary classification between different types of metalearners (i.e., model regression networks) for one-shot learning on 10 randomly sampled
categories from ILSVRC. Our original meta-network is a 4-layer perceptron (MLP) and we
now use ResNets with 1, 2, 3, and 4 residual blocks, respectively. The performance improvement shows the importance of identity regularization and residual learning.
Identity Regularization and Residual Learning. In our approach, we assumed that the
transformation T was independent of the sample size whereas, in general, one would envision that T would change when the number of samples increases dramatically all the way
to T = identity for very large training sample sets. This suggests the importance of the
identity mapping in the model transformation. Also, we are actually more interested in estimating the change of the model parameter ∆θ instead of θ. Inspired by these insights and
the recent work on residual learning [149,154], we instantiate the meta-learner as a residual
network that learns the transformation graduality while explicitly maintaining its identity
property.
Experimental analysis. We now use the state-of-the-art ResNet152 features [154]. We
randomly sample 10 categories from ILSVRC. In a similar binary classification setup as before, we regress from 1-shot SVM θ 0 to θ ∗ using meta-level ResNets [149, 154] with 1, 2, 3,
and 4 residual blocks, respectively. Table 3.2 summarizes the results. The boosted recognition performance over our original version of regression networks (i.e., a multi-layer perceptron) shows the importance of identity regularization and residual learning. In addition,
the performance improves with the increased network depth.
Sample-Size Dependency. One limitation of the current few-shot learning approaches
is that they typically cannot perform consistently well across datasets of different sample
sizes [144]. A straightforward solution is to learn separate regression networks that address
different small-sample models. We evaluate this simple approach as follows.
Method
Acc (%)

θ10

1-shot
T (θ10 )

18.87 27.72

θ20

2-shot
T (θ20 )

30.01 36.44

θ40

4-shot
T (θ40 )

39.85 45.62

Table 3.3: Performance comparisons of multi-class classification when learning separate regression networks that address different small-sample models on the SUN-397
dataset [414]. We regress 1-shot, 2-shot, and 4-shot softmax classifiers to the large-sample
models using 3 different ResNets (each with 1 residual block), respectively. The performance improvement shows the effectiveness of a sample-size dependent transformation.
Experimental analysis. In a multi-class classification setup, we generate the 1-shot, 2shot, and 4-shot softmax classifiers on the SUN-397 training dataset [414], respectively. We
regress these 3 types of small-sample models to the large-sample models using 3 different
ResNets (each with 1 residual block), respectively. Table 3.3 summarizes the results on the
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validation dataset. In addition, when we test the learned transformation on the MIT-67
dataset, the classification performance of its 1-shot model improves from 39.91% to 46.04%.
These results show the effectiveness of a sample size dependent transformation.
Based on these properties, in the next chapter we will show how to design and learn
the model regression network in a more principled manner and how to apply it to address
learning novel categories on data of different sample sizes.
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Chapter 4

Learning to Model the Tail by
Capturing Model Dynamics
4.1

Motivation

In this chapter, we extend our learning to learn approach to address a more general, realistic
long-tail recognition problem. State-of-the-art CNN models [154,212,347,357] are typically
learned with artificially balanced datasets [242, 321, 436], in which objects of different classes
have approximately evenly distributed, very large number of human-annotated images. In
real-world applications, however, visual phenomena follow a long-tailed distribution as
shown in Figure 4.1, in which the number of training examples per class varies significantly
from hundreds or thousands for head classes to as few as one for tail classes [385, 439, 440].
Minimizing the skewed distribution by collecting more tail examples is a notoriously
difficult task when constructing datasets [100,209,242,385]. Even those datasets that are balanced along one dimension still tend to be imbalanced in others [285]; e.g., balanced scene
datasets still contain long-tail sets of objects [414] or scene subclasses [439]. This intrinsic
long-tail property poses a multitude of open challenges for recognition in the wild [31],
since the models will be largely dominated by those few head classes while degraded for
many other tail classes. Rebalancing training data [343, 435] is the most widespread stateof-the-art solution, but this is heuristic and suboptimal — it merely generates redundant data
through over-sampling or loses critical information through under-sampling.
An attractive alternative is to transfer knowledge from data-rich head classes to datapoor tail classes. While transfer learning from a source to target task is a well studied problem [288, 427], by far the most common approach is to fine-tune a model pre-trained on
the source task [162]. In the long-tailed setting, this fails to provide any noticeable improvement since pre-training on the head is quite similar to training on the unbalanced
long-tailed dataset (which is dominated by the head) [385].
Inspired by the recent work on meta-learning [10,236,310,348,394,395], we instead transfer meta-level knowledge about learning to learn from the head classes. Specifically, we make
use of the approach in Chapter 3, which describes a method for learning from small datasets
(the “few-shot” learning problem) through estimating a generic model transformation. To
do so, Chapter 3 learns a meta-level network that operates on the space of model parameters, which is specifically trained to regress many-shot model parameters (trained on large
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Figure 4.1: Head-to-tail knowledge transfer in model space for long-tail recognition. Figure 4.1a shows the number of examples by scene class on SUN-397 [414], a representative
dataset that follows an intrinsic long-tailed distribution. In Figure 4.1b, from the data-rich
head classes (e.g., living rooms), we introduce a meta-learner F to learn the model dynamics
— a series of transformations (denoted as solid lines) that represents how few k-shot models θ k start from θ 1 and gradually evolve to the underlying many-shot models θ ∗ trained
from large sets of samples. The model parameters θ are visualized as points in the “dual”
model (parameter) space. We leverage the model dynamics as prior knowledge to facilitate
recognizing tail classes (e.g., libraries) by hallucinating their model evolution trajectories
(denoted as dashed lines).

datasets) from few-shot model parameters (trained on small datasets). Our meta-level regressor, which we call MetaModelNet, is trained on classes from the head of the distribution
and then applied to those from the tail. As an illustrative example in Figure 4.1, consider
learning scene classifiers on a long-tailed dataset with many living-rooms but few outside
libraries. We learn both many-shot and few-shot living-room models (by subsampling the
training data as needed), and train a regressor that maps between the two. We can then
apply the regressor on few-shot models of libraries learned from the tail.
The above description suggests that we need to split up a long-tailed training set into a
distinct set of source classes (the head) and target classes (the tail). This is most naturally
done by thresholding the number of training examples per class. But what is the correct
threshold? A high threshold might result in a meta-network that simply acts as an identity
function, returning the input set of model parameters. This certainly would not be useful
to apply on few-shot models. Similarly, a low threshold may not be useful when regressing
from many-shot models. Instead, we propose a “continuous” strategy that builds multiple
regressors across a (logarithmic) range of thresholds (e.g., 1-shot, 2-shot, 4-shot regressors,
etc.), corresponding to different head-tail splits. Importantly, these regressors can be efficiently implemented with a single, chained MetaModelNet that is naturally regularized with
residual connections, such that the 2-shot regressor need only predict model parameters
that are fed into the 4-shot regressor, and so on (until the many-shot regressor that defaults
to the identity). By doing so, MetaModelNet encodes a trajectory over the space of model parameters that captures their evolution with increasing sample sizes, as shown in Figure 4.1b.
Interestingly, such a network is naturally trained in a progressive manner from the head towards the tail, effectively capturing the gradual dynamics of transferring meta-knowledge
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from data-rich to data-poor regimes.
It is natural to ask what kind of dynamics are learned by MetaModelNet — how can one
consistently predict how model parameters will change with more training data? We posit
that the network learns to capture implicit data augmentation — for example, given a 1-shot
model trained with a single image, the network may learn to implicitly add rotations of that
single image. But rather than explicitly creating data, MetaModelNet predicts their impact
on the learned model parameters. Interestingly, past work tends to apply the same augmentation strategies across all input classes. But perhaps different classes should be augmented
in different ways — e.g., churches maybe viewed from consistent viewpoints and should not
be augmented with out-of-plane rotations. MetaModelNet learns class-specific transformations that are smooth across the space of models — e.g., classes with similar model parameters tend to transform in similar ways (see Figure 4.1b and Figure 4.4 for more details).
Our contributions are three-fold. (1) We analyze the dynamics of how model parameters evolve when given access to more training examples. (2) We show that a single metanetwork, based on deep residual learning, can learn to accurately predict such dynamics.
(3) We train such a meta-network on long-tailed datasets through a recursive approach that
gradually transfers meta-knowledge learned from the head to the tail, significantly improving long-tail recognition on a broad range of tasks.

4.2

Long-Tail Recognition

A widespread yet suboptimal strategy is to resample and rebalance training data in the presence of the long tail, either by sampling examples from the rare classes more frequently [343,
435], or reducing the number of examples from the common classes [148]. The former generates redundancy and quickly runs into the problem of over-fitting to the rare classes,
whereas the latter loses critical information contained within the large sample sets. An
alternative practice is to introduce additional weights for different classes, which, however, makes optimization of the models very difficult in the large-scale recognition scenarios [170].
Our underlying assumption that model parameters across different classes share similar
dynamics is somewhat common in meta-learning [10,310,395]. While [10,310] consider the
dynamics during stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization, we address the dynamics as more training data is gradually made available. In particular, the model regression
network in Chapter 3 empirically shows a generic nonlinear transformation from smallsample to large-sample models for different types of feature spaces and classifier models.
We extend [395] for long-tail recognition by introducing a single network that can model
transformations across different sample sizes. To train such a network, we introduce recursive algorithms for head-to-tail transfer learning and architectural modifications based on
deep residual networks (that ensure that transformations of large-sample models default to
the identity).
Long-tail recognition is relevant to few-shot learning. However, the existing few-shot
learning techniques [41, 310, 351, 388] are typically developed for a fixed set of few-shot
tasks, in which each class has the same, fixed number of training samples. They appear
difficult to generalize to novel tasks with a wide range of sample sizes, the hallmark of
long-tail recognition.
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4.3

Head-to-Tail Meta-Knowledge Transfer

Given a long-tail recognition task of interest and a base recognition model such as a deep
CNN, our goal is to transfer knowledge from the data-rich head to the data-poor tail classes.
As shown in Figure 4.1, knowledge is represented as trajectories in model space that capture
the evolution of parameters with more and more training examples. We train a meta-learner
(MetaModelNet) to learn such model dynamics from head classes, and then “hallucinate”
the evolution of parameters for the tail classes. To simplify exposition, we first describe the
approach for a fixed split of our training dataset into a head and tail. We then generalize
the approach to multiple splits.

4.3.1

Fixed-Size Model Transformations

Let us write Ht for the “head” training set of (x, y) data-label pairs constructed by assembling those classes for which there exist more than t training examples. We will use Ht to
learn a meta-network thats maps few-shot model parameters to many-shot parameters, and
then apply this network on few-shot models from the tail classes. To do so, we closely follow the model regression framework in Chapter 3, but introduce notation that will be useful
later.1 Let us write a base learner as g(x; θ) as a feedforward function g(·) that processes
an input sample x given parameters θ. We first learn a set of “optimal” model parameters
θ ∗ by tuning g on Ht with a standard loss function. We also learn few-shot models by randomly sampling a smaller fixed number of examples per class from Ht . We then train a
meta-network F(·) to map or regress the few-shot parameters to θ ∗ .
Parameters. In principle, F(·) applies to model parameters from multiple CNN layers.
Directly regressing parameters from all layers is, however, difficult to do because of the
larger number of parameters. For example, recent similar methods for meta-learning tend
to restrict themselves to smaller toy networks [10, 310]. For now, we focus on parameters
from the last fully-connected layer for a single class — e.g., θ ∈ R4096 for an AlexNet architecture. This allows us to learn regressors that are shared across classes (as in Chapter 3),
and so can be applied to any individual test class. This is particularly helpful in the longtailed setting, where the number of classes in the tail tends to outnumber the head. Later we
will show that (nonlinear) fine-tuning of the “entire network” during head-to-tail transfer
can further improve performance.
Loss function. The meta-network F(·) is itself parameterized with weights w. The
objective function for each class is:
X
θ∈kShot(Ht )

n
||F(θ; w) − θ ∗ ||2 + λ

X


 o
loss g x; F(θ; w) , y .

(4.1)

(x,y)∈Ht

The final loss is averaged over all the head classes and minimized with respect to w. Here,
kShot(Ht ) is the set of few-shot models learned by subsampling k examples per class from
Ht , and loss refers to the performance loss used to train the base network (e.g., cross-entropy).
λ > 0 is the regularization parameter used to control the trade-off between the two terms.
In Chapter 3, we found that the performance loss was useful to learn regressors that maintained high accuracy on the base task. This formulation can be viewed as an extension to
1 For

notation simplicity, this chapter uses a slight modification of the notation in Chapter 3. For example, we
use θ to denote the few-shot model instead of θ 0 in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.2: MetaModelNet architecture for learning model dynamics. We instantiate MetaModelNet as a deep residual network with residual blocks i = 0, 1, . . . , N in Figure 4.2a,
which accepts few-shot model parameters θ (trained on small datasets across a logarithmic
range of sample sizes k, k = 2i ) as (multiple) inputs and regresses them to many-shot model
parameters θ ∗ (trained on large datasets) as output. The skip connections ensure the identity regularization. Fi denotes the meta-learner that transforms (regresses) k-shot θ to θ ∗ .
Figure 4.2b shows the structure of the residual blocks. Note that the meta-learners Fi for
different k are derived from this single, chained meta-network, with nested circles (subnetworks) corresponding to Fi .
those in Chapter 3 and [310]. With only the performance loss, Eqn. (4.1) reduces to the loss
function in [310]. When the performance loss is evaluated on the subsampled set, Eqn. (4.1)
reduces to the loss function in Eqn. (3.1) in Chapter 3.
Training. What should be the value of k, for the k-shot models being trained? One
might be tempted to set k = t, but this implies that there will be some head classes near
the cutoff that have only t training examples, implying θ and θ ∗ will be identical. To ensure
that a meaningful mapping is learned, we set
k = t/2.
In other terms, we intentionally learn very-few-shot models to ensure that target model
parameters are sufficiently more general.

4.3.2

Recursive Residual Transformations

We wish to apply the above module on all possible head-tail splits of a long-tailed training
set. To do so, we extend the above approach in three crucial ways:
• (Sample-size dependency) Generate a sequence of different meta-learners Fi , each
tuned for a specific k, where k = k(i) is an increasing function of i (that will be specified shortly). Through a straightforward extension, prior work on model regression
in Chapter 3 learns a single fixed meta-learner for all the k-shot regression tasks.
• (Identity regularization) Ensure that the meta-learner defaults to the identity function
for large i: Fi → I as i → ∞.
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• (Compositionality) Compose meta-learners out of each other: ∀i < j, Fi (θ) = Fj Fij (θ)
where Fij is the regressor that maps between k(i)-shot and k(j)-shot models.
Here we dropped the explicit dependence of F(·) on w for notational simplicity. These observations emphasize the importance of (1) the identity regularization and (2) sample-size
dependent regressors for long-tailed model transfer. We operationalize these extensions
with a recursive residual network:


Fi (θ) = Fi+1 θ + f (θ; wi ) ,
(4.2)
where f denotes a residual block parameterized by wi and visualized in Figure 4.2b. Inspired by [149,395], f consists of batch normalization (BN) and leaky ReLU as pre-activation,
followed by fully-connected weights. By construction, each residual block transforms an
input k(i)-shot model to a k(i + 1)-shot model. The final MetaModelNet can be efficiently
implemented through a chained network of N + 1 residual blocks, as shown in Figure 4.2a.
By feeding in a few-shot model at a particular block, we can derive any meta-learner Fi
from the central underlying chain.

4.3.3

Training

Given the network structure defined above, we now describe an efficient method for training
based on two insights. (1) The recursive definition of MetaModelNet suggests a recursive
strategy for training. We begin with the last block and train it with the largest threshold (e.g.,
those few classes in the head with many examples). The associated k-shot regressor should
be easy to learn because it is similar to an identity mapping. Given the learned parameters
for the last block, we then train the next-to-last block, and so on. (2) Inspired by the general
observation that recognition performance improves on a logarithmic scale as the number of
training samples increases [353, 439, 440], we discretize blocks accordingly, to be tuned for
1-shot, 2-shot, 4-shot, ... recognition. In terms of notation, we write the recursive training
procedure as follows. We iterate over blocks i from N to 0, and for each i:
• Using Eqn. (4.1), train parameters of the residual block wi on the head split Ht with
k-shot model regression, where k = 2i and t = 2k = 2i+1 .
The above “back-to-front” training procedure works because whenever block i is trained,
all subsequent blocks (i + 1, . . . , N ) have already been trained. In practice, rather than
holding all subsequent blocks fixed, it is natural to fine-tune them while training block
i. One approach might be fine-tuning them on the current k = 2i -shot regression task
being considered at iteration i. But because MetaModelNet will be applied across a wide
range of k, we fine-tune blocks in a multi-task manner across the current viable range of
k = (2i , 2i+1 , . . . , 2N ) at each iteration i.

4.3.4

Implementation Details

We learn the CNN models on the long-tailed recognition datasets in different scenarios: (1)
using a CNN pre-trained on ILSVRC 2012 [91, 185, 212] as the off-the-shelf feature; (2) finetuning the pre-trained CNN; and (3) training a CNN from scratch. We use ResNet152 [154]
for its state-of-the-art performance and use ResNet50 [154] and AlexNet [212] for their easy
computation.
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When training the residual block i, we use the corresponding threshold t and obtain Ct
head classes. We generate the Ct -way many-shot classifiers on Ht . For few-shot models,
we learn Ct -way k-shot classifiers on random subsets of Ht . Through random sampling,
we generate S model mini-batches and each model mini-batch consists of Ct weight vector
pairs. In addition, to minimize the loss function (4.1), we randomly sample 256 image-label
pairs as a data mini-batch from Ht .
We then use Caffe [185] to train our MetaModelNet on the generated model and data
mini-batches based on standard SGD. λ is cross-validated. We use 0.01 as the negative slope
for leaky ReLU. Computation is naturally divided into two stages: (1) training a collection
of few/many-shot models and (2) learning MetaModelNet from those models. (2) is equivalent to progressively learning a nonlinear regressor. (1) can be made efficient because it is
naturally parallelizable across models, and moreover, many models make use of only small
training sets.

4.4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we explore the use of our MetaModelNet on long-tail recognition tasks.
We begin with extensive evaluation of our approach on scene classification of the SUN397 dataset [414], and address the meta-network variations and different design choices.
We then visualize and empirically analyze the learned model dynamics. Finally, we evaluate on the challenging large-scale, scene-centric Places [436] and object-centric ImageNet
datasets [321] and show the generality of our approach.

4.4.1

Evaluation and Analysis on SUN-397

Dataset and task. We start our evaluation by fine-tuning a pre-trained CNN on SUN-397,
a medium-scale, long-tailed dataset with 397 classes and 100–2,361 images per class [414].
To better analyze trends due to skewed distributions, we carve out a more extreme version
of the dataset. Following the experimental setup in [3, 173, 400], we first randomly split the
dataset into train, validation, and test parts using 50%, 10%, and 40% of the data, respectively. The distribution of classes is uniform across all the three parts. We then randomly
discard 49 images per class for the train part, leading to a long-tailed training set with 1–
1,132 images per class (median 47). Similarly, we generate a small long-tailed validation set
with 1–227 images per class (median 10), which we use for learning hyper-parameters. We
also randomly sample 40 images per class for the test part, leading to a balanced test set.
We report 397-way multi-class classification accuracy averaged over all classes.
Comparison with State-of-the-Art Approaches
We first focus on fine-tuning the classifier module while freezing the representation module
of a pre-trained ResNet152 CNN model [154,400] for its state-of-the-art performance. Using
MetaModelNet, we learn the model dynamics of the classifier module, i.e., how the classifier
weight vectors change during fine-tuning. Following the design choices in Section 4.3.2, our
MetaModelNet consists of 7 residual blocks. For few-shot models, we generate S = 1000
1-shot, S = 500 2-shot, and S = 200 4-shot till 64-shot models from the head classes for
learning MetaModelNet. At test time, given the weight vectors of all the classes learned
through fine-tuning, we feed them as inputs to the different residual blocks according to
their training sample size of the corresponding class. We then “hallucinate” the dynamics
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Method
Acc (%)

Plain [154] Over-Sampling [343, 435] Under-Sampling [148] Cost-Sensitive [170] MetaModelNet (Ours)
48.03

52.61

51.72

52.37

57.34

Table 4.1: Performance comparison between our MetaModelNet and state-of-the-art approaches for long-tailed scene classification when fine-tuning the pre-trained ILSVRC
ResNet152 on the SUN-397 dataset. We focus on learning the model dynamics of the classifier module while freezing the CNN representation module. By benefiting from the learned
generic model dynamics from head classes, ours significantly outperforms all the baselines
for the long-tail recognition.
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Figure 4.3: Detailed per class performance comparison between our MetaModelNet and the
state-of-the-art over-sampling approach for long-tailed scene classification on the SUN-397
dataset. X-axis: class index. Y-axis (Left): per class classification accuracy improvement relative to the plain baseline. Y-axis (Right): number of training examples. Ours significantly
improves for the few-shot tail classes.

of these weight vectors and use the outputs of MetaModelNet to modify the parameters of
the final recognition model as in [395].
Baselines. In addition to the “plain” baseline that fine-tunes on the target data following the standard practice, we compare against three state-of-the-art baselines that are
widely used to address the imbalanced distributions. (1) Over-sampling [343, 435], which
uses the balanced sampling via label shuffling as in [343, 435]. (2) Under-sampling [148],
which reduces the number of samples per class to 47 at most (the median value). (3) Costsensitive [170], which introduces additional weights in the loss function for each class with
inverse class frequency. For a fair comparison, fine-tuning is performed for around 60
epochs using SGD with an initial learning rate of 0.01, which is reduced by a factor of 10
around every 30 epochs. All the other hyper-parameters are the same for all approaches.
Table 4.1 summarizes the performance comparison averaged over all classes and Figure 4.3 details the per class comparison. Table 4.1 shows that our MetaModelNet provides
a promising way of encoding the shared structure across classes in model space. It outperforms existing approaches for long-tail recognition by a large margin. Figure 4.3 shows that
our approach significantly improves accuracy in the tail.
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Method
Acc (%)

Model Regression [395] MetaModelNet+Fix Split (Ours) MetaModelNet+ Recur Split (Ours)
54.68

56.86

57.34

Table 4.2: Ablation analysis of variations of our MetaModelNet. In a fixed head-tail split,
ours outperforms the original approach in Chapter 3 and [395], showing the merit of learning a sample-size dependent transformation. By recursively partitioning the entire classes
into different head-tail splits, our performance is further improved.
Ablation Analysis
We now evaluate variations of our approach and provide ablation analysis. Similar as in
Section 4.4.1, we use ResNet152 in the first two sets of experiments and only fine-tune the
classifier module. In the last set of experiments, we use ResNet50 [154] for easy computation
and fine-tune through the entire network. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the results.
Sample-Size Dependent Transformation and Identity Regularization. We compare with
the original approach in Chapter 3 and [395], which learns a single transformation for a variety of sample sizes and k-shot models, and importantly, learns a network without identity
regularization. For a fair comparison, we consider a variant of MetaModelNet trained on
a fixed head and tail split, selected by cross-validation. Table 4.2 shows that training for a
fixed sample size and identity regularization provide a noticeable performance boost (2%).
Recursive Class Splitting. Adding multiple head-tail splits through recursion further improves accuracy by a small but noticeable amount (0.5% as shown in Table 4.2). We posit
that progressive knowledge transfer outperforms the traditional approach because ordering classes by frequency is a natural form of curriculum learning.
Joint Feature Fine-Tuning and Model Dynamics Learning. We also explore (nonlinear)
fine-tuning of the “entire network” during head-to-tail transfer by jointly learning the classifier dynamics and the feature representation using ResNet50. We explore two approaches
as follows. (1) We first fine-tune the whole CNN on the entire long-tailed training dataset,
and then learn the classifier dynamics using the fixed, fine-tuned representation. (2) During
the recursive head-tail splitting, we fine-tune the entire CNN on the current head classes
in Ht (while learning the many-shot parameters θ ∗ ), and then learn classifier dynamics using the fine-tuned features. Table 4.3 shows that progressively learning classifier dynamics
while fine-tuning features performs the best.

4.4.2

Understanding Model Dynamics

Because model dynamics are highly nonlinear, a theoretical proof is rather challenging and
outside the scope of this work. Here we provide some empirical analysis of model dynamics. When analyzing the “dual model (parameter) space”, in which models parameters θ
can be viewed as points, Figure 4.4 shows that our MetaModelNet learns an approximatelysmooth, nonlinear warping of this space that transforms (few-shot) input points to (manyshot) output points. For example, iceberg and mountain scene classes are more similar to
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Scenario

Pre-Trained Features

Fine-Tuned Features (FT)

Method
Acc (%)

Plain [154] MetaModelNet (Ours)
46.90
54.99

Plain [154] Fix FT + MetaModelNet (Ours) Recur FT + MetaModelNet (Ours)
49.40
58.53
58.74

Table 4.3: Ablation analysis of joint feature fine-tuning and model dynamics learning on
a ResNet50 base network. Though results with pre-trained features underperform those
with a deeper base network (ResNet152, the default in our experiments), fine-tuning such
features significantly improves results, even outperforming the deeper base network. By
progressively fine-tuning the representation during the recursive training of MetaModelNet, performance significantly improves from 54.99% (changing only the classifier weights)
to 58.74% (changing the entire CNN).
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Figure 4.4: Visualizing model dynamics. Recall that θ is a fixed-dimensional vector of
model parameters — e.g., θ ∈ R2048 when considering parameters from the last layer
of ResNet. We visualize models as points in this “dual” space. Specifically, we examine
the evolution of parameters predicted by MetaModelNet with dimensionality reduction —
PCA (Figure 4.4a) or t-SNE [384] (Figure 4.4b). 1-shot models (purple) to many-shot models
(red) are plotted in a rainbow order. These visualizations show that MetaModelNet learns
an approximately-smooth, nonlinear warping of this space that transforms (few-shot) input points to (many-shot) output points. PCA suggests that many-shot models tend to have
larger norms, while t-SNE (which nonlinearly maps nearby points to stay close) suggests
that similar semantic classes tend to be close and transform in similar ways, e.g., the blue
rectangle encompasses “room” classes while the red rectangle encompasses “wintry outdoor” classes.

each other than to bedrooms. This implies that few-shot iceberg and mountain scene models lie near each other in parameter space, and moreover, they transform in similar ways
(when compared to bedrooms). This single meta-network hence encodes class-specific model
transformations. We posit that the transformation may capture some form of (class-specific)
data augmentation. Finally, we find that some properties of the learned transformations
are quite class-agnostic and apply in generality. Many-shot model parameters tend to have
larger magnitudes and norms than few-shot ones (e.g., on SUN-397, the average norm of 1shot models is 0.53; after transformations through MetaModelNet, the average norm of the
output models becomes 1.36). This is consistent with the common empirical observation
that classifier weights tend to grow with the amount of training data, showing that they
become more confident about their prediction.
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Dataset

Places-205 [436]

ILSVRC-2012 [321]

Method

Plain [212] MetaModelNet (Ours)

Plain [212] MetaModelNet (Ours)

Acc (%)

23.53

30.71

68.85

73.46

Table 4.4: Performance comparisons on long-tailed, large-scale scene-centric Places [436]
and object-centric ImageNet [321] datasets. Our MetaModelNets facilitate the long-tail
recognition with significantly diverse visual concepts and distributions.

4.4.3

Generalization to Other Tasks and Datasets

We now focus on the more challenging, large-scale scene-centric Places [436] and objectcentric ImageNet [321] datasets. While we mainly addressed the model dynamics when
fine-tuning a pre-trained CNN in the previous experiments, here we train AlexNet models [212] from scratch on the target tasks. Table 4.4 shows the generality of our approach
and shows that MetaModelNets facilitate the recognition of other long-tailed datasets with
significantly different visual concepts and distributions.
Scene Classification on the Places Dataset. Places-205 is a large-scale dataset which contains 2,448,873 training images approximately evenly distributed across 205 classes [436].
To generate its long-tailed version and better analyze trends due to skewed distributions, we
distribute it according to the distribution of SUN and carve out a more extreme version (p2 ,
or 2× the slope in log-log plot) out of the Places training portion, leading to a long-tailed
training set with 5–9,900 images per class (median 73). We use the provided validation
portion as our test set with 100 images per class.
Object Classification on the ImageNet Dataset. The ILSVRC 2012 classification dataset
contains 1,000 classes with 1.2 million training images (approximately balanced between
the classes) and 50K validation images [321]. There are 200 classes used for object detection
which are defined as higher-level classes of the original 1,000 classes. Taking the ILSVRC
2012 classification dataset and merging the 1,000 classes into the 200 higher-level classes,
we obtain a natural long-tailed distribution.
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Chapter 5

Learning to Initialize and Adapt
for Few-Shot Motion Prediction
5.1

Motivation

In this chapter, we exploit our learning to learn approach beyond recognition to a prediction
task. One of the hallmarks of human intelligence is the ability to predict the future based
on past observations. Through perceiving and forecasting how the environment evolves
and how a fellow human acts, a human learns to interact with the world [387]. Remarkably,
humans acquire such prediction ability from just few experiences, which is yet generalizable
across different scenarios [337]. Similarly, to allow natural and effective interaction with
humans, artificial agents should be able to do the same, i.e., forecasting how a human moves
or acts in the near future conditioning on a series of historical movements [204]. As a more
concrete example illustrated in Figure 5.1, when deployed in natural environments, robots
are supposed to predict unfamiliar actions after seeing only few examples. While human
motion prediction has attracted increasing attention recently [20, 117, 123, 171, 183, 203, 207,
254,286], the existing approaches rely on extensive annotated motion capture (mocap) data
and are brittle for novel actions.
We believe that the significant gap between human and machine prediction arises from
two issues. First, motion dynamics are difficult to model because they entangle physical
constraints with goal-directed behaviors [254]. Second, there exists a lack of large-scale,
annotated motion data. Current mocap datasets are constructed with dedicated sensored
environments and so are not scalable. We think that this motivates the exploration of motion
models learned from limited training data. Unfortunately, a substantial amount of annotated data is required for the state-of-the-art deep recurrent encoder-decoder network based
models [20, 117, 123, 183, 254] to learn the desired motion dynamics. One stark evidence of
this is that a constant pose predictor [254], as a naı̈ve approach that does not produce interesting motion, sometimes achieves the best performance. One attractive solution is learning
a “basis” of underlying knowledge that is shared across a wide variety of action classes, including never-before-seen actions. Much previous work learns a separate model for each
action and restricts the training process on subsets of mocap data. More recently, one-hot
vectors are introduced to incorporate the action class information and learn a single model
for different action classes [254]. This, however, is still difficult to generalize to novel ac47

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the importance of few-shot human motion prediction for applications such as human-robot interaction and collaboration. When deployed in natural environments, a robot is supposed to predict unfamiliar actions after seeing only few examples
through a camera inside its eyes, in the absence of large-scale, annotated motion capture
data. Through forecasting how a human moves or acts in the near future conditioning on
a series of historical movements, the robot could respond appropriately and expeditiously.
Left: the robot starts learning an unfamiliar action, “waving”, by observing a few “waving” examples from the human standing in front of itself. Middle: The eyes of the robot
are blinded. Right: The robot is predicting “waving” action. Our meta-learning framework
facilitates the few-shot motion prediction.

tions. Transfer learning [16, 54, 91, 283, 288, 311, 400] can be in principle applied to alleviate
this problem by fine-tuning a pre-trained network from another task which has more labeled data; nevertheless, the benefit of pre-training decreases as the source task diverges
from the target task [427].
Here we make the first attempt to address few-shot human motion prediction. Inspired by
the recent progress on meta-learning and few-shot learning [114, 335, 366, 388, 395], we propose a novel meta-learning framework tailored for the task of human motion prediction.
While there is increasing research on meta-learning and few-shot learning, most of the current approaches are developed for the simple domains like image classification with taskspecific model architectures [259,351,388], which cannot be easily applied to the task we are
interested in. Our key insight is that having a good generalization from few examples relies
on both a generic initial model and an effective strategy for adapting this model to novel
tasks. Based on this insight, our proactive and adaptive meta-learning (PAML) introduces a
novel combination of the state-of-the-art model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) [114] and
model regression networks (MRN) in Chapter 3, and unifies them into an integrated, endto-end framework. By doing so, MAML enables the meta-learner to aggregate contextual
information from a variety of prediction tasks and thus produce a generic model initialization, and meanwhile MRN allows the meta-learner to transform a small-sample model and
thus improve its generalization.
More concretely, what is needed in the first place is a systematic way to learn a beneficial
common initialization that would serve as a good point to start training for the novel action
being considered. This can be achieved by explicitly learning the initial parameters of a
predictor model in a way that the model has maximal performance on a new task after the
parameters have been updated with few training examples from that new task. To this end,
we make use of the approach of MAML [114], which initializes the weights of a network
such that standard SGD can make rapid progress on new task. We learn this initialization
through a meta-learning procedure that learns from a large set of motion prediction tasks
with small amounts of data. After obtaining the pre-trained model, MAML uses one or few
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SGD updates to adapt it to novel tasks. Although the initial model is somewhat generic,
plain SGD updates can only slightly modify its parameters [400] especially in the smallsample size regime, otherwise it would lead to severe over-fitting to the new data [155].
This is still far from satisfactory, because the obtained task-specific model is different from
the one that would be learned from a large set of samples.
To address this limitation, we consider the meta-learning approaches that learn an update function or learning rule. Specifically, we leverage MRN in Chapter 3 as the adaptation
strategy, which learns a meta-level network to regress many-shot model parameters from
few-shot model parameters. While MRN was developed in the context of convolutional
neural networks, we extend it to recurrent neural networks. More importantly, we unify
MAML with MRN as PAML, an end-to-end framework for motion prediction. Our PAML
model is not only directly initialized to produce the kinds of parameters that are useful for
later adaptation, but it can also be effectively adapted to novel actions through exploiting
the structure of model parameters shared across action classes.
Our contributions are three-fold. (1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time exploring the few-shot learning problem for human motion prediction. We show how
meta-learning can be operationalized for predicting human motion from few examples. (2)
We present a novel meta-learning approach, combining model-agnostic meta-learning with
model regression networks, that learns both a generic model initialization and an effective
model adaptation strategy jointly. Our approach is general and can be applied to other tasks
as well. (3) We show how our approach facilitates the prediction of novel action classes from
few examples, leading to significantly improved performance on the challenging motion
capture dataset.

5.2

Human Motion Prediction

Human motion prediction has great application potential in a variety of scenarios in computer vision and robotic vision, including motion generation for computer graphics [207],
proactive decision-making in autonomous driving systems [286], action anticipation [171,
203], and human-robot interaction and collaboration [204]. Traditional approaches mainly
focus on state-space equations and latent-variable models, such as hidden Markov models [47], linear dynamic models [295], Gaussian process latent variable models [383,391], bilinear spatio-temporal basis models [5], and restricted Boltzmann machines [355, 359–361].
In the deep learning era, the recurrent neural networks (RNNs) based approaches have
attracted more attention and significantly pushed the state of the art in human motion prediction [117, 123, 183, 201, 254, 423].
Flagship techniques include LSTM-3LR, ERD [117], SRNNs [183], and residual sup. [254].
LSTM-3LR (3 layers of long short-term memory cells) learns pose representation and temporal dynamics simultaneously via curriculum learning [117]. In additional to the concatenated LSTM units as in LSTM-3LR, ERD (encoder-recurrent-decoder) consists of nonlinear
space encoders for data pre-processing [117]. SRNNs (structural RNNs) model human activity with a hand-designed spatio-temporal graph and introduce the encoded semantic
knowledge into a recurrent network [183]. These approaches fail to consider the shared
knowledge across action classes and they thus learn action-specific models and restrict
the training process on the corresponding subsets of the motion capture (mocap) dataset.
Residual sup. is a simple sequence-to-sequence architecture with a residual connection,
which incorporates the action class information via one-hot vectors [254]. Despite their
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promise, the existing methods directly learn on the target task with large amounts of training data, and cannot generalize well from few examples or to novel action classes. There has
been little work on few-shot motion prediction as ours, which is crucial for robot learning in
practice. Our task is also significantly different from few-shot imitation learning: while this
line of work aims to learn and mimic human motion from demonstration [97, 115, 290, 442],
our goal is to predict unseen future motions based on historical observations.
Our approach falls more into the learning to learn approaches. Often, such approaches
cannot be easily re-purposed to handle different model architectures and different problem
settings. Moreover, they aim to either obtain a better model initialization [114, 278] or learn
an update function or learning rule [10, 32, 310, 332, 395], but not the both. By contrast, we
present a unified view by taking these two aspects into consideration and show how they
compensate and complement with each other in an integrated, end-to-end meta-learning
framework. Our approach is also general and can be potentially applied to other tasks in
addition to human motion prediction.

5.3

Proactive and Adaptive Meta-Learning

We now present our meta-learning framework for few-shot human motion prediction. The
predictor (i.e., learner) is a recurrent encoder-decoder network, which frames motion prediction as a sequence-to-sequence problem. The encoder takes as inputs a sequence of historical 3D skeletons and infers a latent representation. The decoder takes as inputs this latent representation and a seed motion frame and produces the predicted future sequence.
The encoder and decoder are learned jointly to make the predicted sequence as close as to
its ground-truth sequence.
To enable the predictor to rapidly produce satisfactory prediction from just few training
sequences for a novel task (i.e., action class), we introduce proactive and adaptive metalearning (PAML). Through learning a large collection of few-shot prediction tasks on known
action classes, the predictor jointly learns a generic model initialization and an effective
model adaptation strategy. In the following sections, we first describe the meta-learning
setup for motion prediction tasks and explain the corresponding predictor architecture and
meta-learning procedure.

5.3.1

Meta-Learning Setup for Human Motion Prediction

Human motion is typically represented as sequential data. Given a historical motion sequence, we predict possible motion in the short-term or long-term future. Our goal here
is few-shot motion prediction that aims to train a predictor model that can quickly adapt to a
new task (i.e., a novel action class) using only few training sequences. To achieve this, we
introduce a meta-learning mechanism that treats entire prediction tasks as training examples.
During meta-learning, the predictor or learner is trained on a set of prediction tasks guided
by a high-level meta-learner, so that the trained predictor can accomplish the desired few-shot
adaptation ability.
The predictor (i.e., learner), represented by a parametrized function Pθ with parameters θ, maps an input sequence Xto an output sequence Yb . We denote the input motion sequence of length n as X = x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , where xi ∈ Rd , i = 1, . . . , n is a motion vector consisting of a set of 3D body joint angles using their exponential map representations [271], and d is the number of joint angles. The learner predicts motion vectors
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 n+1 n+2
b
b
bn+m in the next m time steps, where x
bj ∈ Rd , j = n + 1, . . . , n + m
Yb = x
,x
,...,x
is the predicted motion vector at time j, and m is 
the output sequence length. The groundtruth of the future sequence is denoted as Y gt = xn+1 , xn+2 , . . . , xn+m .
Meta-learning aims to train a learning procedure (i.e., the meta-learner) that enables the
predictor model to adapt to a large number of prediction tasks. For the k-shot prediction
task, each task T = {L, Dtrain , Dtest } aims to predict a certain action from few examples. It
consists of a loss function L, a small training set Dtrain = {(Xu , Yugt )} , u = 1, . . . , k with
k action-specific past and future sequence pairs, and a test set Dtest that has a set number
of past and future sequence pairs for evaluation. The frame-wise Euclidean distance is
commonly used as the loss function L for motion prediction. For each task, the meta-learner
takes as input the training set Dtrain and produces a predictor (learner) that achieves high
average prediction performance on its corresponding Dtest .
More precisely, we consider a distribution p (T ) over prediction tasks that we want our
predictor to be able to adapt to. Meta-learning algorithms have two stages: meta-training
and meta-testing. During the meta-training stage, a prediction task Ti is sampled from
p (T ), and the predictor P is trained on its corresponding small training set Dtrain with the
loss LTi from Ti . The predictor is then improved by considering how the test error on the
corresponding test set Dtest changes with respect to the parameters. The test error serves
as the training error of the meta-learning process. During the meta-testing stage, a heldout set of prediction tasks drawn from p (T ) (i.e., novel action classes) with its own small
training set Dtrain and test set Dtest are used to evaluate the performance of the predictor.

5.3.2

Learner: Encoder-Decoder Architecture

We use the state-of-the-art motion predictor in [254] as our learner P. It is a recurrent
encoder-decoder network that maps input to output sequences of skeletons. The encoder
and decoder consist of gated recurrent unit (GRU) [66] cells as the building blocks, due to
their superior performance. The input sequence is passed through the encoder to infer a
latent representation. This latent representation and a seed motion frame are then fed into
the decoder to output the first time step prediction. The decoder takes the output of itself as
the next time step input and generates further prediction sequentially. Different from [254],
to deal with novel action classes, we do not use one-hot vectors to indicate the action class
of the current input.

5.3.3

Proactive Meta-Learner: Generic Model Initialization

Intuitively, if we have a universal predictor that is broadly applicable to a variety of tasks
in p (T ) instead of a single individual task, it would serve as a good point to start training
for a novel target task. We explicitly learn such general-purpose initial model by using
the approach of model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) [114]. MAML is developed for
gradient-based learning rules (e.g., SGD) and aims to learn a model in a way that a few
SGD updates can make rapid progress on new tasks without over-fitting.
Concretely, when adapting to a new task Ti , the predictor’s parameters θ become θi0 . In
MAML, this is computed using one or more SGD updates on Dtrain of task Ti . For the sake
of simplicity and without loss of generality, we consider one SGD update:
θi0 = θ − α∇θ LTi (Pθ ) ,
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(5.1)

where α is the learning rate hyper-parameter. We aim to optimize the initial θ such that the
updated θi0 will produce maximal performance on the corresponding test set Dtest of task Ti .
When averaged across the tasks sampled from p (T ), we have the following meta-objective
function:


X
X

min
LTi Pθi0 =
LTi Pθ−α∇θ LTi (Pθ ) .
(5.2)
θ

Ti ∼p(T )

Ti ∼p(T )

Note that the meta-optimization is performed over the predictor parameters θ, whereas
the objective is computed using the updated model parameters θ 0 . This meta-optimization
across tasks is performed via SGD in the form of
X

θ ← θ − β∇θ
(5.3)
LTi Pθi0 ,
Ti ∼p(T )

where β is the meta-learning rate hyper-parameter. During each iteration, we sample task
mini-batch from p (T ) and perform the corresponding learner update in Eqn. (5.1) and metalearner update in Eqn. (5.3).

5.3.4

Adaptive Meta-Learner: Model Adaptation Strategy

In MAML, the model parameters θi0 of a new task Ti are obtained by performing few plain
SGD updates on top of the initial θ using its small training set Dtrain , following Eqn. (5.1).
After meta-training, θ tend to be generic. However, with limited training data from Dtrain ,
SGD updates can only modify θ slightly, which is still far away from the desired θi∗ that
would be learned from a large set of target samples. Higher-level knowledge is thus necessary to guide the model adaptation to novel tasks. To this end, we consider model regression
networks (MRN) in Chapter 3 as the adaptation strategy. MRN is developed in the context
of image classification and learns a generic transformation from models learned from few
samples to models learned from large enough sample sets.
More formally, let θi0 denote the model parameters learned from small training set Dtrain
by using SGD updates (i.e., θi0 in Eqn. (5.1)). Let θi∗ denote the corresponding underlying
model parameters learned from a large set of annotated samples. Our goal is to make the
updated θi0 as close as to the desired θi∗ . MRN assumes that there exists a generic nonlinear transformation, represented by a regression function
H(·), parameterized with w, in

the model parameter space, such that θi∗ ≈ H θi0 ; w for a broad range of tasks Ti . The
square of the Euclidean distance is used to quantify the quality of the approximation. We
then estimate thistransformation
based on a large set of known tasks Ti drawn from p (T ),

with model pairs θi0 , θi∗ , during meta-training as follows:
X

2
min
H θi0 ; w − θi∗ .
(5.4)
w

Ti ∼p(T )

Consistent with Chapter 3, we use multi-layer feed-forward neural networks as the regression function H.

5.3.5

An Integrated Framework

We introduce the adaptation strategy both in the meta-testing and meta-training phases.
For task Ti , after performing few SGD updates on small training set Dtrain , we then apply
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the transformation H to obtain θi0 . That is, Eqn. (5.1) is modified as
θi0 = H (θ − α∇θ LTi (Pθ ) ; w) .

(5.5)

During meta-training, for task Ti , we also have the underlying θi∗ , which is obtained by
performing SGD updates on the corresponding large sample set. Now, the meta-objective
in Eqn. (5.2) becomes
min
θ,w

X
Ti ∼p(T )

 1
2
LTi Pθi0 + λ kθi0 − θi∗ k ,
2

(5.6)

where λ is the trade-off hyper-parameter. Note that this is a joint optimization with respect
to both θ and w, and we perform this meta-optimization across tasks using SGD. Hence, we
integrate both model initialization and adaptation into an end-to-end meta-learning framework. The model is initialized to produce the parameters that are optimal for its adaptation;
meanwhile, the model is effectively adapted by leveraging “learning to learn” knowledge
about the relationship between small-sample and large-sample models.
During meta-testing, for a novel prediction task, with the learned generic model initialization θ and model transformation H, we use Eqn. (5.5) to obtain the task-specific predictor
model.

5.4

Experimental Evaluation

We now present the experimental results of few-shot human motion prediction based on
our proactive and adaptive meta-learning (PAML). Our approach is general and can be in
principle applied to a broad range of few-shot learning tasks. For performance calibration,
we begin with a sanity check of our approach on a standard few-shot image classification
task and compare with existing meta-learning approaches. We then focus on our main task
of human motion prediction. Through comparing with state-of-the-art motion prediction
approaches, we show that our PAML significantly improves the prediction performance in
the small sample size regime.

5.4.1

Sanity Check on Few-Shot Image Classification

While we propose a novel problem of few-shot human motion prediction, the majority of
existing meta-learning and few-shot learning approaches are developed in the scenario of
classification tasks. As a sanity check, the first question is how our meta-learning approach
compares with these prior techniques. For a fair comparison, we evaluate on the standard
few-shot image classification task. The most common setup is the N -way, k-shot classification that aims to classify data into N classes when we only have a small number (k) of
labeled instances per class for training. The loss function is the cross-entropy error between
the predicted and true labels. Following [114, 259, 310, 351, 388], we evaluate on the most
widely used mini-ImageNet benchmark [310]. It consists of 64 meta-training and 24 metatest classes, with 600 images of size 84 × 84 per class.
During meta-training, each task is sampled as an N -way, k-shot classification: we first
randomly sample N classes from the meta-training classes; for each class, we randomly
sample k and 1 examples to form the training and test set, respectively. During meta-testing,
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Method

5-Way Acc (%)
1-shot
5-shot

Matching Networks [388]
MAML [114]
Meta-Learner LSTM [310]
Prototypical Networks [351]
Meta Networks [270]

43.56 ± 0.84
48.7 ± 1.84
43.4 ± 0.77
46.61 ± 0.78
49.21 ± 0.96

55.31 ± 0.73
63.1 ± 0.92
60.2 ± 0.71
65.77 ± 0.70
–

PAML (Ours)

53.26 ± 0.52

68.19 ± 0.61

Table 5.1: Performance sanity check of our approach by comparing with state-of-the-art
meta-learning and few-shot learning approaches for few-shot image classification on the
widely used mini-ImageNet dataset. Our PAML outperforms these baselines, showing its
general effectiveness for few-shot learning.

we report performance on the unseen classes from the meta-test classes. We use the convolutional network in [114] as the classifier (learner). Our model adaptation network is a
2-layers fully-connected network with leaky ReLU nonlinearity
Table 5.1 summarizes the performance comparisons with the existing approaches on the
standard 5-way, 1-/5-shot setting. Our PAML consistently outperforms all the baselines. In
particular, there is a notable 5% performance improvement compared with MAML, showing the complementary benefits of our model adaptation strategy. This sanity check verifies
the effectiveness of our meta-learning approach. Moreover, some of these existing methods,
such as matching networks and prototypical networks, are designed with few-shot classification in mind, and are not readily applicable to domains such as human motion prediction.
In the following experiments, we show how our approach can be used to facilitate the fewshot motion prediction.

5.4.2

Few-Shot Human Motion Prediction

We now focus on using our meta-learning approach for human motion prediction. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time exploring the few-shot learning problem for human motion prediction. Due to the lack of published protocols, we propose our evaluation
protocol for this task.
Dataset. We evaluate on Human 3.6M [178], a heavily benchmarked, large-scale motion
capture (mocap) dataset that has been widely used in human motion analysis. Human 3.6M
contains seven actors performing 15 varied activities. Following the standard experimental
setup in [117, 183, 254], we down-sample the dataset by two, train on six subjects, and test
on subject five. Each activity contains hours of video from these actors performing such
activity. Sequence clips are randomly taken from the training and test videos to construct
the corresponding training and test sequences [183]. Given the past 50 mocap frames (2
seconds in total), we forecast the future 10 frames (400 milliseconds in total) in short-term
prediction and the future 40 frames (1,600 milliseconds in total) in long-term prediction.
Few-shot learning task and meta-learning setup. We use 11 classes of activities for
meta-training: directions, greeting, phoning, posing, purchases, sitting, sitting down, taking photo, waiting, walking dog, and walking together. And we use the remaining 4 classes
of activities for meta-testing: walking, eating, smoking, and discussion. These 4 activities
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are commonly used to evaluate motion prediction algorithms in the previous work [117,
183, 254]. The k-shot motion prediction task which we address is: for a certain activity, given
a small collection of k action-specific past and future sequence pairs, we aim to learn a predictor model so that it is able to predict the possible future motion for a new past sequence
from that activity. Accordingly, the setup of k-shot prediction tasks in meta-learning is as
follows. During meta-training, for each task, we randomly select one activity out of 11, and
we sample k action-specific sequence pairs as Dtrain . During meta-testing, for each of the 4
novel activities, we sample k sequence pairs from its training set to produce small-sample
set Dtrain . We then adapt our meta-learned predictor to the target action-specific predictor.
We evaluate it on the corresponding test set. We run five trials for each activity and report
the average performance.
Implementation details. In our experiments, the predictor is residual sup., the stateof-the-art human motion prediction approach based on a sequence-to-sequence encoderdecoder network [254]. For the encoder and decoder, we use a single GRU cell [66] with
hidden size 1024, respectively. Following [254], we use tied weights between the encoder
and decoder. We use spatial embedding for both the encoder and decoder. We use separate
model adaptation networks for the embedding layers and the encoder/decoder, each of
which is a 3-layers fully-connected network with leaky ReLU nonlinearity. In most cases, k is
set as 5 and we also evaluate how performance changes when k varies. By cross-validation,
the trade-off parameter λ is set as 0.1, the learning rate α is set as 0.001, and the metalearning rate β is set as 0.005. For the predictor, we clip the gradient to a maximum `2 norm of 5. We run 10, 000 iterations during meta-training. We use PyTorch [291] to train
our model.
Baselines. For a fair comparison, we compare with residual sup. [254], which is the
same predictor as ours but is not meta-learned. In particular, we evaluate its variations in
the small sample size regime and consider learning both action-specific and action-agnostic
models in the following scenarios.
• (Type I) Action-specific training from scratch. For each of the 4 target activities, we
directly learn an action-specific predictor using its k training sequence pairs.
• (Type II) Action-agnostic training from scratch. We learn a single predictor for the 4
target activities using all their training sequence pairs.
• (Type III) Off-the-shelf transfer. We learn a single predictor for the 11 meta-training
activities using their large number of training sequence pairs, and directly use this
predictor for the 4 target activities without modification.
• (Type IV) Multi-task learning. We learn a single predictor for all the 15 activities
using a large number of training sequence pairs per activity for the 11 meta-training
activities and k sequence pairs per activity for the 4 target activities.
• (Type V) Fine-tuning transfer. After learning a single predictor for the 11 metatraining activities using their large number of training sequence pairs, we fine-tune it
to become an action-specific predictor for each of the 4 target activities, respectively,
using its k training sequence pairs.
Evaluation metrics. We evaluate our approach both quantitatively and qualitatively.
For the quantitative evaluation, we use the mean square error between the predicted motions and the ground-truth motions in the angle space, which is the standard metric in motion prediction [117, 183, 254]. We exclude the translation and rotation of the whole body,
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since this information is independent of the actions themselves. We also qualitatively visualize the predictions frame by frame, following [117, 183, 254].
Walking
Type
Residual sup. [254] w/
(Baselines)

Meta-learning (Ours)

Eating

millisecond

80

160 320 400 560 1000

Scratchspec
Scratchagn
Transferots
Multi-task
Transferft

1.90
1.78
0.60
0.57
0.44

PAML

0.36 0.49 0.73 0.85 0.81 0.88

1.95
1.89
0.75
0.71
0.55

2.16
2.20
0.88
0.79
0.85

2.18
2.23
0.93
0.85
0.95

1.99
2.02
1.03
0.96
0.74

2.00
2.05
1.26
1.12
1.03

80
2.33
2.27
0.57
0.59
0.61

160 320 400 560 1000
2.31
2.16
0.70
0.68
0.65

Residual sup. [254] w/
(Baselines)

Meta-learning (Ours)

80

160 320 400 560 1000

Scratchspec
Scratchagn
Transferots
Multi-task
Transferft

2.88
2.53
0.70
0.71
0.87

PAML

0.41 0.70 0.82 1.05 1.00 1.03

2.85
2.67
1.18
1.09
1.25

2.83
2.65
1.23
1.20
1.30

2.80
2.71
1.38
1.25
1.45

2.31
2.25
1.19
1.12
0.86

2.34
2.31
1.58
1.33
1.19

Discussion

millisecond

2.86
2.61
0.84
0.79
1.02

2.30
2.27
1.04
0.93
0.78

0.37 0.54 0.66 0.73 0.76 0.83

Smoking
Type

2.30
2.18
0.91
0.83
0.74

2.99
2.73
2.02
1.23
2.06

80
3.01
2.77
0.58
0.53
0.57

160 320 400 560 1000
3.13
2.79
0.86
0.82
0.82

3.12
2.82
1.12
1.02
1.11

2.95
2.73
1.18
1.17
1.11

2.62
2.82
1.54
1.33
1.37

2.99
2.76
2.02
1.97
2.08

0.43 0.73 1.01 1.06 1.15 1.17

Table 5.2: Mean angle error comparisons between our PAML and variants of residual
sup. [254] on the 4 target activities of the Human 3.6M dataset for k = 5-shot motion prediction. Residual sup. is the state-of-the-art motion prediction approach; we evaluate its
variants in the small sample size regime and consider learning both action-specific and
action-agnostic models in different scenarios. Our PAML consistently and significantly outperforms all the baselines. In particular, it is superior to the multi-task learning and transfer
learning baselines on all the actions across different time horizons.
Comparison with the state-of-the-art motion prediction approaches. Table 5.2 shows
the quantitative comparisons between our PAML and a variety of variants of residual sup.
on the 4 target activities in the small sample size regime. While residual sup. has achieved
impressive performance with a large amount of annotated motion sequences [254], its prediction significantly degrades when only a limited number of training sequences are available. As expected, directly training the predictor from few examples leads to poor performance (i.e., with the angle error in range 2 ∼ 3), due to severe over-fitting. In such scenarios
of training from scratch, learning an action-agnostic model is slightly better than learning
an action-specific one (e.g., decreasing the angle error by 0.1 at 80ms for walking), since the
former allows the predictor to exploit some common motion regularities from multiple activities. By transferring knowledge from relevant activities with large sets of samples in a
more principled manner, the prediction performance improves a little bit. This is achieved
by multi-task learning, e.g., training an action-agnostic predictor using both the 11 source
and 4 target activities, or transfer learning, e.g., first training an action-agnostic predictor
using the source activities, and then using it either in the off-the-shelf manner or though
fine-tuning.
However, modeling multiple actions is more challenging than modeling each action separately, due to the significant diversity of different activities. The performance improvement
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Figure 5.2: Visualizations for k = 5-shot motion prediction of smoking and discussion.
Top: the conditioning sequence and the ground-truth of the prediction sequence. Middle:
fine-tuning transfer of residual sup. [254], a top performing baseline. Bottom: our prediction results. The ground-truth and the conditioning sequences are shown in black, and the
predictions are shown in color. Our PAML produces lower-error, smooth, and human-like
prediction through meta-learning. Best viewed in color with zoom.
of these multi-task learning and transfer learning baselines is limited and their performance
is also comparable. This thus demonstrates the general difficulty of our few-shot motion
prediction task. By contrast, our PAML consistently and significantly outperforms all the baselines on all the actions across different time horizons, showing the effectiveness of our metalearning mechanism. There is even a noticeable performance boost for the complicated
motions (e.g., decreasing the angle error by 0.5 at 80ms for smoking, compared with finetuning transfer). By explicitly learning from a large number of few-shot prediction tasks
during meta-training, PAML is able to extract and leverage knowledge shared both across
different actions and across multiple few-shot prediction tasks, thus improving the prediction of
novel actions from few examples by a large margin.
Moreover, as mentioned before, most of the current meta-learning approaches, such
as matching networks [388] and prototypical networks [351], are developed for the simple
tasks like image classification with task-specific model architectures (e.g., learning an embedding space that is useful for nearest neighbor or prototype classifiers), which are not
readily applicable to our problem. Unlike them, our approach is general and can be effectively used across a broad range of tasks, as shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Figure 5.2
further visualizes our prediction and compares with a top performing baseline. From Figure 5.2, we can see that our PAML generates less-error, more smooth, and realistic prediction.
Ablation studies. In Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, we evaluate the contributions of different
factors in our approach to the results.
Model initialization vs. model adaptation. Our meta-learning approach consists of two
components: a generic model initialization and an effective model adaptation network. To
understand the impact of each component, we conduct ablation analysis in Table 5.3. We
can see that each component by itself is superior to the baselines reported in Table 5.2.
This shows that meta-learning, in general, by leveraging shared knowledge across relevant
tasks, enables us to deal with a novel task in a sample-efficient way. Moreover, our full
PAML model consistently outperforms its variants, showing the effectiveness and complementarity of each component. This thus verifies the importance of simultaneously learning
a generic initial model and an effective strategy for adapting this model to novel tasks.
Structure of H. In Table 5.4 we compare different implementations of the model adaptation network H: as a simple affine transformation, or as a neural network with 2 ∼ 4
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Walking
80

Eating

Type

millisecond

Best baselines

Transferft

0.44 0.55 0.85 0.95 0.74 1.03

0.61 0.65 0.74 0.78 0.86 1.19

Meta-learning (Ours)

PAML w/ init
PAML w/ adapt
full PAML

0.41 0.52 0.79 0.88 0.89 0.93
0.39 0.55 0.76 0.88 0.92 0.96
0.36 0.49 0.73 0.85 0.81 0.88

0.51 0.56 0.70 0.72 0.79 0.95
0.51 0.62 0.79 0.77 0.82 0.93
0.37 0.54 0.66 0.73 0.76 0.83

Smoking

Discussion

80

160 320 400 560 1000

160 320 400 560 1000

80

80

160 320 400 560 1000

Type

millisecond

160 320 400 560 1000

Best baselines

Transferft

0.87 1.02 1.25 1.30 1.45 2.06

0.57 0.82 1.11 1.11 1.37 2.08

Meta-learning (Ours)

PAML w/ init
PAML w/ adapt
full PAML

0.56 0.74 0.96 1.12 1.03 1.19
0.59 0.77 0.87 1.09 1.12 1.13
0.41 0.70 0.82 1.05 1.00 1.03

0.55 0.75 1.03 1.07 1.39 1.56
0.49 0.81 1.15 1.16 1.19 1.32
0.43 0.73 1.01 1.06 1.15 1.17

Table 5.3: Ablation on model initialization vs. model adaptation. Each component by itself outperforms the baselines. Our full PAML consistently achieves the best performance,
showing the importance of jointly learning a generic initial model and an effective strategy
for adapting this model to novel tasks.
Walking
Method
PAML w/ 1-layer, None
PAML w/ 2-layer, ReLU
PAML w/ 2-layer, Leaky ReLU
PAML w/ 3-layer, ReLU
PAML w/ 3-layer, Leaky ReLU
PAML w/ 4-layer, ReLU
PAML w/ 4-layer, Leaky ReLU

80
0.40
0.40
0.39
0.36
0.36
0.38
0.37

160 320 400 560 1000
0.52
0.52
0.50
0.51
0.49
0.53
0.51

0.75
0.76
0.75
0.74
0.73
0.74
0.75

0.88
0.87
0.86
0.89
0.85
0.88
0.86

0.86
0.84
0.85
0.83
0.81
0.84
0.82

0.92
0.93
0.92
0.90
0.88
0.91
0.90

Table 5.4: Ablation on the structure of H. We vary the number of fully-connected layers in
the model adaptation network H, and try both ReLU and leaky ReLU as activation function
in the hidden layers. The results show that “3-layer, Leaky ReLU” works best, but in general
H is robust to specific implementation choices.
layers. Since leaky ReLU is used in Chapter 3, we try both ReLU and leakyReLU as activation function in the hidden layers. The results show that a 3-layer fully-connected network
with leaky ReLU gives the best prediction performance.
Impact of training sample sizes. In the previous experiments, we focused on a fixed k =
5-shot motion prediction task. To test how our meta-learning approach benefits from more
training sequences, we evaluate the performance change with respect to the sample size k.
Figure 5.3 summarizes the comparisons with fine-tuning transfer, a top performing baseline
reported in Table 5.2, when k varies from 1 to 100 at 80ms. As a reference, we also include
the oracle performance, which is the residual sup. baseline trained on the entire training set
of the target activity (i.e., with thousands of annotated sequence pairs). Figure 5.3 shows
that our approach consistently outperforms fine-tuning and improves its performance with
more and more training sequences. Interestingly, through our meta-learning mechanism,
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Figure 5.3: Impact of the training sample size k for k-shot motion prediction. We compare
our PAML with fine-tuning transfer of residual sup. [254], a top performing baseline. As
a reference, we also include the oracle performance, which is residual sup. trained with
thousands of annotated sequence pairs. X-axis: number of training sequence pairs k per activity. Y-axis: mean angle error. Ours consistently outperform fine-tuning and with only 100
sequences, we achieve the performance slightly worse than the oracle.
with only 100 sequences, we achieve the performance that is slightly worse than the oracle
trained with thousands of sequences.
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Part II

Unsupervised Meta-Learning:
Towards a Generic Recognition
Model
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Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.
George Edward Pelham Box; Norman Draper
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Chapter 6

Learning Low-Density Separators
from Pseudo-Classes
6.1

Motivation

The previous line of work in Part I is promising but still restrictive in the sense that the
learned model transformation and dynamics are tied to a specific set of categories due to
its supervised nature. To decouple this tie, starting in this chapter, we develop a large-scale
self-supervision approach to leveraging unsupervised real-world images as meta-data and
learning a more generic recognition model.
Let us consider the generality of CNNs, which are typically trained on a particular set of
categories (e.g., ImageNet). Recent analysis shows that from bottom, middle, to top layers
of the network, features make a transition from general to specific [15, 427]. While features
in the bottom and middle layers are fairly generic to many categories (i.e., low-level features
of Gabor filters or color blobs and mid-level features of object parts), high-level features
in the top layers eventually become specific and biased to best discriminate between this
set of chosen categories. The generality of CNNs is thus limited by the specialization of top
layer units to their original task. With limited samples from target tasks, fine-tuning cannot effectively adjust the units and would result in over-fitting, since it typically requires
a significant amount of labeled data. Using off-the-shelf CNNs becomes the best strategy,
despite the specialization and reduced performance.
In this chapter, we investigate how to improve pre-trained CNNs for learning novel
categories from few examples. Our key insight is to expose multiple top layer units to a
massive set of unlabeled images, as shown in Figure 6.1, which decouples these units from
ties to the original specific set of categories. This additional stage is called unsupervised
meta-training to distinguish this phase from the conventional unsupervised pre-training
phase [130] and the training phase on the target tasks. Based on the above transferability
analysis, intuitively, bottom and middle layers construct a feature space with high-density
regions corresponding to potential latent categories. Top layer units in the pre-trained CNN,
however, only have access to those regions associated with the original, observed categories.
The units are then tuned to discriminate between these regions by separating the regions
while pushing them further away from each other.
To tackle this limitation, our unsupervised meta-training provides a far larger pool of
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of Top Layers

Novel Category Recognition
from Few Examples

Figure 6.1: We aim to improve the generality of pre-trained CNNs for the recognition of
novel categories from few labeled examples. We perform a multi-stage training procedure:
(1) we first pre-train a CNN that recognizes a specific set of categories on a large-scale labeled dataset (e.g., ImageNet 1.2M), which provides fairly generic bottom and middle layer
units; (2) we then meta-train the top layers as low-density separators on a far larger set of unlabeled data (e.g., Flickr 100M), which further improves the generality of multiple top layer
units; and (3) finally, we use our modified CNN on new categories/tasks (e.g., scene classification, fine-grained recognition, and action recognition), either as off-the-shelf features
or as initialization of fine-tuning that allows for end-to-end training.
unlabeled images as a much less biased sampling in the feature space. Now, instead of
producing separations tied to the original categories, we generate diverse sets of separations across the unlabeled data. Since “the unit tries to discriminate the data manifold from its
surroundings in all non-manifold directions” [35], we capture a more generic and richer description of the visual world [341].
How can we generate these separations in an unsupervised manner? Inspired by the
structure/manifold assumption in shallow semi-supervised and unsupervised learning (i.e.,
the decision boundary should not cross high-density regions, but instead lie in low-density
regions) [27,56], we introduce a low-density separator (LDS) module that can be plugged into
any (or all) top layers of a standard CNN architecture. More precisely, the vector of weights
connecting a unit to its previous layer (together with the non-linearity) can be viewed as
a separator or decision boundary in the activation space of the previous layer. LDS then
generates connection weights (decision boundaries) between successive layers that traverse
regions of as low density as possible and avoid intersecting high-density regions in the activation space. Many LDS methods typically infer a probability distribution, for example
through densest region detection, lowest-density hyperplane estimation [27], and clustering [165]. However, exact clustering or density estimation is known to be notoriously difficult in high-dimensional spaces.
We instead adopt a discriminative paradigm [56,67,309,398] to circumvent the aforementioned difficulties. Using a max-margin framework, we propose an unsupervised, scalable,
coarse-to-fine approach that jointly estimates compact, distinct high-density pseudo-classes
(HDQC), i.e., sets of data points sampled in high-density regions, as stand-ins for plausible
high-density regions and infers low-density hyperplanes (separators). Our decoupled formulations generalize those in supervised binary code discovery [309] and semi-supervised
learning [67], respectively; and more crucially, we propose a novel combined optimization to
jointly estimate HDQC and learn LDS in large-scale unsupervised scenarios, from the labeled
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ImageNet 1.2M [321] to the unlabeled Flickr 100M dataset [364].
Our approach of exploiting unsupervised learning on top of CNN transfer learning is
unique as opposed to other recent work on unsupervised, weakly-supervised, and semisupervised deep learning. Most existing unsupervised deep learning approaches focus on
unsupervised learning of visual representations that are both sparse and allow image reconstruction [130], including deep belief networks (DBN), convolutional sparse coding, and
(denoising) auto-encoders (DAE). Our unsupervised LDS meta-training is different from
conventional unsupervised pre-training as in DBN and DAE in two important ways: (1)
our meta-training “post-arranges” the network that has undergone supervised training on
a labeled dataset and then serves as a kind of network “pre-conditioner” [130] for the target
tasks; and (2) our meta-training phase is not necessarily followed by fine-tuning and the
features obtained by meta-training could be used off the shelf.
Other types of supervisory information (by creating auxiliary tasks), such as clustering, surrogate classes [95, 155], spatial context, temporal consistency, web supervision, and
image captions [190], have been explored to train CNNs in an unsupervised (or weaklysupervised) manner. Although showing initial promise, the performance of these unsupervised (or weakly-supervised) deep models is still not on par with that of their supervised counterparts, partially due to noisy or biased external information [190]. In addition,
our LDS, if viewed as an auxiliary task, is directly related to discriminative classification,
which results in more desirable and consistent features for the final novel-category recognition tasks. Unlike using a single image and its pre-defined transformations [95] or other
labeled multi-view object [155] to simulate a surrogate class, our pseudo-classes capture a
more natural representation of realistic images. Finally, while we boost the overall generality of CNNs for a wide spectrum of unseen categories, semi-supervised deep learning
approaches typically improve the model generalization for specific tasks, with both labeled
and unlabeled data coming from the tasks of interest [4, 408].
Our contributions are three-fold. (1) We first show how LDS, based on an unsupervised
margin maximization, is generated without a bias to a particular set of categories. (2) We
detail how to use LDS modules in CNNs by plugging them into any (or all) top layers of
the architecture, leading to single-scale (or multi-scale) low-density separator networks. (3)
We finally show how such modified CNNs, with enhanced generality, are used to facilitate
the recognition of novel categories from few examples and significantly improve the performance in scene classification, fine-grained recognition, and action recognition. The general
setup is depicted in Figure 6.1.

6.2

Pre-Trained Low-Density Separators from Unsupervised
Data

Given a CNN architecture pre-trained on a specific set of categories, such as the ImageNet
(ILSVRC) 1,000 categories, we aim to improve the generality of one of its top layers, e.g.,
the k-th layer. We fix the structures and weights of the layers from 1 to k −1, and view the
activation of layer k − 1 as a feature space. A unit s in layer k is fully connected to all the
units in layer k−1 via a vector of weights ws . Each ws corresponds to a particular decision
boundary (partition) of the feature space. Intuitively, all the ws ’s then jointly further discriminate between these 1,000 categories, enforcing that the new activations in layer k are
more similar within classes and more dissimilar between classes.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of learning low-density separators between successive layers on
a large amount of unlabeled data. Note the color correspondence between the decision
boundaries across the unlabeled data and the connection weights in the network.
To make ws ’s and the associated units in layer k unspecific to the ImageNet 1,000 categories, we use a large amount of unlabeled images at the unsupervised meta-training stage.
The layers from 1 to k−1 remain unchanged, which means that we still tackle the same feature space. The new unlabeled images now constitute a less biased sampling of the feature
space in layer k − 1. We introduce a new k-th layer with more units and encourage their
unbiased exploration of the feature space. More precisely, we enforce that the units learn
many diverse decision boundaries ws ’s that traverse different low-density regions while
avoiding intersecting high-density regions of the unsupervised data (untied to the original
ImageNet categories). The set of possible arrangements of such decision boundaries is rich,
meaning that we can potentially generalize to a broad range of categories.

6.2.1

Approach Overview

For each unlabeled image Ii , where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, let xi ∈ RD and φi ∈ RS be the
vectorized activations in layers k − 1 and k, respectively. Let W be the weights between
the two layers, where ws is the weight vector associated with the unit s in layer k. For
notational simplicity, xi already includes a constant
1 as the last element and ws includes

s
sT
the bias term. We then have φi = f w xi , where f (·) is a non-linear function, such as
sigmoid or ReLU. The resulting activation spaces of layers k−1 and k are denoted as X and
F, respectively.
To learn ws ’s as low-density separators, we are supposed to have certain high-density
regions which ws ’s separate. However, accurate estimation of high-density regions is difficult. We instead generate pseudo-classes as stand-ins for plausible high-density regions.
We want samples with the same pseudo-labels to be similar in activation spaces (constraint
within pseudo-classes), while those with different pseudo-labels should be very dissimilar
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in activation spaces (constraints between pseudo-classes). Note that in contrast to clustering, generating pseudo-classes does not require inferring membership for each data point.
Formally, assuming that there are C desired pseudo-classes, we introduce a sample selection vector Tc ∈ {0, 1}N for each pseudo-class c. Tc,i = 1 if Ii is selected for assignment to
pseudo-class c and zero otherwise. As illustrated in Figure 6.2, the optimization for seeking
low-density separators (LDS) while identifying high-density pseudo-classes (HDPC) can be
framed as
find W ∈ LDS, T ∈ HDPC

(6.1)

subject to W separate T .
This optimization problem enforces that each unit s learns a partition ws lying across the
low-density region among certain salient high-density pseudo-classes discovered by T .
This leads to a difficult joint optimization problem in theory, because W and T are interdependent.
In practice, however, it may be unnecessary to find the global optimum. Reasonable
local optima are sufficient in our case to describe the feature space, as shown by the empirical results in Section 6.4. We use an iterative approach that obtains salient high-density
pseudo-classes from coarse to fine (Section 6.2.3) and produces promising discriminative
low-density partitions among them (Section 6.2.2). We found that the optimization procedures converge in our experiments.

6.2.2

Learning Low-Density Separators

Assume that T is known, which means that we have already defined C high-density pseudoclasses by Tc . We then use a max-margin formulation to learn W . Each unit s in layer k
corresponds to a low-density hyperplane ws that separates positive and negative examples
in a max-margin fashion. To train ws , we need to generate label variables ls ∈ {−1, 1} for
each ws , which label the samples in the pseudo-classes either as positive (1) or negative
(−1)


training examples. We can stack all the labels for learning ws ’s to form L = l1 , . . . , lS .
Moreover, in the activation space F of layer k, which is induced by the activation space X
of layer k−1 and ws , it would be beneficial to further push for large inter-pseudo-class and
small intra-pseudo-class distances. We achieve such properties by optimizing
min

W ,L,Φ

S
X
s=1

2

kws k +η

N X
S
h

i
X
Ii 1−lis ws Txi
i=1 s=1

+

C N
C
C
N
λ2 X X X
λ1 X X
Tc,u Tc,v d (φu , φv ) −
Tc0 ,p Tc00 ,q d (φp , φq ),
+
2 c=1 u=1
2 0 c00 =1 p=1
c =1

v=1

(6.2)

c00 6=c0 q=1

where d is a distance metric (e.g., square of Euclidean distance) in the activation space F
of layer k. [x]+ = max (0, x) represents the hinge loss. Here we introduce an additional
indicator vector I ∈ {0, 1}N for all the pseudo-classes. Ii = 0 if Ii is not selected for asPC
signment to any pseudo-class (i.e., c=1 Tc,i = 0) and one otherwise. Note that I is actually
sparse, since only a portion of unlabeled samples are selected as pseudo-classes and only
their memberships are estimated in T .
The new objective is much easier to optimize compared to Eqn. (6.1), as it only requires
producing the low-density separators ws from known pseudo-classes given Tc . We then
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derive an algorithm to optimize problem (6.2) using block coordinate descent. Specifically,
problem (6.2) can be viewed as a generalization of predictable discriminative binary codes
in [309]: (1) compared with the fully labeled case in [309], Eqn. (6.2) introduces additional
pseudo-class indicator variables to handle the unsupervised scenario; and (2) Eqn. (6.2)
extends the specific binary-valued hash functions in [309] to general real-valued non-linear
activation functions in neural networks.
We adopt a similar iterative optimization strategy as in [309]. To achieve a good local
minimum, our insight is that there should be diversity in ws ’s and we thus initializ ws ’s
as the top-S orthogonal directions of PCA on data points belonging to the pseudo-classes.
We found that this initialization yields promising results that work better than random
initialization and do not contaminate the pre-trained CNNs. For fixed W , we update Φ
using stochastic gradient descent to achieve improved separation in the activation space F
of layer k. This optimization is efficient if using ReLU as non-linearity. We use Φ to update
L. lis = 1 if φsi > 0 and zero otherwise. Using L as training labels, we then train S linear
SVMs to update W . We iterate this process a fixed number of times—2 ∼ 4 in practice,
and we thus obtain the low-density separator ws for each unit and construct the activation
space F of layer k.

6.2.3

Generating High-Density Pseudo-Classes

In the previous section, we assumed T known and learned low-density separators between
high-density pseudo-classes. Now we explain how to find these pseudo-classes. Given the
activation space X of layer k − 1 and the activation space F of layer k (linked by the lowdensity separators W as weights), we need to generate C high-density pseudo-classes from
the unlabeled data selected by Tc . We hope that the pseudo-classes are distinct and compact
in the activation spaces. That is, we want samples belonging to the same pseudo-classes
to be close to each other in the activation spaces, while samples from different pseudoclasses should be far from each other in the activation spaces. To this end, we propose
a coarse-to-fine procedure that combines the seeding heuristics of K-means++ [77] and
a max-margin formulation [67] to gradually augment confident samples into the pseudoclasses. We suppose that each pseudo-class contains at least τ0 images and at most τ images.
Learning T includes the following steps:
Skeleton generation. We first choose a single seed point Tc,ic = 1 for each pseudo-class
using the K-means++ heuristics in the activation space X of layer k−1. All the seed points
are now spread out as the skeleton of the pseudo-classes.
Pseudo-class initialization. We extend each single skeletal point to an initial pseudoclass by adding its nearest neighbors [75] in the activation space X of layer k −1. Each of
the resulting pseudo-classes thus contains τ0 images, which satisfies the constraint for the
minimum number of selected samples.
Augmentation and refinement. In the above two steps, we select samples for pseudoclasses based on the similarity in the activation space of layer k −1. Given this initial estimate of pseudo-classes, we select additional samples using joint similarity in both activation
spaces of layers k−1 and k by leveraging a max-margin formulation. For each pseudo-class
F
c, we construct pseudo-class classifiers hX
c and hc in the two activation spaces. Note that
X
F
hc and hc are different from the low-density separator ws . We use SVM responses to select
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additional samples, leading to the following optimization:
min

F
T ,hX
c ,hc
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(6.3)

i=1

where yc,i is the corresponding binary label used for one-vs.-all multi-pseudo-class classification: yc,i = 1 if Tc,i = 1 and −1 otherwise. The first and second terms denote a
max-margin classifier in the activation space X , and the fourth and fifth terms denote a
max-margin classifier in the activation space F. The third term ensures that the same unlabeled sample is not shared by multiple pseudo-classes. The last term is a sample selection
criterion that chooses those unlabeled samples with high classifier responses in the activation space F.
This formulation is inspired by the approach to selecting unlabeled images using joint
visual features and attributes [67]. We view our activation space X of layer k−1 as the feature
space, and the activation space F of layer k as the learned attribute space. However, different from the semi-supervised scenario in [67], which provides an initially labeled training
images, our problem (6.3) is entirely unsupervised. To solve it, we use initial T correspondF
ing to the pseudo-classes obtained in the first two steps to train hX
c and hc . After obtaining
these two sets of SVMs in both activation spaces, we update T . Following a similar block
F
coordinate descent procedure as in [67], we iteratively re-train both hX
c and hc and update
T until we obtain the desired τ number of samples.

6.3
6.3.1

Low-Density Separator Networks
Single-Scale Layer-Wise Training

We start from how to embed our LDS as a new top layer into a standard CNN structure,
leading to single-scale network. To improve the generality of the learned units in layer k,
we need to prevent co-adaptation and enforce diversity between these units [130, 427]. We
adopt a simple random sampling strategy to train the entire LDS layer. We break the units
in layer k into (disjoint) blocks, as shown in Figure 6.2. We encourage each block of units to
explore different regions of the activation space described by a random subset of unlabeled
samples. This sampling strategy also makes LDS learning scalable since direct LDS learning
from the entire dataset is computationally infeasible.
Specifically, from an original selection matrix T0 ∈ {0, 1}N ×C of all zeros, we first obtain
a random sub-matrix T ∈ {0, 1}M ×C . Using this subset of M samples, we then generate C
high-density pseudo-classes by solving the problem (6.3) and learn S corresponding lowdensity separator weights by solving the problem (6.2), yielding a block of S units in layer
k. We randomly produce J sub-matrices T , repeat the procedure, and obtain S × J units
(J blocks) in total. This thus constitutes layer k, the low-density separator layer. The entire
single-scale structure is shown in Figure 6.3a.
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Figure 6.3: We use our LDS to revisit CNN architectures. In Figure 6.3a, we embed
LDS learned from a large collection of unlabeled data as a new top layer into a standard CNN structure pre-trained on a specific set of categories (left), leading to single-scale
LDS+CNN (middle). LDS could be also embedded into different layers, resulting multiscale LDS+CNN (right). More specifically in Figure 6.3b, our multi-scale LDS+CNN architecture is constructed by introducing LDS layers into multi-scale DAG-CNN [422]. For
each scale (level), we spatially (average) pool activations, learn and plug in LDS in this activation space, add fully-connected layers FCa and FCb (with K outputs), and finally add
the scores across all layers as predictions for K output classes (that are finally soft-maxed
together) on the target task. We show that the resulting LDS+CNNs can be either used as
off-the-shelf features or discriminatively trained in an end-to-end fashion to facilitate novel
category recognition.

6.3.2

Multi-Scale Structure

For a convolutional layer of size H1×H2×F , where H1 is the height, H2 is the width, and F is
the number of filter channels, we first compute a 1×1×F pooled feature by averaging across
spatial dimensions as in [422], and then learn LDS in this activation space as before. Note
that our approach applies to other types of pooling operation as well. Given the benefit
of complementary features, LDS could also be operationalized on several different layers,
leading to multi-scale/level representations. We thus modify the multi-scale DAG-CNN
architecture [422] by introducing LDS on top of the ReLU layers, leading to multi-scale
LDS+CNN, as shown in Figure 6.3b. We add two additional layers on top of LDS: FCa
(with F outputs) that selects discriminative units for target tasks, and FCb (with Koutputs)
that learns K-way classifier for target tasks. The output of the LDS layers could be used as
off-the-shelf multi-scale features. If using LDS weights as initialization, the entire structure
in Figure 6.3b could also be fine-tuned in a similar fashion as DAG-CNN [422].

6.4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we explore the use of low-density separator networks (LDS+CNNs) on a
number of supervised learning tasks with limited data, including scene classification, finegrained recognition, and action recognition. We use two CNN models: AlexNet [212] and
VGG19 [347] pre-trained on ILSVRC 2012 [321], as our reference networks. We implement the unsupervised meta-training on Yahoo! Flickr Creative Commons100M dataset
(YFCC100M) [364], which is the largest single publicly available image and video database.
We begin with plugging LDS into a single layer, and then introduce LDS into several top
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layers, leading to a multi-scale model. We consider using LDS+CNNs as off-the-shelf features in the small sample size regime, as well as through fine-tuning when enough data is
available in the target task.
Implementation details. During unsupervised meta-training, we use 99.2 million unlabeled images on YFCC100M [364]. After resizing the smallest side of each image to be
256, we generate the standard 10 crops (4 corners plus one center and their flips) of size
224×224 as implemented in Caffe [185]. For single-scale structures, we learn LDS in the f c7
activation space of dimension 4,096. For multi-scale structures, following [422] we learn
LDS in activation spaces of Conv3, Conv4, Conv5, f c6, and f c7 for AlexNet, and we learn
LDS in activation spaces of Conv43, Conv44, Conv51, Conv52, and f c6 for VGG19. We use
the same sets of parameters to learn LDS in these activation spaces without further tuning.
In the LDS layer, each block has S = 10 units, which separate across M = 20,000 randomly
sub-sampled data points. Repeating J = 2,000 sub-sampling, we then have 20,000 units in
total. Notably, each block of units in the LDS layer can be learned independently, making
feasible for parallelization. For learning LDS in Eqn. (6.2), η and λ1 are set to 1 and λ2 is set
to normalize for the size of pseudo-classes, which is the same setup and default parameters
as in [309]. For generating high-density pseudo-classes in Eqn. (6.3), following [67, 75], we
set the minimum and maximum number of selected samples per pseudo-classes to be τ0 = 6
and τ = 56, and produce C = 30 pseudo-classes in total. We use the same setup and parameters as in [67], where α = 1, β = 1. While using only the center crops to infer pseudo-classes,
we use all 10 crops to learn more accurate LDS.
Tasks and datasets. Similar as before, we evaluate on standard benchmark datasets
for scene classification: SUN-397 [414] and MIT-67 [375], fine-grained recognition: Oxford
102 Flowers [279], and action recognition (compositional semantic recognition): Stanford40 actions [425]. We follow the standard experimental setup (e.g., the train/test splits) for
these datasets as before. For example, on SUN-397, a subset of the dataset with 50 training
and 50 test images per class are used for evaluation, averaging over 10 fixed and publicly
available partitions.

6.4.1

Learning from Few Examples

The first question to answer is whether the LDS layers improve the transferability of the
original pre-trained CNNs and facilitate the recognition of novel categories from few examples. To answer this question, we evaluate both LDS+CNN and CNN as off-the-shelf
features without fine-tuning on the target datasets. This is the standard way to use pretrained CNNs [311]. We test how performance varies with the number of training samples
per category as in [395]. To make extensive comparisons with publicly available baselines,
we use VGG19 in this set of experiments. Following the standard practice, we train simple
linear SVMs in one-vs.-all fashion on L2 -normalized features [311, 422] in Liblinear [101].
Single-scale features. We begin by evaluating single-scale features on theses datasets.
For a fair comparison, we first reduce the dimensionality of LDS+CNN from 20,000 to 4,096,
the same dimensionality as CNN, followed by linear SVMs. This is achieved by selecting
from LDS+CNN the 4,096 most active features according to the standard criterion of multiclass recursive feature elimination (RFE) [38] using the target dataset. We also tested PCA.
The performance drops, but it is still significantly better than the pre-trained CNN. Figure 6.4 summarizes the average performance over 10 random splits on these datasets. When
used as off-the-shelf features for small-sample learning, our single-scale LDS+CNN significantly outperforms the vanilla pre-trained CNN, which is already a strong baseline. Our
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Figure 6.4: Performance comparisons between our single-scale LDS+CNN (SS-LDS+CNN),
multi-scale LDS+CNN (MS-LDS+CNN) and the pre-trained single-scale CNN (SS-CNN),
multi-scale DAG-CNN (MS-DAG-CNN) baselines for scene classification, fine-grained
recognition, and action recognition from few labeled examples on four benchmark datasets.
VGG19 [347] is used as the CNN model for its demonstrated superior performance. For
SUN-397, we also include a publicly available strong baseline, Places-CNN, which trained
a CNN (AlexNet architecture) from scratch using a scene-centric database with over 7 million annotated images from 400 scene categories, and which achieved state-of-the-art performance for scene classification [437]. X-axis: number of training examples per class. Yaxis: average multi-class classification accuracy. With improved transferability gained from
a large set of unlabeled data, our LDS+CNNs with simple linear SVMs significantly outperform the vanilla pre-trained CNN and powerful DAG-CNN for small sample learning.

results are particularly impressive for the big performance boost, for example nearly 20%
on MIT-67, in the one-shot learning scenario. This verifies the effectiveness of the layer-wise
LDS, which leads to a more generic representation for a broad range of novel categories.
Multi-scale features. Given the promise of single-scale LDS+CNN, we now evaluate
multi-scale off-the-shelf features. After learning LDS in each activation space separately,
we reduce their dimensionality to that of the corresponding activation space via RFE for
a fair comparison with DAG-CNN [422]. We train linear SVMs on these LDS+CNNs, and
then average their predictions. Figure 6.4 summarizes the average performance over different splits for multi-scale features. Consistent with the single-scale results, our multi-scale
LDS+CNN outperforms the powerful multi-scale DAG-CNN. LDS+CNN is especially beneficial to fine-grained recognition, since there is typically limited data per class for finegrained categories. Figure 6.4 also validates that multi-scale LDS+CNN allows for transfer
at different levels, thus leading to better generalization to novel recognition tasks compared
to its single-scale counterpart. In addition, Table 6.1 further shows that our LDS+CNNs
outperform weakly-supervised CNNs [190] that are directly trained on Flickr using external caption information.
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Type

Approach

SUN-397

MIT-67

102 Flowers

Stanford-40

Weakly-supervised
CNNs

Flickr-AlexNet
Flickr-GoogLeNet
Combined-AlexNet
Combined-GoogLeNet

42.7
44.4
47.3
55.0

55.8
55.6
58.8
67.9

74.2
65.8
83.3
83.7

53.0
52.8
56.4
69.2

Ours

SS-LDS+CNN
MS-LDS+CNN

55.4
59.9

73.6
80.2

87.5
95.4

70.5
72.6

Table 6.1: Performance comparisons of classification accuracy (%) between our LDS+CNNs
and weakly-supervised CNNs [190] on the four datasets when using the entire training sets.
In contrast to our approach that uses the Flickr dataset for unsupervised meta-training,
Flickr-AlexNet/GoogLeNet train CNNs from scratch on the Flickr dataset by using associated captions as weak supervisory information. Combined-AlexNet/GoogLeNet concatenate features from supervised ImageNet CNNs and weakly-supervised Flickr CNNs.
Despite the same amount of data used for pre-training, ours outperform the weaklysupervised CNNs by a significant margin due to their noisy captions and tags.
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Figure 6.5: Effect of fine-tuning (FT) on SUN-397 (purple bars) and MIT-67 (blue bars).
Fine-tuning LDS+CNNs (AlexNet) further improves the performance over the off-the-shelf
(OTS) features for novel category recognition.

6.4.2

Fine-Tuning

With more training data available in the target task, our LDS+CNNs could be fine-tuned to
further improve the performance. For efficient and easy fine-tuning, we use AlexNet in this
set of experiments as in [422]. We evaluate the effect of fine-tuning of our single-scale and
multi-scale LDS+CNNs in the scene classification tasks, due to their relatively large number
of training samples. We compare against the fine-tuned single-scale CNN and multi-scale
DAG-CNN [422], as shown in Figure 6.5. For completeness, we also include their off-theshelf performance. As expected, fine-tuned models consistently outperform their off-the75
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Figure 6.6: Representative hyper-parameter sensitivity experiment of single-scale
LDS+CNN w.r.t. C pseudo-classes, τ0 initial samples per pseudo-class, and η with other
hyper-parameters fixed on 102 Flowers for the case of 10 training examples per class. There
is a fairly smooth and flat region around Acc = 87%.
shelf counterparts. Importantly, Figure 6.5 shows that our approach is not limited to smallsample learning and is still effective even in the many training examples regime.

6.5

Experimental Analysis and Visualization

In this section, we first provide hyper-parameter sensitivity analysis experiments, which
show that the hyper-parameters have a wide range of reasonable values to choose from.
The pseudo-class and feature visualizations further show the generality of our approach.

6.5.1

Hyper-Parameter Sensitivity Analysis

As mentioned in Section 6.4, we used the default hyper-parameters in [67,75,77,309]. More
crucially, most of these hyper-parameters themselves in [67, 309] are set without tuning,
where η = 1, α = 1, β = 1, λ1 = 1, for instance. Although we did not tune them either, our
approach already significantly outperformed the baselines and could be even better with
optimized hyper-parameters.
For the other hyper-parameters (e.g., C, τ0 , τ ), a series of sensitivity analysis experiments
conducted in [67, 75, 77] (e.g.., Figure 6 in [77] and Figure 3 in [67]) show that “each of the
hyper-parameters has a wide range of reasonable values to choose from” [77]).
In addition, the visualization of randomly sampled pseudo-classes in Section 6.5.2 and
the recognition performance on the target tasks show that our approach is robust when
generating a large collection of pseudo-classes and learning LDS. Such large-scale ensemble
behavior substantially mitigates or even cancels out the randomization and deficiency of
individual pseudo-classes. This is consistent with a similar observation in [77].
We also provide a representative sensitivity analysis experiment in Figure 6.6, which
shows that there is a fairly smooth and flat region around Accuracy = 87%.

6.5.2

Pseudo-Classes Visualization

To better understand LDS+CNNs, we provide qualitative visualization of the pseudo-classes
in Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10. In each figure, we show a set of pseudo-classes, which are sampled randomly from the entire pool of generated pseudo-classes. These figures show that
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Figure 6.7: t-SNE feature visualization [384] of single-scale LDS+CNN on the 102 Flowers
training and testing dataset. (We use both the training and testing data for better visualization due to the limited training data on 102 Flowers.) Although low-density separators
are generated in an unsupervised fashion, it is interesting to note their generalization to
novel categories when considering semantic groupings of labels. Best viewed in color with
zoom.
our approach identifies diverse pseudo-classes with a wide coverage from large amounts
of unlabeled data.

6.5.3

Feature Visualization

By using the t-SNE algorithm [384], we find a 2-dimensional embedding of the single-scale
LDS+CNN features, and visualize them as points colored depending on their categories.
Figures 6.7 shows the visualization on the 102 Flowers dataset. It again demonstrates the
generality of our LDS+CNNs for novel categories.
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Figure 6.8: Example pseudo-classes visualization I. This set of pseudo-classes were sampled
randomly from the entire pool of generated pseudo-classes (these are not curated). There
are C = 30 pseudo-classes in total for each random sub-sampling. Each row contains representative images from two pseudo-classes, respectively. Viewing digitally with zoom is
recommended.
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Figure 6.9: Example pseudo-classes visualization II. This set of pseudo-classes were sampled randomly from the entire pool of generated pseudo-classes (these are not curated).
There are C = 30 pseudo-classes in total for each random sub-sampling. Each row contains
representative images from two pseudo-classes, respectively. Viewing digitally with zoom
is recommended.
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Figure 6.10: Example pseudo-classes visualization III. This set of pseudo-classes were sampled randomly from the entire pool of generated pseudo-classes (these are not curated).
There are C = 30 pseudo-classes in total for each random sub-sampling. Each row contains
representative images from two pseudo-classes, respectively. Viewing digitally with zoom
is recommended.
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Chapter 7

Extension to Object Detection via
Model Recommendation
7.1

Motivation

Our unsupervised meta-learning has essentially produced a large collection of models (i.e.,
low-density separators). Chapter 6 integrates this model library into a single network,
through leveraging these separators to constitute a top layer of the network. An alternative way is to treat the library as external memory and use it in an “off-the-shelf” manner.
By doing so, it allows us to generate new models on-the-fly for a variety of tasks. In this
chapter, we show such use case by combining unsupervised meta-learning with model recommendation to address a more general, realistic object detection problem.
Over the past few decades, there has been much progress in designing effective object
detectors, especially when enough data are available. For example, classic techniques, such
as deformable part models (DPMs) [107] via sliding-window fashion, are best suitable for
semi-rigid objects, while Exemplar-SVMs [252] with simple linear SVMs are highly category
and instance specific; the recent top performing detection systems instead favor bottom-up
region proposals [72,126,382] which tend to perform well for non-rigid objects. Along with
these, more powerful appearance models, feature learning mechanisms beyond standard
hand-engineered features such as R-CNN [126], fast R-CNN [125], faster R-CNN [315], SPPnet [152], YOLO [312,313], SSD [248], OHEM [344], R-FCN [79], FPN [243], RetinaNet [244],
and Mask R-CNN [150] are emerging.
All of these modern detectors have in common the same supervised training framework
in which a large annotated dataset is required and in which training from scratch is restarted
for a new task, e.g., a new category. In practice, however, it might be difficult to produce
enough data for a new task. Moreover, in many applications it is desirable to rapidly train a
new detector for a new task, something that is typically not possible in any of these current
approaches which require expensive training iterations. Thus, our objective is to quickly
generate good models for a detection task given a small number of labeled samples.
Again, similar to Chapter 6, our approach is based on the informal intuition that, given
a very large set of models, it is likely that some of the models would have good performance
on a new detection task, as stated in the infinite monkey theorem [1]. More formally, inspired
by this intuition, we explore a new approach, which is based on the observation that, while
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Input Tasks
Ratings(AP)
Probe Ratings

NA
0.6
0.01

Predicted Ratings
Model Library
(Detectors)

NA
NA
0.5

Unsupervised Meta-Training Phase

Training Phase

Figure 7.1: During unsupervised meta-training phase, a large library of object detectors
informative across categories is generated. Their ratings on different detection tasks are
recorded to form a ratings store. For a new target task or category and using ratings of a
small probe set of detectors on its input task with limited samples, recommendations are
made by collaborative filtering. A usable object detector for this new task is thus rapidly
generated as single or ensemble of the recommended models.

it may be hard (impossible) to generate enough training data for a new task, it may be easy
to generate a large library of models and evaluate them off-line on a large set of tasks. Given
this data on the performance of many models on many tasks, it may be possible to guess
which of these stored models are best suited for a novel target task by evaluating them on
that new task. The hope of course is that we can do so with a smaller set of samples of the
target task than would be necessary for training from scratch. In addition to (hopefully)
requiring a much smaller sample set, this approach could be far more efficient because it
merely recommends models, which have been generated off-line.
A natural question then is why should such an approach be possible? The first observation is that, while any specific detector cannot generalize well across tasks, in a large-scale
library, however, it is likely that one of the library models happens to be tuned with the
similar conditions as the new target task. Combining multiple such models into a single
new model may perform well on the new task. This would be true especially when considering the shared properties across instances and categories [89, 191, 239, 287]. This is not
sufficient, however, as we are still faced with the problem of selecting the right models out
of the library. A naı̈ve approach would be to evaluate each model from the library on the
input task and select the one(s) that perform the best. Unfortunately, this direct approach
typically performs poorly because of the limited data available in the input task. More precisely, the evaluation scores of the library model on the input task might be noisy enough
that the ranking of the models is not reliable.
The second observation then is that, if the library and the set of tasks are large enough,
there might be enough correlation between the models that it is possible to predict the
performance of the models on the target tasks by using the entire combined experience with
the model library and the tasks. This is similar to the approach taken in recommender
systems [206] in which a matrix of ratings of items (the analog of our models) by users
(the analog of our tasks) is used to predict the ratings that a new user (the target task)
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Figure 7.2: Continuous Category Space Discovery. We measure the similarity between the
107 categories on SUN by their number of shared PBC models within the top-200 ranked
ones, and visualize them using ForceAtlas [24, 181]. The edge between two category nodes
indicates that they have at least 10 models in common. Although the models are generated
entirely unsupervisedly on PASCAL, it is interesting to note that visually or functionally
similar categories are naturally grouped together: such as the green cluster of monitor,
stove, microwave, oven, dishwasher; red cluster of sea, river, field, sky; and purple cluster
of car, bus, van, truck, etc.
would generate, i.e., predict the top ranked items (the analog of the best models for the
target task). Inspired by prior work in the context of recommending action classifiers [255,
256], our goal is to explore how this approach can be used in detection tasks — a more
general and challenging recognition scenario. While we share the same general idea of
using recommender system for vision tasks, the specific technical approaches here are quite
different from those in [255, 256].
The general setup is thus as follows. We first build a large library of object detectors and
we record their performance or “ratings” on a large set of detection tasks, which we call the
“ratings store”. Consistent with Chapter 6, we call the process of generating and evaluating
large library of models off-line as “meta-training”. Given a new target task, recommendations are made by trying, or rating, a small subset, called the probe set, of detectors on the
input task with few samples. That small set of ratings, along with the ratings of all the
detectors in the ratings store, is used to predict the ratings of all the models on the target task. We then select models based on the recommendations and use them for the new
task. This thus becomes our new formulation of object detection, which we term as model
recommendation for object detection as shown in Figure 7.1.
Intuitively, in this approach we generate a new model by learning from experience, i.e.,
from the matrix of evaluations of models on tasks, instead of learning from supervised data
as is normally the case. The model recommendation system provides a succinct way to combine both large-scale models and big visual data into a joint task-model space. By directly
manipulating in the new space, the experience of acquiring models becomes a procedure
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similar to shopping for finished products in a store. The generated model library can be also
viewed as a prior or regularization with respect to the common visual knowledge. In previous work, examples of transfer of prior experience to a new task include concept drift [380],
domain adaption, transfer learning [288] (e.g., sparse prototype representations [303], hypothesis transfer learning [215, 373], regularized SVM [14]), multi-task learning (e.g., rankreduced shared classification model [7, 298]), concept modeling in the field of multimedia
(e.g., LSCOM [272]), intermediate representation based on learning classifiers on related
tasks (e.g., Object Bank [237, 424], Classemes [38]), which address a different scenario and
often require extensive supervised retraining on the new target task.
Our contributions are four-fold. (1) We show how such a recommendation setup can
be operationalized using collaborative filtering techniques, including an analysis of its operation on a large-scale, controlled experiment. (2) We detail how tasks are defined and
detectors are generated in the off-line stage. (3) We show how a universal detector library,
predictable discriminative binary codes (PBCs) based on our LDS in Chapter 6, is generated
without a bias to a particular set of categories, and we show how it is particularly effective
for populating the ratings store in this setup. New detectors are thus obtained rapidly on
novel classes with few samples without conventional supervised training involved. (4) Another interesting finding of this large-scale model system is a continuous category space
discovered by model sharing, as shown in Figure 7.2 and explained in Section 7.5.1.

7.2

Terminology and Approach Overview

A task Tj = {(xj1 , yj1 ) , (xj2 , yj2 ) , ...} is assumed to be a self-contained object detection
problem, where {xj1 , xj2 , ...} are input images, and {yj1 , yj2 , ...} are the corresponding annotations indicating labels and bounding boxes for objects of interest. Note that annotations
might have different interpretations across tasks. Moreover, the image samples associated
with a task need not be unique; the same data sample might be shared across many tasks
(e.g., if one dataset is used for different tasks).
Models we are interested in here are object detectors. They can be pre-trained detectors
with no free parameters, or they can be detectors trained on different data sources. They can
be quite strong models highly tuned for certain tasks, or they can be generic weak detectors.
The rating of a model Mi on a task Tj is a number describing how well the model performs on that task, which is denoted by R(Mi ; Tj ) = rij , and is restricted to the range [0, 1].
For example, for the detection task, we follow the performance evaluation procedure of the
PASCAL VOC Challenge [100]. A detection is considered correct when the area of overlap
(measured by intersection-over-union, IoU) between the predicted bounding box and the
ground-truth bounding box exceeds 50%, and the precision/recall curve is computed accordingly. Since a single number is needed as rating, the average precision (AP) is chosen
to summarize the shape of the precision/recall curve.
The ratings store is a matrix R, of the ratings of the models in the library on different tasks,
where rows correspond to models, and columns correspond to tasks. The ratings store
records the performance of models on tasks generated off-line during the meta-training
phase, and encodes the performance distribution of models on different tasks. The matrix
is n × m, where n is the number of models in the library, and m is the number of store tasks.
We assume that R is complete, i.e., every model has been rated on every task in the store.
Finally, the task in which we are actually interested is a target (or hidden) task. The data in
the input task is limited to a few samples from this target task. For instance, the target task
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is to detect a certain type of cat; however, for its input task, we only have access to a limited
number of training samples, e.g., on the order of ten samples. We hope to recommend
models that work well on the target task. The available ratings are the ones from the probe
set on the input task, which are both limited and noisy. When this set of ratings on the
input task is fed into a model recommendation system, the returned predictions are a full
and de-noised version for the target task. Recommender systems relevant to our scenario
are based on well-established collaborative filtering techniques [206].
Due to the complexity of real-world scenarios, recommending a single best model and
hoping it will work well on the target task might not be realistic. One extension is to jointly
recommend sets of models as in ensemble learning [438] and mixture of experts [189]. The
simplest approach is to use the top-k recommendations, which simply selects the top-k
models based on their predicted ratings from model recommendation. However, this obvious strategy can potentially recommend a highly redundant set. One alternative is to
recommend a diverse set of top performing models [319]. Once a set of models is selected,
they are combined by using a task-dependent fusion strategy, e.g., by training weights for
the models on the input task.
To sum up, we start with a large collection of models and images, from which we build
a ratings store during meta-training. Then, during training given a new input task and a
probe set on that task, we use collaborative filtering techniques to predict the ratings of all
the models on the hidden task and to return a single or ensemble of models with the highest
predicted ratings as the recommended models.

7.3

Collaborative Filtering

Based on the probe set ratings and the ratings store, collaborative filtering techniques predict the ratings of the entire library. We use collaborative filtering techniques based on matrix factorization, which assume a low-rank approximation to the ratings store that naturally
embeds both tasks and models to a joint latent factor space of dimensionality d, such that
task-model interactions are modeled as inner products in that space [205, 206]. Although
the rating distribution of model recommendation might be different from that of the typical consumer recommender system, the ratings store still has exchangeability properties—
arrays of random variables whose distributions are invariant to permutations of rows and of
columns, which makes it statistically justified to use a factor model that implicitly encodes
the Aldous-Hoover theorem for exchangeable matrices [193, 194].
In this approach, we associate each model Mi with a vector ui ∈ Rd , and each task Tj
with a vector vj ∈ Rd . For a given model Mi , the elements of ui measure the extent to which
the model possesses the factors. For a given task Tj , the elements of vj measure how well
models with the corresponding factors will perform on the task. The interaction between
Mi and Tj , i.e., the overall performance of that model on the task, is then characterized by the
dot product of ui and vj . The estimate of rating rij of model Mi on task Tj is approximated
as
rbij = uTi vj .

(7.1)

After the recommender system infers ui and vj from rating patterns, it can easily predict
the rating a model will give to any task by using Eqn. (7.1). The crucial issue is how to
transform each model and task into vectors ui , vj .
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Many matrix factorization techniques can be considered in this context, such as restricted Boltzmann machines [325], sparse coding [245, 246], and maximum margin matrix factorization optimizing directly for ranking scores [405]. Here we limit ourselves to
direct factorization approaches which are sufficient for our purpose. Specifically, we consider approaches based on singular value decomposition (SVD) and non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF), which we describe briefly in this section.

7.3.1

Factorization Techniques based on SVD

One simple way to identify the latent semantic model and task factors is by singular value
decomposition (SVD) to decompose the rating matrix R into two factor matrices. In practice, the distribution of ratings may be significantly biased: some models may produce systematically higher ratings than others, and some tasks may be systematically easier than
others. Hence, it is necessary to estimate the portion of rating values that individual model
or task biases can explain [206]. A first-order approximation of the rating rij is introduced
to identify the biases as bij = µ + qi + pj , where µ denotes the global average rating, and the
parameters qi and pj indicate the observed deviations of model Mi and task Tj , respectively,
from the average. The biases can be easily estimated from the ratings store as in [206, 256]
and used to modify Eqn. (7.1) as
rbij = µ + qi + pj + uTi vj .

(7.2)

Now, the residual rating, defined as rij = rij − µ − qi − pj , does not remain positive. In
this case, we can simply use conventional SVD to obtain the factor matrices. Formally, the
residual rating matrix is decomposed as
R = ESF ≈ (Ed Sd ) Fd = U V,

(7.3)

where d indicates the number of factors, Sd is the d × d upper left sub-matrix of S, and Ed ,
Fd are the first d columns of the left-singular vector matrix E, the first d rows of the rightsingular vector matrix F , respectively. Hence, the model factor is U = Ed Sd ∈ Rn×d with
uTi as its ith row vector, and the task factor is V = Fd ∈ Rd×m with vj as its jth column
vector.

7.3.2

Factorization Techniques based on NMF

Given that the ratings are all non-negative, an alternative approach is to use non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) [402], which incorporates the non-negativity constraint into the
factored matrices. Formally, given the rating matrix R ∈ Rn×m
≥0 with non-negative elements,
NMF seeks to decompose R into a non-negative n × d basis matrix U (model factor) and a
non-negative d × m coefficient matrix V (task factor) , such that
R ≈ UV =

d
X

u·l vl· ,

(7.4)

l=1

where u·l is the lth column vector of U while vl· is the lth row vector of V . To learn the two
factor matrices, we use the prototypical multiplicative update rules [228].
Now, given the ratings of k probe models for an input task, denoted as rk , the factor
vector of the input task can be estimated by casting as a non-negative least-squares problem
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with respect to v:
(e
uk ) v = rk ,

(7.5)

e k is a k × d sub-matrix of U , whose rows are ratings of probe
where v is a d × 1 vector, and u
e k while updating v using the multiplicative
models on store tasks. v can be solved by fixing u
update rules. After the factor v of the input task is learned, its ratings for all the models is
predicted as
rb = U v.

7.4

(7.6)

Recommender System Analysis

Naturally, the first and most important question to answer is whether collaborative filtering
could successfully recommend correct models. A second question is to elucidate the role of
the different design choices involved in this approach. To answer these questions, we designed a controlled experiment with real detection tasks, large-scale data (namely, PASCAL
VOC 2007) and full-scale ratings store so that for any of the target tasks one or several of
the n models in the library is the correct model to use or at least a reasonable enough approximation. Thus, this is an example of controlled recommender systems whose expected
performance is known in advance. This is inspired by the M -closed framework [192] for
statistical evaluation.
Of course, in order to support this controlled analysis, this setup is somewhat contrived.
In particular, it uses a library of supervised models biased to a particular set of categories.
We will describe the actual set of models that we propose to use in a real system in the next
section, introducing a new way of generating object detectors in an unsupervised manner.
Specifically, we use all the 12,608 ESVMs [252] pre-trained for 20 categories on the PASCAL VOC 2007 trainval dataset [100] as the model library. We treat these models independently here when using them to make detections. When our target task is defined as
detection on the PASCAL VOC 2007 test dataset for the same 20 categories, there exists a
subset of ESVMs from the corresponding category in the library that work well for the task,
which are supposed to be identified by the recommender system.
Note that we use ESVMs as a convenient source for generating a large number of models
to test our approach. We do not advocate that using ESVMs is in general the best tool for
detection and, in fact, many other types of models could be used in this framework. For
example, model recommendation can be naturally applied to other banks of detectors such
as ELDAs [146] and Object Bank [237].

7.4.1

Task Generation

For the store tasks, generally speaking, we could design detection tasks based on specific
categories, and group different object instances in the dataset accordingly to generate tasks,
but this would bias the system strongly toward these specific categories and prevent it from
generalizing to new input tasks. Hence, to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
framework, we use purely random tasks instead. Specifically, each task is constructed by
randomly selecting 10 images from the PASCAL trainval dataset. We generate 10,000 different tasks in total. The final ratings store is of size 12,608 × 10,000. Since the images within
a certain task are random and are therefore not tied to a specific category, a detection for a
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Figure 7.3: Effect of probe set size for individual ESVM across 20 categories on the PASCAL
VOC 2007 detection test dataset. X-axis: probe set size (ratio to the size of the entire library).
Y-axis: average performance of the recommended model using SVD with different factor
numbers (green and blue curves) vs. random search (cyan-blue curve) and direct search
(red curve) baselines, reported as relative mAP to optimum, which is the best achievable
mAP for single ESVM (upper bound).
given task is counted as a positive detection if it intersects the bounding box of the groundtruth annotation of any category. This is distinct from the typical detection task setting,
where one always focuses on sets of visually similar objects from the same category.
For the input tasks, we use the PASCAL VOC 2007 test dataset. We view the images
containing objects from these 20 categories as 20 hidden tasks, respectively. Then, for each
hidden task, we randomly select 10 images to create the corresponding input task. We
randomly generate 50 input tasks per hidden task, and report the average performance.

7.4.2

Experimental Evaluation

There are several design choices in this approach, such as different input tasks, collaborative filtering techniques used, number of factors, size of probe sets, size of recommended
models, etc. We evaluated the impact of all of these design choices on this ESVM-based
setup in which we have predictable performance of the models. To this end, we only consider recommending the single best model. The model is selected given the input task, and
then evaluated on the hidden task. The results are reported as relative mAP to optimum
(the best achievable mAP for single ESVM on the hidden task, which is an upper bound on
the performance).
Baselines. We compare against two natural baselines: 1) Random Search—randomly
pick a model from the probe set; 2) Direct Search—pick the best model from the probe set
based on their initial ratings on the input task.
Size of probe set. We randomly select a subset of models as the probe set. The average
performance over 20 categories using SVD is shown in Figure 7.3 as function of the size of
the probe set. The factor numbers are 32 and 64. Model recommendation works consistently
better than direct search as the probe set increases, even when using all the models as the
probe set. Note that the average model performance indicated by random search is quite
poor.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of different collaborative filtering techniques. X-axis: 20 categories
on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. Y-axis: recommendation performance using SVD (green
bars) and NMF (red bars) both with factor number 100 vs. direct search baseline (blue bars),
reported as relative mAP to optimum. NMF works better than SVD in the majority of cases.
Different collaborative filtering techniques. The relative performance of SVD and
NMF when all the models are selected as the probe set is shown in Figure 7.4. The plot
shows that they have comparable performance, with NMF better than SVD. Combining
the two methods, i.e., using the average output of these two systems as the final prediction would further improve the performance. Importantly, both collaborative filtering approaches perform significantly better than the naı̈ve direct search.

7.5

Unsupervised Meta-Learning for Object Detection

The results of the last section validate our claim that model recommendation is able to
select useful models. The other important issue remains how to generate a large collection
of potentially “expressive” models. ESVMs are restricted in that each model is highly tuned
for a specific instance, and thus constrained to one particular set of categories when building
models. However, models informative across categories and datasets could be achieved
via unsupervised meta-training. In this section, we give an example of meta-training that
generates object detector models based on our modified LDS, which we term as predictable
discriminative binary codes (PBCs) following [309].
We use CNNs as the feature space [212]. Different from Chapter 6, we use categoryindependent region proposals as the basic processing and decision units. Given a large
corpus of unlabeled training images, we first generate region proposals using selective
search [382]. For each region proposal, we extract a 4,096-D feature vector f c7 from the
final hidden layer of the pre-trained CNNs structure on ILSVRC 2012 [321] (without finetuning on other datasets) [126, 185, 212]. Now we have constructed a feature space with
unlabeled proposals.
Following the procedure in Chapter 6, we obtain several distinct and compact groups of
labeled data by employing Max-Min sampling [75], which we use as initial pseudo-labeled
data. We then produce the semi-supervised PBCs from these labeled datasets. Specifically,
from a large proposal pool P we first draw a subset AS by random subsampling. Within
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AS , we create prototype sets BPL by Max-Min sampling. We view BPL as pseudo-labeled
data and the remaining ones in AS that are still unlabeled as CU L . We use the same setup
and parameters for the Max-Min sampling procedure reported in [75], resulting in BPL
consisting of 30 categories with 6 samples per category. Based on only the pseudo-labeled
data in BPL , we learn a 10-D prototype PBC (i.e., our modified LDS) [309]. We select and
add 50 samples to each pseudo-category from the unlabeled proposals CU L using category
specific attributes only to expand coverage as in [67]. Using this augmented dataset DAU G ,
we retrain a new 10-D PBC, i.e., 10 models. To ensure diversity, the subsampling procedure
repeats for T times, and we learn 10T models in total. They thus build up our model library
for widespread visual/attribute coverage.

7.5.1

Experimental Evaluation

To show that the PBC models generated by unsupervised meta-training are informative
across categories, we consider large-scale detection tasks across different datasets.
We use the entire PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset to generate model library and ratings store.
Store tasks are generated similarly as the previous ESVM-based system. The final ratings
store is of size 10,000 × 10,000. For the hidden tasks, we consider detection of 107 object
categories on the SUN 09 test dataset [68], which span from regions (e.g., road, sky) to well
defined objects (e.g., car, sofa) and highly deformable objects (e.g., river, curtain). The input
tasks are generated by randomly sampling 10 images from the corresponding category on
the SUN 09 training dataset. For those categories whose numbers of training samples are
smaller than 10, we use all the training samples. We also randomly generate 10 input tasks
per hidden task, and obtain the average performance. For each PBC model, we follow the
typical detection pipeline of R-CNN as in [126].
This is a challenging problem given that feature learning is implemented on ImageNet
and PBC models are hyper-trained on PASCAL, while the system is finally tested on SUN.
They are very different domains. The farther away from these source domains, the more
pertinent the test dataset will be for experimental evaluation. (Note that testing on other
datasets, e.g., PASCAL VOC 2012 and ImageNet, cannot serve this purpose due to shared
data.) Compared with PASCAL, on the SUN dataset the number of objects and the amount
of noise significantly increase with far more annotated object categories and typically 7
object classes per image [68]. Additional contextual information is thus usually necessary
to boost the detection performance [68, 71].
Ensemble Model Recommendation
To deal with the fact that different input tasks may require different factor numbers, we
perform collaborative filtering using SVD and NMF with factor numbers d ranging from
100 to 1000. For each d, we evaluate their precision on the input task, and we then average
the ratings across all these factor configurations. The final selected models are ranked according to this averaged prediction. Consistent with early work in consumer recommender
system [413], we found that this method gives by far the best performance. After recommending the top-k desired models, we calibrate them by standard Platt scaling [252,299] on
the input task to obtain comparable scores and then perform majority voting as the fused
score for each proposal, followed by non-maximum suppression. Moreover, following the
standard bounding box regression procedure [126], we also learn additional bounding box
regressors on the input tasks, and rectify the region proposals at test time to mitigate mislo90
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Figure 7.5: Average performance of ensemble PBC model recommendation with varied input task size over 107 categories on the SUN 09 dataset. X-axis: ratio of recommended
models in the library. The ensemble model recommendation results for input tasks of size
10, 100, 200 without and with bounding box regression are shown in two sets of curves—
PBC-10, PBC-100, PBC-200 and PBC-BB-10, PBC-BB-100, PBC-BB-200, respectively. We also
show two sets of baselines to calibrate the results: the top three horizontal lines are the average performance of DPM using the entire training dataset and additionally annotated
training data without and with introducing and encoding complex contextual relationships,
respectively; the bottom two horizontal lines are the average performance of R-CNN directly trained and additionally transferred from our source models using 10 images from
the input tasks, respectively. Note that accurate generic object detectors can be obtained
based on input tasks that are from different categories and domains compared with where
the PBC models are learned.

calizations induced by proposal based object detection. The average ensemble recommendation result is shown in Figure 7.5.
Baselines. We compare against five strong baselines: 1) DPM using the entire SUN
training dataset and 26,000 additionally annotated objects [68]; 2) Tree-structured graphical
model [68] and 3) Set-based representation [71] to encode complex contextual relationships;
4) Direct R-CNN training using 10 images from the input tasks [126]; 5) Transfer regularization [14] with R-CNN and our source models.
Figure 7.5 shows that ensemble of PBC models works consistently well as the size of the
recommended model increases, as shown in the six curves. The result is quite significant
if one notices the difference in numbers of training samples: Using only 10 images to select
models generated from an out-of-domain dataset our approach is not only better than RCNN directly trained from few samples, but it is also better than supervised DPM trained
from lots of in-domain data (hundreds to thousands), comparable to DPM with additional
contextual models. It is hard to make a direct comparison with Object Bank/Classemes
since they use the output of all the models as new features to retrain a new classifier while
we directly combine a subset of models. Experimentally, if we use Classemes features to
retrain a detector with few samples, it is worse than R-CNN. For the SUN dataset, the mAP
is low due to some hard categories. (The low mAP is of the same order of magnitude
as in challenging datasets, e.g., DPM on ImageNet.) Besides, in our case with large-scale
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.6: (a) Collaborative detection of different models for the same task. For three representative tasks: airplane, bed, and chair (left to right), we show the top detection of the
top-3 ranked models (red, green, and blue bounding boxes) on sample images (top to bottom). Note that they would detect the same, different parts of the same, or different objects.
This complementary behavior explains the boosted performance of ensemble models in
Figure 7.5. (b) The same model is informative across different tasks. For five representative models (left to right), we show detection on sample images (top to bottom). Note that
the models learned by unsupervised meta-training can be to some extent interpreted as attribute detectors. For example, the first column corresponds to all staircase-like objects with
vertical, horizontal, inclined, and curved orientations (bottom to top). This attributes-like
behavior explains the generality of the models for new target tasks in Figure 7.5.

sources of non-categorical classifiers, the conventional transfer learning techniques developed with well-trained categorical source classifiers [14] perform poorly due to induced
negative transfer. This indicates that cross-source relations estimated by the recommender
system are crucial to identify the relevant sources here. That is, because we have only few
target samples and because the generic sources are weak, direct transfer will be very noisy.
Similar to the object distribution in a large-scale scenario, the performance distribution
of models in the library for a specific task also follows a power law, which is implicitly encoded by the recommender system. Moreover, as we increase the sample size in the input
task from 10 to 100 and 200, it shows steadily increased performance due to more accurate
mAP, rank, calibration, and regressors estimation, and outperforms sophisticated contextual models. Bounding box regression provides additional performance boost as expected.
This demonstrates that the recommender system both successfully builds expressive models during meta-training and selects useful models based on input tasks.
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Qualitative Visualization
Detection and model visualization. To better understand the PBC models, we provide two
types of representative visualization: 1) Collaborative detection of different models for the
same task in Figure 7.6a; 2) Attributes-like behavior of the same model across different tasks
in Figure 7.6b.
Continuous category space discovery. By calculating the number of shared models,
a similarity matrix is obtained between the 107 categories. We use ForceAtlas [24, 181] to
visualize it in Figure 7.2. Although the models are generated without any label information,
visually or functionally similar categories are naturally grouped together. It again shows
the expressive power of the PBC models, which naturally identifies a continuous category
space.
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Chapter 8

Additional Applications
In this chapter, we demonstrate how our meta-learning approach and LDS can be applied to
other problems and tasks with limited samples. We include two applications: unsupervised
hypothesis transfer learning and few-shot hash learning for image retrieval.

8.1
8.1.1

Unsupervised Hypothesis Transfer Learning
Motivation

The first application is hypothesis transfer learning (HTL) [13, 14, 63, 96, 196, 214–217, 373,
418, 419, 421], a transfer learning (TL) approach that has recently attracted increased attention. Transfer learning benefits from transfer of prior knowledge from related tasks to new
ones, in the majority of cases either on a data or instance level, or on a feature or parameter level [288]. Despite featuring well established theoretical guarantees, these approaches
often suffer from great practical constraints and limitations [214, 288]: they require reusing
data originating from the source domains and extensive supervised retraining on the target
task, which is prohibitively expensive for large source data. On the contrary, HTL transfers
directly on a model level by reusing source hypotheses — classifiers or models trained from
source data. This framework is practically appealing, since it requires neither the availability of the source data nor any knowledge on how the source models relate to each other.
HTL is also efficient especially with small target samples, in which source hypotheses are
generated in advance and treated as black boxes without any consideration of their inner
workings at transfer stages.
Much attention in HTL (and also TL) has been focused on integrating the source information into the target task in different ways. Unfortunately, very little work has addressed
the generation of useful source models. In most cases, sources are simply category classifiers well-trained from large amounts of labeled samples. This however might be infeasible
for real-world applications: we focus on learning from few samples for target categories,
whereas we have to train good classifiers of related categories as sources from enough labeled data in advance. For instance, if we are interested in recognizing Père David’s deer1
from few samples, following the conventional HTL practice, we might need to first obtain
1A

Père David’s deer is a species of deer that has the neck of a camel, the hoofs of a cow, the tail of a donkey,
and the antlers of a deer.
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well-trained source classifiers of camels, cows, donkeys, and deer for transfer. Furthermore,
sources generated in this way are tied to a specific set of categories due to its supervised
nature, making it difficult to apply them across a wide spectrum of target categories.
It is thus unsurprising that the current HTL (and TL) algorithms are usually evaluated
under well-controlled experimental setups: (1) use small-scale well-trained classifiers as
sources, at most several hundred [13, 14, 419]; (2) split a dataset with a portion of categories as sources and the rest as targets, which implicitly reduces the impact of dataset
bias, e.g., leave-one-class-out [214,373]; (3) transfer between visually similar categories with
ideal sources [164, 239].
To address this largely-overlooked yet fundamental problem, our LDS can be viewed as
a systematic scheme for generating universal and expressive source hypotheses in an unsupervised fashion, which frees the recognition from ties to a particular set of categories and
which generalizes well for broad novel target classes. Now each hypothesis lies in a region of low density and the combined hypotheses constitute a joint partition of the feature
space, leading to a library of unsupervised universal sources (UUS) with widespread visual
coverage.
From the principle of Structural Risk Minimization, our UUS hypotheses provide an
alternative mechanism to encode prior knowledge and control model capacity. This is related to the use of Universum (i.e., unlabeled examples that do not belong to the concerned
classes, sometimes called “non-examples”) in addition to labeled data for capacity control,
which proved to be helpful in various learning tasks [407]. When facing a large collection
of non-examples, our UUS can be viewed as compressing the original source data while
implicitly modeling a general distribution and preserving relevant information for classification.
Our UUS can be also considered as distinctive subdomains automatically discovered
in a large source domain. Conventional discovery of latent domains for domain adaptation [128, 165] is supervised, in which object category labels are used to constrain feasible
subdomain separations on source datasets. However, our hypotheses are generated in an
entirely unsupervised manner without requiring any labeled data. Moreover, [128, 165]
need to explicitly model the distribution on different subdomains, and measure the distance between distributions. However, modeling the distribution of high-dimensional image features on large datasets is typically more difficult than classifying them. Hence, our
approach is more flexible, scalable, and broadly applicable in practice.
This unprecedented large-scale source pool, with two orders of magnitude more hypotheses than the previous work, poses additional scalability challenges to the existing
HTL approaches. These algorithms adopt a discriminative SVM framework (usually with
a quadratic loss), in which a new target classifier is learned through adaptation by imposing closeness between the target classifier and a linear combination of the source hypotheses as regularizer. The weight associated to each source is either predefined for known
transfer relationship [196], or determined by designing heuristic meta-level features [419],
or estimated based on the conditional probability distribution of large amounts of unlabeled target data [63]. In other cases, the weight is obtained by minimizing empirical error
with solely `2 norm [14,217,421] or sparsity-inducing (`0 , `1 ) norm regularization [214,373].
These frameworks have been tested on problems with less than a few hundred sources, but
have already showed some difficulty in selecting informative sources due to severe overfitting [214,373]. To resolve this issue, we propose a scalable model transfer SVM (MT-SVM)
approach by combining an elastic net regularization and biased SVM with a hinge loss. The
relatedness among the tasks is autonomously evaluated through a principled optimization
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problem without extra validation, unlabeled samples, or a predefined ontology.

8.1.2

Model Transfer Support Vector Machine

Once we obtain the J source hypotheses {wjsrc }Jj=1 following the procedure of leaning
LDS in Chapter 6, the original training samples used to build them are no longer used.
We now consider a new target task with a small labeled training set {(xi , yi )}L
i=1 , where
xi ∈ Rd are the training samples and yi ∈ {−1, 1} are the corresponding labels. Hypothesis
transfer learning (HTL) attempts to infer the target hypothesis w from both {wjsrc }Jj=1 and
L
{(xi , yi )}L
i=1 that generalizes better than the one produced only from {(xi , yi )}i=1 . HTL
algorithms proposed so far are developed under a discriminative SVM framework modified by regularizing the distance between w and a linear combination of the sources wsrc .
To identify useful sources, it is recast as a variable selection problem by constraining the
combination weights with either `0 , `1 , or `2 norm [14, 214, 373]. However, a single type of
norm has its own pros and cons. Especially, in our scenario with only few target samples
and large-scale generic weak sources, these existing approaches would be very noisy due
to severe over-fitting and would induce negative transfer.
As a well-known recipe, an elastic net regularization, combining a weighted mixture of
`1 and squared `2 penalties, offers several desirable benefits: (1) `2 regularization is known
to improve the generalization ability of empirical risk minimization [214]; (2) `1 norm, as
a convex relaxation of `0 norm, always converges to a good solution in practice, avoiding
potential bad local minima when using a greedy scheme [214] to directly solve `0 problems;
(3) joint `1 and `2 enjoys a similar sparsity of representation and encourages a grouping
effect [443]; (4) it is particularly useful in our case that the number of predictors is much
bigger than the number of observations [443].
Formulation. By using the new regularization to rank the prior sources and introducing
them as reference into SVM, we then obtain the objective function for our model transfer
SVM (MT-SVM):
J
X
1
βj wjsrc
min w −
w,β 2
j=1

2

L
J
J
X
X


αX 2
1 − yi wT xi + .
|βj | + λ
+
β +γ
2 j=1 j
i=1
j=1

(8.1)

The last term represents the data fit on the L training samples, measured by the hinge loss;
it is the new information from the target domain. The first term is similar to the maxmargin principle in standard SVMs, with the only difference being the bias towards the
PJ
linear combination of the generic source hypotheses j=1 βj wjsrc instead of 0, in which
βj ’s are transfer weights; it is the prior information from the source domains. In order to
automatically select the best subset of known hypotheses from which to transfer, the second
and third terms are introduced as an elastic net regularization that favors sparse β. Here,
α, γ, and λ are the regularization parameters to control the trade-off between the error term
and regularization terms.
Following the duality derivation analogous to standard SVMs, the optimal solution to
Eqn. (8.1) satisfies
w=

J
X

βj wjsrc +

j=1

L
X
i=1
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µi yi xi ,

(8.2)

where µi ’s are Lagrange multipliers. The final target model is then conceptually straightforward: it linearly combines the contribution from both the pre-trained generic models
and target specific data, i.e., support vectors from both source and target domains. Combining Eqns. (8.1) and (8.2), as α → ∞ and γ → ∞, βj ’s will be forced to be zero and we
will get back the standard SVM, i.e., no transfer. As λ → 0, w will be forced to be purely
constructed as a weighted combination of {wjsrc }’s, i.e., maximum transfer. As α → 0, it becomes LASSO regression while ridge regression as γ → 0. Hence by tweaking α, γ, and λ
we obtain an intermediate solution with a decision boundary close to those of the auxiliary
classifiers while separating the labeled examples well.
Optimization. The objective in Eqn. (8.1) can be optimized by alternating minimization
of two subproblems:
• With fixed w, the objective function of finding transfer weights β becomes an elastic
net regularized least-squares minimization subproblem:
J
X
1
βj wjsrc
f (β) = w −
2
j=1

2

+

J
J
X
αX 2
βj + γ
|βj |.
2 j=1
j=1

(8.3)

• With fixed β, the objective function of learning target hypothesis w becomes a bias
regularized SVM subproblem:
J
X
1
f (w) =
w−
βj wjsrc
2
j=1

2

+λ

L
X


1−yi wT xi + .

(8.4)

i=1

Source selection by modified feature-sign search: We solve Eqn. (8.3) by extending the
feature-sign search (FS) algorithm [230], one of the state-of-the-art techniques for efficient
sparse coding (i.e., `1 regularized least-squares) [245], to our case of elastic net regularization (i.e., joint `1 and `2 regularized least-squares). FS searches and maintains an optimal
active set of potentially nonzero coefficients and sets other coefficients zero. Although it
was developed in the context of dictionary learning and sparse coding, FS still fits our scenario, in which we could view the source hypotheses {wjsrc }Jj=1 as known dictionary bases
and rearrange them into the matrix form of dictionary W src . The equivalent optimization
problem of Eqn. (8.3) is then
1
α
2
2
kw − W src βk + kβk + γkβk1 .
(8.5)
2
2
Since the only difference lies in the extra `2 regularization term that is differentiable, we

−1
c srcT W
c src +αI
modify the key update of βbnew in a series of “feature-sign steps” with W

−1
c src
c srcT W
instead of W
as in [230]. (b· represents the active set.)
Model transfer via adaptive SVM: The optimal w in Eqn. (8.4) can be obtained by the
Adaptive SVM algorithm [418, 419], which solves a quadratic program to maximize its Lagrange dual objective function. With small samples in our case, the problem can be efficiently solved by (modified) sequential minimal optimization [196, 419]. In addition, we
initialize w using the standard SVM without bias on the given target training set. We then
iteratively infer β and refine w. Given the convexity of the problem, this block coordinate
descent algorithm will converge to the global minimum.
f (β) =
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Transfer Scenario

Method

Acc (%)

Non-Transfer

SVM (source only) [164]
SVM (target only) [164]
SVM (source and target) [164]

59.15 ± 1.1
64.97 ± 1.8
66.93 ± 1.3

Transfer with Source Data

GFK [127]
SA [110]
Daumé III [81]

67.97 ± 1.4
66.08 ± 1.4
71.39 ± 1.5

HTL with Supervised Sources

PMT [13]
MMDT [163]
Late Fusion (Max) [164]
Late Fusion (Lin. Int. Avg) [164]

69.81 ± 1.8
67.75 ± 1.4
68.86 ± 1.2
66.45 ± 1.1

HTL with Unsupervised Sources

Clustering+MT-SVM
UUS+MT-SVM (Ours)

67.13 ± 1.2
74.83 ± 1.2

HTL–Upper Bound

Late Fusion (Lin. Int. Oracle) [164]

76 .76 ± 1 .3

Table 8.1: Performance comparisons between hypothesis transfer learning (HTL) with supervised (SS) and unsupervised (USS) source hypotheses generated from ILSVRC for oneshot learning in the Subset A (16 common classes) on the Webcam domain of the Office
dataset. We also include for completeness the results of transfer learning with source data.
Using a large library of unsupervised sources, ours yields performance superior to other
state-of-the-art HTL methods with well-trained source category models, and even close to
the oracle with an ideal source and the optimal transfer weight on the test set (performance
upper bound).

8.1.3

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present experimental results evaluating our unsupervised sources (UUS)
as well as our HTL approach (MT-SVM) on standard recognition benchmarks, comparing
several state-of-the-art methods, and validating across tasks and categories the generality
of our sources.
Implementation details. We use the modified J = 20,000 LDS [398] learned in f c7
feature space of the pre-trained AlexNet [91, 185, 212, 321] without fine-tuning as our UUS
hypotheses. In term of MT-SVM, for λ, we use the default value 1 as in Adaptive SVM [418,
419]. For α and γ, in a preliminary experiment, we tested the ImageNet categories as targets and our UUSs for transfer. Empirically, we found that keeping the number of selected
sources to be around 100 ∼ 200 yields good results. After searching α on a small grid
(0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100) as suggested in [443], we found that α = 10 roughly achieved the
desired stable solution. For all our experiments, we then fixed α = 10, and tuned γ to
minimize the leave-one-out-error.
Comparisons with Supervised Sources. Naturally, the most critical question to answer
is whether our UUS indeed facilitates generalization to novel categories with few samples,
compared to their supervised counterparts (i.e., category models, SS). To this end, we evaluate them on the Office dataset [324] in an experimental setup similar to Section 3.3.2.
Source hypotheses. We use our generated library of 20K UUSs as unsupervised sources.
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Transfer Scenario

Method

Acc (%)

Non-Transfer

SVM (target only)

63.34 ± 2.1

HTL with SS

Multi-KT [373]
DAM [96]
GreedyTL [214]
SS+MT-SVM

65.28 ± 1.3
66.13 ± 1.4
68.72 ± 1.8
70.30 ± 1.2

HTL with USS

Clustering+MT-SVM
UUS+MT-SVM (Ours)

64.92 ± 1.2
74.19 ± 1.3

Table 8.2: Performance comparisons between HTL with SS and USS for one-shot learning
in the Subset B (15 non-overlapping classes) on the Webcam domain of the Office dataset.

Moreover, for a fair comparison, we also generate another 20K sources by a naı̈ve unsupervised approach denoted as clustering, which creates hypotheses by clustering the data
and produces classifiers between clusters. For supervised sources (SSs), we use the labeled
samples from the 1,000 categories on ILSVRC as source data, with approximately 1,200 examples per category. With the same CNN features, we then train source SVM classifiers in
one-vs.-all fashion, leading to 1,000 category models on these labeled samples.
Target tasks. To better understand the transfer process, we group the 31 target classes
into two subsets. Subset A: we focus on the 16 common classes between Webcam and
ILSVRC as our target categories as in [164]. 1 labeled training and 10 testing images per category are randomly selected on the Webcam domain, i.e., one-shot transfer and a balanced
test set across categories. Therefore, each test split has 160 examples. Subset B: we also test
the other 15 non-overlapping classes as our target categories in the similar one-shot transfer
scenario. For each subset, we evaluate our two types of sources, independently calculate
the multiclass accuracy, and report the average performance and standard errors over 20
random train/test splits, as shown in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2.
Baselines. We compare against three types of baselines. Type I non-transfer: SVM
(source only), SVM (target only), and SVM (source and target). They are category SVMs
trained on only labeled source, only target, and both source and target data, respectively.
For completeness we also include Type II transfer learning based on (labeled or unlabeled) source data: GFK [127], SA [110], and Daumé III [81]. For instance, Daumé III retrains SVMs on the augmented source and target data using tripled augmented feature,
resulting in a relatively expensive procedure given the potentially large size of the source
data and high feature dimensionality [164]. Note that some of these baselines are only available for Subset A, since they require that the source comes from the same category as the
target.
Type III baselines of HTL with supervised sources. For Subset A, transfer becomes a
domain adaptation problem: the transfer is largely dominated by the source category corresponding to the target as the single most relevant one, making other categories uninvolved
in the transfer process. We then transfer the corresponding learned category models without a source selection step, including (1) PMT [13], which regularizes the angle between
the target and source hyperplanes; (2) MMDT [163], which jointly optimizes over a feature
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transformation mapping target points and classifier weights to the source feature space; (3)
Late Fusion, which independently trains a source and a target category classifier, and sets
the final score for each example by choosing the maximum (Max) or linear interpolation
(Lin. Int.) of source and target classifier scores. We report the performance of linear interpolation both averaged across linear combination hyper-parameter settings (Avg) and with
its best possible setting on the test set per experiment (Oracle). Importantly, the latter case
is the best achievable performance for HTL (upper bound), which is equivalent to an ideal
source (the same category as the target and with a large amount of training examples) transferred with the optimal transfer weight. These results are reported from [164]. For Subset B,
without explicit category correspondence, we use all 1,000 supervised sources and transfer
the relevant ones by state-of-the-art HTL approaches, including Multi-KT [373], DAM [96],
and GreedyTL [214].
Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 show that our transfer with unsupervised source hypotheses
outperforms non-transfer and other state-of-the-art techniques of transfer with source data
and transfer with supervised source hypotheses. Notably, in Table 8.1 ours achieves significant performance close to the oracle. Moreover, the naı̈ve unsupervised clustering approach
works poorly here. This verifies our assumption that information across categories is actually intrinsic in the data even without any supervision and could be effectively identified
by our UUS. With such unsupervised nature, our approach reduces the effort of collecting
large amounts of labeled data and training accurate relevant source category models, as is
normally the case in previous transfer learning works.

8.2

Few-Shot Hash Learning for Image Retrieval

Image retrieval is another important visual recognition problem and binary hashing, due to
its computational and storage efficiency, has attracted considerable attention for representation and retrieval in large-scale image databases [87, 88, 129, 250, 269, 342, 431, 432]. While
one/few-shot learning [104], as a fundamental problem, has been extensively discussed in
the context of image recognition and classification [41, 388], very little work has addressed
this issue for hash learning and image retrieval. In practical applications, however, a user
might define customized query categories on-the-fly by supplying only a small set of specific examples, and requires the entire learning and retrieval procedure to be manageable
in real time [38, 59, 61, 62, 111, 143, 213]. Such few-shot hash learning scenarios pose a significant challenge for the existing techniques, since they are usually category/dataset specific
and cannot generalize well from few examples or generalize to novel categories.
Specifically, the state-of-the-art hashing approaches are data-dependent and directly
learn hash functions from the target dataset in either an unsupervised or supervised manner. The unsupervised hashing [129, 179, 406] aims to propagate neighborhood relation of
samples from a certain metric space into the Hamming space. However, distance metrics
(e.g., Euclidean distance or angular distance) typically cannot measure well the semantic
similarity that is essential for image retrieval. By leveraging supervisory information in
form of class labels, supervised hashing [250, 309, 342, 392] preserves semantic structure
of the data. Unfortunately, with limited data, these approaches are prone to over-fitting,
leading to degenerated performance.
Interestingly, the early research on data-independent hashing has learned generic binary
codes that are independent of the data and categories. The flagship representatives, the
locality sensitive hashing (LSH) and its variants [58, 124, 176, 184, 294], use simple random
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projections to construct hash functions without exploring the data distribution. However,
LSH usually requires long binary codes to achieve satisfactory retrieval accuracies, leading
to large storage space and low recall performance [250]. Due to its pure data-independence,
LSH still lacks the ability to preserve the desired semantic similarity.
In the spirit of learning classifier-based representations, some approaches, including
Classemes [38], PiCoDes [40], Meta-Class [39], and predictable discriminative binary code
(DBC) [309], leverage an auxiliary labeled dataset and generate codes either from pre-defined
categories or learned super-classes of these categories. Unfortunately, to identify properties
shared by many categories, these approaches rely on a large corpus of annotated auxiliary
data samples and expensive training iterations. The generalization ability is still tied to
this particular set of categories due to its supervised nature. In particular, the code length
is usually constrained by the dimension of the original feature descriptors or number of
categories [38].
To address these limitations, our LDS provides a basic framework for generating unsupervised generic hashing (UGH) in the sprite of LSH. Now a single code is informative by itself
while the entire library of codes have a good coverage of the feature space [124, 184, 294].
Given a new target task with few samples, task/category-specific codes are selected from
the large pool to form a compact representation of the novel category. The retrieval is accomplished by nearest neighbor search in the Hamming space. Distinguished from previous work, separating unsupervised code generation and task-specific code selection also
makes the code length adaptive for different categories/tasks and makes the use of long
codes feasible, which facilitates the practical usage of the hash codes [430].

8.2.1

Code Selection and Usage for Novel Categories

This large library of hash codes can be viewed as an over-complete representation. Given
a new target task, e.g., a novel category, at query time with a small set of training images,
we could simply use all of these codes as descriptors for image retrieval. Motivated by the
power of sparse representations, an alternative is to select the most informative bits so as to
infer what is shared with this specific input category. To achieve this, during the training
phase, using all the codes as features and the small training samples from the target task,
we first learn an `1 -regularized model, e.g., `1 -regularized SVM, and pick the active bits
according to the desired code length, which correspond to the weights of larger absolute
value [309]. We thus obtain category specific codes as a compact representation. Using
these codes, we then perform nearest neighbor search for retrieval purpose and evaluate
the performance.

8.2.2

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present experimental results evaluating our UGH on multiple standard
image retrieval benchmarks, comparing with several state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised hashing methods for small-sample learning, and validating across tasks and
categories the generality of UGH.
Implementation details. We use the modified 20,000 LDS [399] learned in f c6 feature
space of the pre-trained AlexNe [185,212] as our unsupervised generic hashing (UGH) functions. For fair comparisons, our UGH and all the following supervised and unsupervised
baselines learn hash codes over the pre-trained AlexNet features. For all the baselines, we
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Figure 8.1: Performance comparisons between UGH and competing supervised hashing
approaches for few-shot hash learning and image retrieval on the CIFAR10 dataset. X-axis:
number of training examples per category. Y-axis: mean average precision (mAP) (Figure 8.1a) and precision@2 (Figure 8.1b). With the same code length 16, our UGH significantly outperforms these baselines for learning with few samples.
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Figure 8.2: Performance comparisons between UGH and competing supervised hashing
approaches for few-shot hash learning and image retrieval on the CIFAR10 dataset. X-axis:
code length. Y-axis: mean average precision (mAP) (Figure 8.2a) and precision@2 (Figure 8.2b). With the same 10 training examples per category, our UGH consistently outperforms these baselines by large margins across different code lengths.

ran codes provided by the authors and used the suggested or optimized parameters in all
experiments.
Here similarity labels are defined by semantic-level labels. Images from the same category are considered semantically similar, and vice verse. Following the standard evaluation protocols [53, 129, 241, 250], each dataset is split into a large retrieval database and a
small query set. In the previous work, a large amount of random samples from the retrieval
database are used to train the hashing models [240, 250, 342, 432]. Since we are interested
in the few-shot learning scenarios, we randomly sample small size training data to select
(for our UGH) or learn (for baselines) hash codes. The number of training examples per
category varies from 1 to 100 and the length of the hash codes varies from 8 to 32 bits. The
retrieval performance on the query set is evaluated using mean average precision (mAP)
and precision within Hamming radius 2 (Precision@2). To reduce the influence of random
selection, all experiments are repeated ten times and the average mAP and precision are
reported.
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Comparisons with Supervised Hashing. Naturally, the first and most important question to answer is whether our UGH learned by unsupervised hyper-training indeed facilitates generalization to novel categories with few samples, compared to the state-of-the-art
supervised hashing methods. We answer this question on the CIFAR10 benchmark [211].
This dataset consists of 60,000 images from 10 object classes, with 6,000 images per class.
Following the standard practice [87], 50,000 images are used as the retrieval database and
10,000 images are used as the query set. This dataset is selected specifically for extensive
evaluation and analysis. We include evaluation on more changeling datasets in the later
sections.
Baselines. We compare against the state-of-the-art supervised hashing approaches, including CCA-ITQ [129], FastHash [240], SDH [342], KSH [250], and DBC [309]. DBC is the
original supervised version of our approach. We also include the data-independent LSH as
reference. These approaches can be viewed as online binary codes, as the hash functions are
directly learned from the target dataset. In our preliminary experiments, we also tested the
recent supervised deep hashing via training neural networks [431, 432]. These approaches
typically require using the entire large-scale retrieval database for hash learning. With limited training data in our case, their performance is significantly inferior to that of other
baselines which we reported. We thus did not include their results here.
Influence of training set size. First we evaluate the performance as a function of the
number of training examples per category. The code length for all approaches is fixed
as 16: our UGH selects 16 category-specific codes from the 20,000 hash library and the
baselines directly learn the codes at length 16. Due to lack of public protocols for fewshot learning, we randomly sample 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50 and 100 images per category
from the retrieval database as the training set. Figure 8.1 summarizes the average mAP and
precision@2.
As shown in Figure 8.1, our UGH consistently outperforms all the other supervised
hashing for small-sample learning. While the vanilla hashing approaches are over-fitting in
this scenario, our universal binary representation, by leveraging large-scale unlabeled data,
is effectively learned and transferable to novel categories. In addition to the unsupervised
aspect, our code selection phase leads to both compact and discriminative codes for the
target task, making it significantly different from LSH which typically requires long binary
codes. To verify this, we tested random selection of the codes. While it is still better than the
baselines, the performance drops. e.g., in the one-shot case, the random selection achieved
18.42% mAP, which is better than 16.96% of CCA-ITQ (the best performing baselines) and
is worse than 20.80% of our UGH with discriminative code selection.
An obvious advantage of UGH over its supervised counterpart DBC is that UGH makes
it feasible to generate a large collection of hash codes based on unlabeled data. Another
promising finding, based on Figure 8.1, is that UGH demonstrates more expressive and universal capability for novel categories with few samples compared to DBC. This verifies our
assumption that information across categories is actually intrinsic in the data even without
any supervision. One explanation is that by using another large-scale dataset (e.g., Flicker2M) apart from where the CNN feature is learned (ILSVRC), UGH would potentially prevent over-fitting and provide more generalization ability. This is similar to the case in which
models are trained on the training dataset and their parameters are tuned on another validation dataset. More importantly, we introduce a series of sampling procedures in producing
UGH to generate a diverse partition of the feature space in contrast to DBC (and other supervised hashing baselines). This leads to distributed representations, which is a crucial
ingredient for generalization to new cases [34].
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Figure 8.3: Performance comparisons between UGH and competing supervised hashing
approaches for few-shot hash learning and image retrieval on the CIFAR100 dataset. Xaxis: number of training examples per category. Y-axis: mean average precision (mAP)
(Figure 8.3a) and precision@2 (Figure 8.3b). With the same code length 16, our UGH significantly outperforms these baselines for large-scale image retrieval tasks with few training
samples.
Influence of code length. We also investigate the influence of the code length (the number of selected codes as the final descriptor) on the CIFAR10 dataset. 10 images per category
are randomly selected as the training set; the retrieval database and query set remain as before. Figure 8.2 shows the mAP and precisioin@2 achieved by UGH and the supervised
hashing baselines. These baselines directly learn the code at the desired length.
Figure 8.2 shows that UGH is more robust than other hashing competitors by maintaining very stable performance across increasing code lengths. This indicates the effectiveness
of selecting category specific codes. CCA-ITQ tends to have good mAP performance; its
precision@2, however, drops drastically with longer hash codes 32, which shows its inability to form compact clusters in the hash code space. A similar phenomenon is also observed
for FastHash. Moreover, these conventional hashing approaches are restrictive in the sense
that, for different code length, they need to re-learn the entire hash codes. On the contrary,
the unsupervised, off-line and parallel aspects of our code generation mechanism makes it
orders of magnitude faster and could be re-purposed for tasks with different desired code
length. Even with additional code selection stage, training is efficient since the implementation of SVMs with binary codes could be greatly simplified and sped up by using a logical
AND and a sparse summation for dot-products instead of floating-point calculations [39].
This favors such an approach to be used in ultra-large-scale scenarios.
Large-Scale Comparisons. We now move on to evaluate our UGH on the large-scale CIFAR100
dataset [211], which contains 100 categories with 600 images per category. Following the
standard practice [269], we randomly select 100 images per category as the query set and use
the remaining images as the retrieval database. Similar to the experimental setup as before,
we focus on the influence of the training set size. Figure 8.3 summarizes the comparisons
with the supervised baselines.
As shown in Figure 8.3, our UGH outperforms all the baselines by large margins in
this large-scale scenario. The low performance of LSH suggests that CIFAR100 is more
challenging than CIFAR10. In particular, Figure 8.3a shows that there is nearly 50% relative
mAP performance boost in the one-shot learning case. Although SDH achieves comparable
precision as our UGH when the number of samples is 100, it has a much lower mAP (3.63%
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Figure 8.4: Performance comparisons between UGH and competing unsupervised hashing
approaches on the SUN-397 dataset. X-axis: code length. Y-axis: mean average precision
(mAP) (Figure 8.4a) and precision@2 (Figure 8.4b). Both UGH and the baselines learn unsupervised hash codes over the pre-trained AlexNet features. The codes are learned on
Flickr-2M and then tested on SUN-397. Our UGH consistently generalizes better than these
baselines by large margins across different code lengths.
smaller) than ours. The improvements of UGH are more significant in the small sample
size regime (e.g., 1, 3 and 5), which is consistent with the observation on CIFAR10. While
the state-of-the-art hash codes are learned separately for different target tasks, our UGH is
inferred once off-line without knowing any target dataset, and generalizes well to the novel
task without requiring additional, extensive hash training.
Comparisons with Unsupervised Hashing. Our approach estimates diverse pseudo-classes
and learn hash functions that traverse across the low-density regions. Rather than simply
due to additional unsupervised data, this hash learning scheme is crucial for its generalization across categories. To show this point, we further evaluate our UGH and unsupervised
hashing on the SUN-397 dataset [414]. Following the standard practice [88], we use a subset
which includes 42 categories with more than 500 images per category, leading to 35K images in total. The query set contains 4,200 images with 100 images per category randomly
sampled from the dataset. The remaining images are used as the retrieval database. We
focus on the influence of the code length.
Baselines. We compare against several state-of-the-art unsupervised hashing approaches,
including PCA-ITQ [129], binary autoencoder (BA) [53], spectral hashing (SH) [406], spherical hashing (SPH) [156], and K-means hashing (KMH) [151], which are learned over the
AlexNet features. Similar to our use case, they are now used in an offline manner, in which
the codes are learned on Flickr and then tested on the target SUN-397.
Figure 8.4 shows that our UGH consistently achieves the best performance across different code lengths. This verifies that our generalization ability to novel tasks and categories comes not only from the generic CNN features, but also from the code generation
mechanism. In addition to the initial Max-Min sampling that enforces diversity, our UGH
introduces an additional expansion step to augment pseudo-categories with more data in
a bootstrap manner, yielding more accurate sampling of the feature space structure. We
further group the pseudo-categories into a set of abstract classes, leading to more generic
hash codes. On the contrary, the existing unsupervised hashing approaches are proposed
mainly for compression; with semantic information only coming from the input CNN features, their generalization ability is significantly limited.
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Part III

Learning from Evolving Data
Streams and Tasks: Rethinking
Fine-Tuning
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Each day learn something new, and just as important,
relearn something old.
Robert Breault
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Chapter 9

Developmental Learning:
Fine-Tuning by Increasing Model
Capacity
9.1

Motivation

We now consider learning novel categories from a medium sized number of labeled examples.
The current de facto standard is to train a deep CNN on a large enough, diverse “base” set of
data (e.g., ImageNet), and then transfer this source CNN to target tasks [16, 226, 311, 427].
Fine-tuning is by far the dominant strategy under this paradigm [16, 126, 145, 283, 311, 422].
This approach was pioneered in [162] by transferring knowledge from a generative to a discriminative model, and has since been generalized with great success [126, 429]. The basic
pipeline involves replacing the last “classifier” layer of a pre-trained network with a new
randomly initialized layer for the target tasks of interest. The modified network is then finetuned with additional passes of appropriately tuned gradient descent on the target training
set. Virtually every contemporary visual recognition system uses this pipeline. Even though
its use is widespread, fine-tuning is still relatively poorly understood. For example, what
fraction of the pre-trained weights actually change and how? More importantly, an open
question remains how to best adapt a pre-trained CNN for novel categories/tasks.
To address these issues, in this chapter we explore developmental neural networks that
grow in model capacity as new tasks as encountered. We demonstrate that growing a network, by adding additional units, facilitates knowledge transfer to new tasks. We explore
two approaches to adding units as shown in Figure 7.1: going deeper (more layers) and
wider (more channels per layer). Through visualizations, we demonstrate that these additional units help guide the adaptation of pre-existing units. Deeper units allow for new
compositions of pre-existing units, while wider units allow for the discovery of complementary cues that address the target task. Due to their progressive nature, developmental
networks still remain accurate on their source task, implying that they can learn without
forgetting. Finally, we demonstrate that developmental networks particularly facilitate continual transfer across multiple tasks.
Our approach is loosely inspired by developmental learning in cognitive science. Humans, and in particular children, have the remarkable ability to continually transfer previously111
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Figure 9.1: Transfer and developmental learning of pre-trained CNNs by increasing model
capacity for the recognition of novel categories from few examples. The network (e.g.,
AlexNet) is pre-trained on the source task (e.g., ImageNet classification) with abundant data
(middle row). Different from the dominant paradigm of fine-tuning a fixed-capacity model,
we grow this network when adapting it to a novel target task (e.g., SUN-397 scene classification) in two ways: (1) going deeper by adding more layers (top) and (2) going wider by
adding more channels per layer (bottom).
acquired knowledge to novel scenarios. Much of the literature from both neuroscience [273]
and psychology [174] suggests that such sequential knowledge acquisition is intimately tied
with a child’s growth and development.
Our contributions are three-fold. (1) We first demonstrate that the dominant paradigm
of fine-tuning a fixed-capacity model is sub-optimal. (2) We explore several avenues for
increasing model capacity, both in terms of going deeper (more layers) and wider (more
channels per layer), and consistently find that increasing capacity helps, with a slight preference for widening. (3) We show that additional units must be normalized and scaled
appropriately such that the “pace of learning” is balanced with existing units in the model.
Finally, we use our analysis to build a relatively simple pipeline that “grows” a pre-trained
model during fine-tuning, producing state-of-the-art results across a large number of standard and heavily benchmarked datasets (for scene classification, fine-grained recognition,
and action recognition).

9.2

Approach Overview

Let us consider a CNN architecture pre-trained on a source domain with abundant data,
e.g., the vanilla AlexNet pre-trained on ImageNet (ILSVRC) with 1,000 categories [212,321].
We note in Figure 9.1 that the CNN is composed of a feature representation module F (e.g.,
the five convolutional layers and two fully connected layers for AlexNet) and a classifier
module C (e.g., the final fully-connected layer with 1,000 units and the 1,000 -way softmax for
ImageNet classification). Transferring this CNN to a novel task with limited training data
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Figure 9.2: Illustration of classic fine-tuning (a) and variations of our developmental networks with augmented model capacity (b–e).
(e.g., scene classification of 397 categories from SUN-397 [414]) is typically done through
fine-tuning [3, 15, 173].
In classic fine-tuning, the target CNN is instantiated and initialized as follows: (1) the
representation module FT is copied from FS of the source CNN with the parameters ΘF
T =
;
and
(2)
a
new
classifier
model
C
(e.g.,
a
new
final
fully-connected
layer
with
397
units
ΘF
T
S
and the 397 -way softmax for SUN-397 classification) is introduced with the parameters ΘCT
C
randomly initialized. All (or a portion of) the parameters ΘF
T and ΘT are fine-tuned by
F
continuing the backpropagation, with a smaller learning rate for ΘT . Because FT and FS
have identical network structure, the representational capacity is fixed during transfer.
Our underlying thesis is that fine-tuning will be facilitated by increasing representational
capacity during transfer learning. We do so by adding S new units {us }Ss=1 into FT . As
we will show later in our experiments, this significantly improves the ability to transfer
knowledge to target tasks, particularly when fewer target examples are provided [373]. We
call our architecture a developmental network, in which the new representation module FT∗ =
FT ∪ {us }Ss=1 , and the classifier module remains CT .
Conceptually, new units can be added to an existing network in a variety of ways. A recent analysis, however, suggests that early network layers tend to encode generic features,
while later layers tend to endode task-specific features [427]. Inspired from this observation,
we choose to explore new units at later layers. Specifically, we either construct a completely
new top layer, leading to a depth augmented network (DA-CNN) as shown in Figure 9.2b, or
widen an existing top layer, leading to a width augmented network (WA-CNN) as shown in
Figure 9.2c. We will explain these two types of network configurations in Section 9.3. Their
combinations—a jointly depth and width augmented network (DWA-CNN) as shown in
Figure 9.2d and a recursively width augmented network (WWA-CNN) as shown in Figure 9.2e—will also be discussed in Section 9.4.

9.3

Developmental Networks

For the target task, let us assume that the representation module FT with fixed capacity
consists of K layers Lk , k = 1, . . . , K with hidden activations hk ∈ Rnk , where nk is the
k
number of units at layer
 k . Let W be the weights between layer k and layer k − 1 . That
is, hk = f W k hk−1 , where f (·) is a non-linear function, such as ReLU. For notational
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simplicity, hk already includes a constant 1 as the last element and W k includes the bias
terms.

9.3.1

Depth Augmented Networks

A straightforward way to increase representational capacity is to construct a new top layer
La of size S using {us }Ss=1 on top of LK , leading to the depth augmented representation
module FT∗ as shown in Figure 9.2b. We view La as an adaptation layer that allows for novel
compositions of pre-existing units, thus avoiding dramatic modifications to the pre-trained

layers for their adaptation to the new task. The new activations ha = f W a hK in layer
La become the representation that is fed into the classifier module CT , where W a denotes
the weights between layers La and LK .

9.3.2

Width Augmented Networks

An alternative way is to expand the network by adding {us }Ss=1 to some existing layers
while keeping the depth of the network fixed as shown in Figure 9.2c. Without loss of
generality, we add all the units to the top layer LK . Now the new top representation layer
S
L∗K consists of two blocks: the original LK and the added L+
K with units {us }s=1 , leading
∗
weights between LK
to the width augmented representation module FT . The connection

and the underneath layer LK−1 remains, i.e., hK =f W K hK−1 . We introduce additional
K+
lateral connection
weights
between L+
K and LK−1 , which are

W
h randomly
i initialized,
+

+

i.e., hK =f W K hK−1 . Finally, the concatenated activations hK , hK
from layer L∗K are fed into the classifier module.

9.3.3

+

of size nK+S

Learning at the Same Pace

Ideally, our hope is that the new and old units cooperate with each other to boost the target
performance. For width augmented networks, however, the units start to learn at a different
pace during fine-tuning: while the original units at layer Lk are already well learned on the
source domain and only need a small modification for adaptation, the new set of units at
layer L+
k are just set up through random initialization. They thus have disparate learning
behaviors, in the sense that their activations generally have different scales. Naı̈vely concatenating these activations would restrict the corresponding units, leading to degraded
performance and even causing collapsed networks, since the larger activations dominate
the smaller ones [249]. Although the weights might adjust accordingly as fine-tuning processes, they require very careful initialization and tuning of parameters, which is dataset
dependent and thus not robust. This is partially the reason that the previous work showed
that network expansion was inferior to standard fine-tuning [238].
To reconcile the learning pace of the new and pre-existing units, we introduce an additional normalization and adaptive scaling scheme in width augmented networks, which is
inspired by the recent work on combining multi-scale pre-trained CNN features from different layers [249]. More precisely, after weight initialization of FT∗ , we first apply an L2
+
-norm normalization to the activations hk and hk , respectively:
b k = hk
h



hk

b k+ = hk+
, h
2
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.

hk

+

.
2

(9.1)

By normalizing these activations, their scales become homogeneous. Simply normalizing
the norms to 1 slows down the learning and makes it hard to train the network, since the
features become very small. Consistent with [249], we normalize them to a larger value
(e.g., 10 or 20 ), which encourages the network to learn well. We then introduce a scaling
parameter γ for each channel to scale the normalized value as in [249]:
+

+

yik = γi b
hki , yjk = γj b
hkj .

(9.2)

which is motivated by batch normalization [177] and PReLU [153].
We found that for depth augmented networks, while this additional stage of normalization and scaling is not crucial, it is still beneficial. In addition, this stage only introduces
negligible extra parameters, whose number is equal to the total number of channels. During
fine-tuning, following [249], the derivatives with respect to the scaling factor γ and activations h are computed by backpropagation and chain rule. Let ` be the loss to minimize, e.g.,
the softmax loss. We then have
∂`
∂`
=
· γ,
b
∂y
∂h
∂`
hhT
∂`
I
=
−
3
b khk2
∂h
khk2
∂h
X ∂`
∂`
b
=
hi .
∂γi
∂y
i
y

(9.3)
!
,

(9.4)
(9.5)

i

The summation

P

in Eqn. (9.5) runs over all positions of the feature map for channel i .

yi

9.4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we explore the use of our developmental networks for transferring a pretrained CNN to a number of supervised learning tasks with insufficient data, including
scene classification, fine-grained recognition, and action recognition. We begin with extensive evaluation of our approach on scene classification of the SUN-397 dataset, focusing
on the variations of our networks and different design choices. We also show that the network remains accurate on the source task. We then provide an in-depth analysis of finetuning procedures to qualitatively understand why fine-tuning with augmented network
capacity outperforms classic fine-tuning. We further evaluate our approach on other novel
categories and compare with state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, we investigate whether
progressive augmenting outperforms fine-tuning a fixed large network and investigate how
to cumulatively add new capacity into the network when it is gradually adapted to multiple
tasks.
Implementation details. Following the standard practice, for computational efficiency
and easy fine-tuning we use the Caffe [185] implementation of AlexNet [212], pre-trained on
ILSVRC 2012 [321], as our reference network in most of our experiments. We found that our
observations also held for other network architectures, such as VGG [347] and ResNet [154].
We also provide a set of experiment using VGG16 [347]. For the target tasks, we randomly
initialize the classifier layers and our augmented layers. During fine-tuning, after resizing
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the image to be 256 × 256 , we generate the standard augmented data including random
crops and their flips as implemented in Caffe [185]. During testing, we only use the central
crop, unless otherwise specified. For a fair comparison, fine-tuning is performed using
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with the “step” learning rate policy, which drops the
learning rate in steps by a factor of 10 . The new layers are fine-tuned at a learning rate 10
times larger than that of the pre-trained layers (if they are fine-tuned). We use standard
momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0005 without further tuning.

9.4.1

Evaluation and Analysis on SUN-397

We start our evaluation on scene classification of the SUN-397 dataset, a medium-scale
dataset with around 108K images and 397 classes [414]. In contrast to other fairly smallscale target datasets, SUN-397 provides sufficient number of categories and examples while
demonstrating apparent dissimilarity with the source ImageNet dataset. This greatly benefits our insight into fine-tuning procedures and leads to clean comparisons under controlled
settings.
We follow the experimental setup in [3, 173], which uses a nonstandard train/test split
since it is computationally expensive to run all of our experiments on the 10 standard subsets proposed by [414]. Specifically, we randomly split the dataset into train, validation, and
test parts using 50% , 10% , and 40% of the data, respectively. The distribution of categories
is uniform across all the three sets. We report 397 -way multi-class classification accuracy
averaged over all categories, which is the standard metric for this dataset. We report the
results using a single run due to computational constraints. Consistent with the results
reported in [3, 173], the standard deviations of accuracy on SUN-397 classification are negligible, and thus having a single run should not affect the conclusions that we draw. For a
fair comparison, fine-tuning is performed for around 60 epochs using SGD with an initial
learning rate of 0.001 , which is reduced by a factor of 10 around every 25 epochs. All the
other parameters are the same for all approaches.
Learning with Augmented Network Capacity. We first evaluate our developmental networks obtained by introducing a single new layer to deepen or expand the pre-trained
AlexNet. For the depth augmented network (DA-CNN), we add a new fully connected layer
F Ca of size S D on top of F C7 whose size is 4,096 , where S D ∈ {1,024, 2,048, 4,096, 6,144}
. For the width augmented network (WA-CNN), we add a set of S W new units as F C7+
to F C7 , where S W ∈ {1,024, 2,048} . After their structures are adapted to the target task,
the networks then continue learning in four scenarios of gradually increasing the degree of
fine-tuning: (1) “New”: we only fine-tune the new layers, including the classifier layers and
the augmented layers, while freezing the other pre-trained layers (i.e., the off-the-shelf use
case of CNNs); (2) “ F C7 –New”: we fine-tune from the F C7 layer; (3) “ F C6 –New”: we
fine-tune from the F C6 layer; (4) “All”: we fine-tune the entire network.
Table 9.1 summarizes the performance comparison with classic fine-tuning. The performance gap between our implementation of the fine-tuning baseline and that in [3, 173]
is mainly due to different number of iterations: we used twice of the number of epochs in
[3, 173] ( 30 epochs), leading to improved accuracy. Note that these numbers cannot be directly compared against other publicly reported results due to different data split. With relatively sufficient data, fine-tuning through the full network yields the best performance for
all the approaches. Both our DA-CNN and WA-CNN significantly outperform the vanilla
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Network

Type

VGG16

All

Single
(Ours)
Combined
(Ours)

Finetuning-CNN
[3, 173]
DA-CNN
WA-CNN
DWA-CNN
WWA-CNN

53.63
48.4
54.24
56.81
56.07
56.65

54.75
—
56.48
56.99
56.41
57.10

54.29
51.6
57.42
57.84
56.97
58.16

55.93
52.2
58.54
58.95
57.75
59.05

Baselines
Single
(Ours)

Finetuning-CNN
DA-CNN
WA-CNN

60.77
61.21
63.61

59.09
62.85
64.00

50.54
63.07
64.15

62.80
65.55
66.54

Baselines
AlexNet

Acc (%)
New F C7 –New F C6 –New

Method

Table 9.1: Performance comparisons of classification accuracy (%) between the variations
of our developmental networks with augmented model capacity and classic fine-tuning with
fixed model capacity on scene classification of the SUN-397 dataset. The variations include:
(1) for AlexNet, depth augmented network (DA-CNN), width augmented network (WACNN), jointly depth and width augmented network (DWA-CNN), and recursively width
augmented network (WWA-CNN); and (2) for VGG16, DA-CNN and WA-CNN. Both our
networks and the baselines are evaluated in four scenarios of gradually increasing the degree of fine-tuning, including fine-tuning only new layers, from F C7 to new layers, from
F C6 to new layers, and the entire network. Ours consistently and significantly outperform
the vanilla fine-tuned CNN for both AlexNet and VGG16 CNNs in all these scenarios. This
shows the generality of our approach.

fine-tuned CNN in all the different fine-tuning scenarios. This verifies the effectiveness of increasing model capacity when adapting it to a novel task. While they have achieved comparable performance, WA-CNN slightly outperforms DA-CNN.
Increasing the Network Capacity through Combination or Recursion. Given the promise
of DA-CNN and WA-CNN, we further augment the network by making it both deeper and
wider or two-layer wider. For the jointly depth and width augmented network (DWA-CNN)
(Figure ??), we add F Ca of size S DW on top of F C7 while expanding F C7 using F C7+ of
size S DW , where S DW ∈ {1,024, 2,048} . For the recursively width augmented network
(WWA-CNN) (Figure ??), we both expand F C7 using F C7+ of size S7W W and F C6 using
F C6+ of size S6W W , where S7W W ∈{1,024, 2,048, 4,096} and S6W W is half of S7W W .
We compare DWA-CNN and WWA-CNN with DA-CNN and WA-CNN in Table 9.1. The
two-layer WWA-CNN generally achieves the best performance, indicating the importance
of augmenting model capacity at different and complementary levels. The jointly DWACNN lags a little bit behind the purely WA-CNN. This implies different learning behaviors
when we make the network deeper or wider. Their combination thus becomes a non-trivial
task.
Diagnostic Analysis. While we summarize the best performance in Table 9.1, a diagnostic
experiment in Table 9.2 on the number of augmented units S D , S W , S DW , and S W W shows
that all of these variations of network architectures significantly outperform classic fine-tuning, in117

Method

Configuration

New

F C7 –New

F C6 -New

All

DACNN

F Ca –1,024
F Ca –2,048
F Ca –4,096
F Ca –6,144

53.36
53.82
54.02
54.24

56.31
56.47
56.46
56.48

57.22
57.14
57.41
57.42

57.98
58.07
58.32
58.54

WACNN

F C7+ –1,024
F C7+ –2,048

56.46
56.81

56.71
56.99

57.55
57.84

58.90
58.95

DWACNN

F C7+ –1,024–F Ca –1,024
F C7+ –2,048-F Ca –2,048

55.44
56.07

55.77
56.41

56.71
56.97

57.49
57.75

WWACNN

F C6+ –512–F C7+ –1,024
F C6+ –1,024–F C7+ –2,048
F C6+ –2,048–F C7+ –4,096

56.13
56.49
56.65

57.10
57.10
57.03

57.65
57.98
58.16

58.80
59.05
58.98

Table 9.2: Diagnostic analysis of classification accuracy (%) for the variations of our developmental network (including DA-CNN, WA-CNN, DWA-CNN, and WWA-CNN) with different number of new units on SUN-397. Our networks demonstrate consistent improvements
over the conventional fine-tuning, indicating the generality and robustness of augmenting
model capacity for learning a novel task.
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Figure 9.3: Analysis of unit allocation for two-layer width augmented networks that expand
both F C7 and F C6 with a total of 2,000 new units on SUN-397. X-axis: percentage of the
new units allocated to F C7+ . Y-axis: multi-class classification accuracy. We evaluate in the
fine-tuning “New” and “All” scenarios. The optimal pattern is a spread allocation where
the higher layer F C7+ takes the majority of new units.
dicating the robustness of our approach. We found that this observation was also consistent
with other datasets, which we evaluated in the later section. Overall, the performance increases with the augmented model capacity (represented by the size of augmented layers),
although the performance gain diminishes with the increasing number of new units.
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Method

Scaling

New

F C7 –New

F C6 –New

All

DA-CNN
F Ca –2,048

w/o
w/

53.82
53.51

56.47
56.15

56.25
57.14

57.21
58.07

WA-CNN
F C7+ –2,048)

w/o (rand)
w/o (copy+rand)
w/

53.78
53.62
56.81

54.66
54.35
56.99

49.72
53.70
57.84

51.34
55.31
58.95

Table 9.3: Performance comparisons of classification accuracy (%) for our depth (DA-CNN)
or width (WA-CNN) augmented network with and without introducing normalization and
scaling on SUN-397. The number of new units in F Ca for DA-CNN or in F C7+ for WA-CNN
is generally 2,048. Our normalization and scaling strategy reconciles the learning pace of
new and old units, and thus greatly benefits both types of networks, in particular WA-CNN.

Allocation of Units under a Size Budget. An interesting question arises from the above
analysis: given a budget of fixed number of new units, what is an optimal pattern of unit
allocation to different layers? We analyze this issue in the scenario of two-layer width augmented network since it has achieved the best performance. Specifically, we expand both
F C7 and F C6 using a total of 2,000 new units, i.e., S7W W + S6W W = 2,000. We change the
size of the expanded layers F C7+ and F C6+ linearly in a step size of 200 while satisfying the
constraint of the total number of units, resulting in 11 WWA-CNN architectures. We then
fine-tune them in the “New” and “All” scenarios.
Figure 9.3 shows that all of these network variations are beneficial and outperform conventional fine-tuning, which is consistent with the results in Table 9.2. Importantly, diffusion of new units across both F C7 and F C6 leads to the best performance. This suggests
that a better strategy when augmenting the capacity is to expand somehow at different layers rather than focus on a sole layer. In addition, the augmented structure that achieves
the best performance demonstrates the shape of inverted triangle, in which the higher layer
F C7+ takes the majority of new units. This is partially because F C6 is more generic to different tasks while F C7 is more specific to the original task, making it require more capacity
(new units) to represent the novel target.
Importance of Reconciling the Learning Pace of New and Old Units. The previous work
showed that network expansion did not introduce additional benefits [238]. We argue that
its unsatisfactory performance is because of the failure of taking into account the different
learning pace of new and old units. After exploration of different strategies, such as initialization, we found that the performance of a width augmented network significantly improves by a simple normalization and scaling scheme when concatenating the pre-trained
and expanded layers. This issue is investigated for both types of model augmentation in
Table 9.3. The number of new units is generally 2,048 ; in the case of copying weights of the
pre-trained F C7 and then adding random noises as initialization for F C7+ , we use 4,096
new units.
For WA-CNN, if we naı̈vely add new units without considering scaling, Table 9.3 shows
that the performance is either only marginally better or even worse than classic fine-tuning
(when fine-tuning more aggressively) in Table 9.1. This is consistent with the observation
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made in [238]. However, once the learning pace of the new and old units is re-balanced by
scaling, WA-CNN exceeds the baseline by a large margin. For DA-CNN, directly adding
new units without scaling already greatly outperforms the baseline, which is consistent
with the observation in [283], although scaling provides additional performance gain. This
suggests slightly different learning behaviors for depth and width augmented networks.
When a set of new units are added to form a purely new layer, they have relatively more
freedom to learn from scratch, making the additional scaling beneficial yet inessential. When
the units are added to expand a pre-trained layer, however, the constraints from the synergy
require them to learn to collaborate with the pre-existing units, which is explicitly achieved
by the additional scaling.

Evaluation with the VGG16 Architecture. Table 9.1 also summarizes the performance of
DA-CNN and WA-CNN using VGG16 [347] and shows the generality of our approach. Due
to GPU memory and time constraints, we reduce the batch size and perform fine-tuning
for around 30 epochs using SGD. All the other parameters are the same as before. Also,
following the standard practice in Fast R-CNN [125], we fine-tune from the layer Conv2 1
in the “All” scenario.

Learning without Forgetting. Conceptually, due to their developmental nature, our networks should remain accurate on their source task. Table 9.4 validates such ability of learning without forgetting by showing their classification performance on the source ImageNet
dataset.

Type

Method

Acc (%)

Oracle

ImageNet-AlexNet

56.9

References

LwF [238]
Joint [238]

55.9
56.4

Ours

DA-CNN
WA-CNN

55.3
51.5

Table 9.4: Demonstration of the ability of learning without forgetting on the source (ImageNet)
ILSVRC 2012 validation set. For our DA-CNN and WA-CNN that are fine-tuned on SUN397, we re-fine-tune on the source ILSVRC 2012 training set, i.e., re-training a new 1,000-way
classifier layer and fine-tuning the augmented layers. We show the results of the oracle (i.e.,
the original AlexNet) and the approaches that are specifically designed to preserve the performance on the source task during transfer [238] as references. While our approach focuses
on improving the performance on the target task, it remains accurate on the source task. In
addition, the existing approaches [238] can be naturally incorporated into our approach to
further improve the performance on both source and target tasks.
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(a) Pre-Trained Network (b) Classic Fine-Tuning

(c) Depth Augmented (d) Width Augmented
Network (DA-CNN)
Network (WA-CNN)

Figure 9.4: t-SNE visualizations of the top feature layers on the SUN-397 validation set. DACNN and WA-CNN show significantly better semantic separations. Best viewed in color
with zoom.

9.4.2

Understanding of Fine-Tuning Procedures

We now analyze the fine-tuning procedures from various perspectives to gain insight into
how fine-tuning modifies the pre-trained network and why it helps by increasing model
capacity. We evaluate on the SUN-397 validation set. For a clear analysis and comparison,
we focus on DA-CNN and WA-CNN, both with 2,048 new units.
Feature Visualization
To roughly understand the topology of the feature spaces, we visualize the features using
the standard t-SNE algorithm [384]. As shown in Figure 9.4, we embed the 4,096 -dim F C7
features of the pre-trained and fine-tuned networks, the 6,144 -dim wider F C7 + F C7+ features, and the 2,048 -dim deeper F Ca features into a 2 -dim space, respectively, and plot
them as points colored depending on their semantic category. While classic fine-tuning
somehow improves the semantic separation of the pre-trained network, both of our networks demonstrate significantly clearer semantic clustering structures, which is compatible
with their improved classification performance.
Maximally Activating Images
To further analyze how fine-tuning changes the feature spaces, we retrieve the top-5 images
that maximally activate some unit as in [126]. We first focus on the common units in F C7
of the pre-trained, fine-tuned, and width augmented networks. In addition to using the
SUN-397 images, we also include the maximally activating images from the ILSVRC 2012
validation set for the pre-trained network as references. Figure 9.5 shows an interesting
transition: while the pre-trained network learns certain concentrated concept specific to the
source task (left), such concept spreads over as a mixture of concepts for the novel target task
(middle left). Fine-tuning tries to re-centralize one of the concepts suitable to the target task,
but with limited capability (middle right). Our width augmented network facilitates such
re-centralization, leading to more discriminative patterns (right). Similarly, we illustrate the
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Figure 9.5: Top 5 maximally activating images for eight F C7 units. From left to right:
ILSVRC 2012 validation images for the pre-trained network, and SUN-397 validation images for the pre-trained, fine-tuned, and width augmented (WA-CNN) networks. Each row
of images corresponds to a common unit from these networks, indicating that our WACNN facilitates the specialization of the pre-existing units towards the novel target task.
For example, the bottom row shows a transition from a parallel pattern in the pre-trained
ImageNet network to several mixed concepts in the fine-tuned network, and finally to a
pattern converging to vanishing points in our SUN-397 WA-CNN.
maximally activating images for units in F Ca of the depth augmented network in Figure 9.6,
which shows quite different behaviors. Compared with the object-level concepts in the
width augmented network, the depth augmented network appears to have the ability to
model a large set of compositions of the pre-trained features and thus generates more scenelevel, better clustered concepts.
Additional visualizations of maximally activating images are in Figure 9.7 and Figure 9.8
for the width augmented network and in Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.10 for the depth augmented
network.

9.4.3

Generalization to Other Tasks and Datasets

We now evaluate whether our developmental networks facilitate the recognition of other
novel categories. We compare with publicly available baselines and report multi-class classification accuracy. While the different variations of our networks outperform these baselines, we mainly focus on the width augmented networks (WA-CNN).
Tasks and datasets. We evaluate on standard benchmark datasets for scene classification: MIT-67 [375], for fine-grained recognition: Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB) 200-2011 [389]
and Oxford 102 Flowers [279], and for action recognition: Stanford-40 actions [425]. These
datasets are widely used for evaluating the CNN transferability [15], and we consider their
diversity and coverage of novel categories. We follow the standard experimental setup (e.g.,
the train/test splits) for these datasets as detailed in Chapter 3.
Baselines. While comparing with classic fine-tuning is the fairest comparison, to show
the superiority of our approach, we also compare against other baselines that are specifically
designed for certain tasks. For a fair comparison, we focus on the approaches that use single
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Figure 9.6: Top 5 maximally activating images from the SUN-397 validation set for fourteen
F Ca units of the depth augmented network (DA-CNN). Each row of 5 images in the left
and right columns corresponds to a unit, respectively, which is well aligned to a scene-level
concept for the target task.

scale AlexNet CNNs. Importantly, our approach can be also combined with other CNN
variations (e.g., VGG-CNN [347], multi-scale CNN [145, 422]) for further improvement.
Table 9.5 shows that our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance on these challenging benchmark datasets and significantly outperforms classic fine-tuning by a large
margin. In contrast to task customized CNNs that are only suitable for particular tasks and
categories, the consistently superior performance of our approach suggests that it is generic
for a wide spectrum of tasks.

9.5

A Single Universal Higher Capacity Model?

One interesting question is that our results could imply that standard models should have
used higher capacity even for the source task (e.g., ImageNet). To examine this, we explore
progressive widening of AlexNet (WA-CNN). Specifically, in the source domain, Table 9.6
shows that progressive widening of a network outperforms a fixed wide network trained
from scratch. More importantly, in the target domain, Table 9.7 shows that our progressive
widening significantly outperforms fine-tuning a fixed wide network.
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MIT-67

Type

Approach

102 Flowers
Acc(%)

Approach

Acc(%)

CUB200-2011
Approach
Acc(%)

Stanford-40
Approach

Acc(%)

ImageNet CNNs

Finetuning-CNN
Caffe [422]
—

61.2
59.5
—

Finetuning-CNN
CNN-SVM [311]
CNNaug-SVM [311]

75.3
74.7
86.8

Finetuning-CNN
CNN-SVM [311]
CNNaug-SVM [311]

62.9
53.3
61.8

Finetuning-CNN
Deep Standard [16]
—

57.7
58.9
—

Task Customized
CNNs

Caffe-DAG [422]
—
Places-CNN [437]
—

64.6
—
68.2
—

LSVM [301]
MsML+ [301]
MPP [426]
Deep Optimized [16]

87.1
89.5
91.3
91.3

LSVM [301]
DeCaf+DPD [91]
MsML+ [301]
MsML+* [301]

61.4
65.0
66.6
67.9

Deep Optimized [16]
—
—
—

66.4
—
—
—

Data Augmented CNNs

Combined-AlexNet [190]

58.8

Combined-AlexNet [190]

83.3

—

Combined-AlexNet [190]

56.4

Multi-Task CNNs

Joint [238]
LwF [238]

63.9
64.5

—
—

Ours

WA-CNN

66.3

WA-CNN

—

—
—

Joint [238]
LwF [238]

56.6
57.7

—
—

92.8

WA-CNN

69.0

WA-CNN

—
—
67.5

Table 9.5: Performance comparisons of classification accuracy (%) between our developmental networks (WA-CNN) and the previous work for scene classification, fine-grained
recognition, and action recognition. We roughly divide the baselines into four types: (1)
ImageNet CNNs, which post-process the off-the-shelf CNN or fine-tune it in a standard
manner; (2) task customized CNNs, which modify a standard CNN for a particular target
task (e.g., for MIT-67, Places-CNN trains a customized CNN on the Places dataset with 400
scene categories [437]); (3) data augmented CNNs, which concatenate features from the ImageNet AlexNet and an additional CNN trained on 100 million Flickr images in a weakly
supervised manner [190]; (4) multi-task CNNs, which (approximately) train a CNN jointly
from both the source and target tasks. Ours show consistently superior performance and
generality for a wide spectrum of tasks.

Dataset

CNN

WA-CNN-scratch

WA-CNN-grow (Ours)

ImageNet

56.9

57.6

57.8

Table 9.6: Performance comparisons of classification accuracy (%) on the source dataset between a standard AlexNet (CNN), a wide AlexNet trained from scratch (WA-CNN-scratch),
and a wide network trained progressively by fine-tuning on the source task itself (WA-CNNgrow). Progressive learning appears to help even on the source task.

Dataset

CNN-FT

WA-CNN-ori

WA-CNN-grow (Ours)

MIT-67
CUB200-2011

61.2
62.9

62.3
63.2

66.3
69.0

Table 9.7: Performance comparisons of classification accuracy (%) on the target datasets
between standard fine-tuning of a standard AlexNet (CNN-FT), standard fine-tuning of
a wide AlexNet (WA-CNN-ori), and fine-tuning by progressive widening of a standard
AlexNet (WA-CNN-grow). With the same model capacity, WA-CNN-grow significantly
outperforms WA-CNN-ori. See Figure 9.11 for a discussion.
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WA-CNN-ori

WA-CNN-grow

60

Accuracy (%)

Accuracy (%)

70

50
40
30
20

1

2
3
Iteration (1e3)

4

60
40
20
0

1

2
3
Iteration (1e3)

4

Figure 9.11: Learning curves of separate F C7 and F C7+ and their combination for WACNN on the CUB200-2011 test set. Left and Right show different learning behaviors: the
F C7+ curve is below the F C7 curve for WA-CNN-ori, and above for WA-CNN-grow. Units
in WA-CNN-ori appear to overly-specialize to the source, while the new units in WA-CNNgrow appear to be diverse experts better tuned for the novel target task. Interestingly, these
experts allow for better adaptation of pre-existing and new units (Figure 9.12).

Figure 9.12: Top 5 maximally activating CUB200-2011 images for a representative F C7 unit
(1st row) and an F C7+ unit (2nd row). Each row of images corresponds to a common unit
from two networks: WA-CNN-ori (left) and WA-CNN-grow (right). Compared to WACNN-ori, WA-CNN-grow facilitates the adaptation of pre-existing and new units towards
the novel task by capturing discriminative patterns (top: birds in water; bottom: birds with
yellow belly).

9.5.1

Cooperative Learning

Figure 9.11 and Figure 9.12 provide an in-depth analysis of the cooperative learning behavior between the pre-existing and new units and show that developmental learning appears
to regularize networks in a manner that encourages diversity of units.

9.5.2

Continual Transfer across Multiple Tasks

Transfer across multiple tasks or datasets is of interest in real-world scenarios. Our approach is in particular suitable for such scenarios since we are able to cumulatively increase
the model capacity and thus transfer knowledge from a series of previous tasks for the new
one. In Table 9.8, we focus on MIT-67 as the target task. According to the similarity measure between the source and target datasets [16, 70], SUN-397 is more similar to the source
ImageNet dataset than MIT-67. Our approach is suitable for such multi-task transfer since
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Scenario
Acc(%)

WA-CNN (Ours)
ImageNet→MIT67 ImageNet→SUN→MIT67
66.3

Baselines
Places [437] ImageNet-VGG [238]
68.2

79.3

74.0

Table 9.8: Through progressive growing via SUN-397, a widened AlexNet significantly improves the performance on MIT-67, and even outperforms fine-tuning a Places AlexNet that
is directly trained on the Places dataset with 400 scene categories [437] and fine-tuning a
fixed ImageNet VGG16 with higher capacity by a large margin.

it facilitates smooth transfer across tasks, i.e., gradual transfer starting from target tasks that
are similar to the source task and then moving to target tasks that are dissimilar to the
source task. Specifically, using our width augmented network (WA-CNN), from the pretrained ImageNet AlexNet, we first add 2,048 new units as F C7+ and transfer on SUN-397;
we then further add 1,024 new units as F C7++ and transfer on MIT-67. Table 9.8 shows
that by leveraging additional data from SUN-397 and shared knowledge across multiple
tasks, the performance on the target MIT-67 significantly improves. In particular, the performance even outperforms Places AlexNet that is directly trained using the Places dataset with 400
scene categories [437] and outperforms more powerful ImageNet VGG that is directly transferred on
MIT-67 [238] by a large margin. Our approach is in particular suitable for continual, smooth
transfer across multiple tasks since we are able to cumulatively increase model capacity as
demonstrated in Table 9.8.
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Unit a

Unit b

Unit c

Unit d

Unit e

Figure 9.7: Top 5 maximally activating images for five F C7 units (from top to bottom). For
each unit, top left: 5 ILSVRC 2012 validation images for the pre-trained network as reference; top right: 5 SUN-397 validation images for the pre-trained network; bottom left:
5 SUN-397 validation images for the conventional fine-tuned network; and bottom right:
5 SUN-397 validation images for our width augmented network (WA-CNN). Each set of
images in the sub-figure correspond to a common unit from these networks, indicating a
transition that shows how fine-tuning with fixed and augmented capacity changes the pretrained network. In particular, our WA-CNN facilitates the specialization of the pre-existing
units towards the novel target task. e.g., unit e shows a transition from a menu-like smooth surface in the pre-trained ImageNet network to several mixture of concepts in the fine-tuned
network, and finally to a ocean-sky-view-like smooth surface in our SUN-397 WA-CNN.
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Unit f

Unit g

Unit h

Unit i

Unit j

Figure 9.8: Top 5 maximally activating images for five F C7 units (from top to bottom). For
each unit, top left: 5 ILSVRC 2012 validation images for the pre-trained network as reference; top right: 5 SUN-397 validation images for the pre-trained network; bottom left:
5 SUN-397 validation images for the conventional fine-tuned network; and bottom right:
5 SUN-397 validation images for our width augmented network (WA-CNN). Each set of
images in the sub-figure correspond to a common unit from these networks, indicating a
transition that shows how fine-tuning with fixed and augmented capacity changes the pretrained network. In particular, our WA-CNN facilitates the specialization of the pre-existing
units towards the novel target task. e.g., unit f shows a transition from a penguin-like vertically repeated pattern in the pre-trained ImageNet network to several mixture of concepts
in the fine-tuned network, and finally to a wardrobe-like vertically repeated pattern in our
SUN-397 WA-CNN.
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Figure 9.9: Top 5 maximally activating images from the SUN-397 validation set for twentyfour F Ca units in our depth augmented network (DA-CNN). From the left to right column,
each row of 5 images correspond to a unit. Different from the object-level concepts discovered in the width augmented network, DA-CNN appears to have the ability to model a large
set of new compositions of pre-existing units and thus generates more scene-level, better clustered
concepts towards the novel target task, e.g., auditorium and veterinary room in the first row.
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Figure 9.10: Top 5 maximally activating images from the SUN-397 validation set for twentyfour F Ca units in our depth augmented network (DA-CNN). From the left to right column,
each row of 5 images correspond to a unit. Different from the object-level concepts discovered in the width augmented network, DA-CNN appears to have the ability to model a large
set of new compositions of pre-existing units and thus generates more scene-level, better clustered
concepts towards the novel target task, e.g., bullring and castle in the first row.
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Chapter 10

Factorized Convolutional
Networks: Unsupervised
Fine-Tuning for Image Clustering
10.1

Motivation

In the conventional paradigm and our modification in Chapter 9, fine-tuning requires annotated target data, and we use the term “supervised fine-tuning” to refer it. However, in
scenarios where there are no labeled images for novel categories or tasks (e.g., in image
clustering applications), such supervised fine-tuning is inapplicable and how to best adapt
a pre-trained CNN still remains an open challenge. Hence, we propose “unsupervised finetuning” as a new paradigm to address this issue.
To this end, we transfer knowledge from a discriminative to a generative model and explore
“factorized convolutional networks” (FCNs) that fine-tune the pre-trained CNN representations in an unsupervised manner. Given unlabeled target images, a factorization of the CNN
representations is learned using low-rank and group-sparsity constraints. Inspired by the
success of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [227,402] in clustering applications, we
introduce a novel NMF based adaptation module with a generative loss that can be plugged
into any standard CNN to facilitate the desired unsupervised transfer. As a classic multivariate analysis technique, the appeal of NMF is the ability to disentangle exploratory factors of variations underlying unlabeled, non-negative data samples as well as the inherent
clustering property. Intuitively, the CNN activations of interest are those after the rectified
linear units (ReLUs), which consistently show better recognition performance for various
tasks and which are also non-negative. It is thus natural to investigate NMF techniques on
top of CNN activations for image clustering, as shown in Figure 10.1.
More precisely, our key insight is to effectively adapt between the source and target
tasks by both utilizing generic statistics learned from a large corpus of labeled source images through CNNs and separating out the current underlying factors of variation relevant
to the observed, unlabeled target data via NMF. To better select a group of correlated CNN
activations, we propose a variant of NMF — group-sparse NMF (GSNMF), which identifies a rich set of informative and discriminative latent variables across tasks. Given that
NMF/GSNMF could also be interpreted as a two-layer neural network [227], our GSNMF
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Input Layer
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Figure 10.1: Unsupervised transfer of pre-trained CNN representations to novel target tasks
with unlabeled data via a factorized convolutional network (FCN). Off-the-shelf features that
are extracted from CNNs pre-trained on ImageNet are limited to describing subtle differences among novel fine-grained categories, as visualized by embedding the features in a
2-dim space via t-SNE [384] (left). By leveraging group-sparse non-negative matrix factorization (GSNMF), unsupervised fine-tuning is accomplished and features extracted from the
resulting GSNMF-FCN model lead to more discriminative clusters (right). We thus learn a
better representation with enhanced transferability for target tasks with unlabeled data, in
which conventional supervised fine-tuning with back-propagation is inapplicable.

based FCN is then regarded as a principled feed-forward model. This allows to fine-tune
the resulting augmented architecture (i.e., modifying the CNN parameters as well) on the
target task with respect to a NMF based objective using stochastic gradient descent and
back-propagation.
Our contributions are four-fold. (1) Different from the conventional strategy that transfers knowledge from a generative to a discriminative model [162], we propose a novel way
of CNN transfer — supervised, discriminative pre-training and then unsupervised, generative fine-tuning. (2) Based on this general principle, we show how factorized convolutional
networks (FCNs), which combine NMF and pre-trained CNN, learn a more generic feature representation across tasks. (3) We show how to explicitly enforce group-sparsity on
FCN to better leverage the correlation of CNN activations by introducing elastic net regularization into NMF. (4) Our unsupervised fine-tuning is general; it could be used in image
clustering tasks and also used as unsupervised initialization to further improve classification tasks. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate the performance
of image clustering on challenging large-scale scene and fine-grained recognition datasets,
producing state-of-the-art results.

10.2

Unsupervised Feature Learning and Image Clustering

Unsupervised feature learning. Unsupervised feature learning focuses on discovering
low-dimensional features that capture some structure underlying the high-dimensional unlabeled data. Classic approaches include principal component analysis (PCA) [188], inde132

pendent component analysis (ICA) [175], and locally linear embedding (LLE) [320]. Inspired by the hierarchical architecture of the neural system, many new schemes that stack
multiple layers of simple learning blocks, such as sparse coding [230], restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) [161], auto-encoders [131], and NMF [227], have been proposed
to build deep representations [231, 403]. One similar work is the deep semi-NMF model,
which stacks semi-NMF together to learn low-dimensional feature representations [377].
Another similar work is the deep linear discriminant analysis model, which projects highdimensional observations to linearly separable representations [93].
Different from the previous work, we combine a NMF layer with a pre-trained deep
CNN and use the reconstruction error as the objective function to fine-tune the network
for unsupervised learning. We extend [139] in three important ways. (1) [139] is pipelined,
while ours is end-to-end. [139] simply applies NMF on top of off-the-shelf CNN features, in
which NMF reduces the dimension of fixed CNN features. In contrast, ours is more general and introduces NMF (and its variant) as a feature reconstruction (generative) loss for
unsupervised CNN fine-tuning. Ours thus integrates NMF and CNN as a principled feedforward network, and allows for fine-tuning the full network with back-propagation. As
shown in the following sections, we not only learn the NMF adaptation layers, but also
modify (a portion of) the pre-trained CNN weights using the generative loss towards the target task. Due to the end-to-end nature, ours is more flexible and achieves better performance. (2) [139] can only deal with image clustering. In contrast, due to the end-to-end
nature, ours could be also used as unsupervised initialization and improves image classification
on target tasks. (3) We have substantially extended experimental results, including more
datasets, more baselines, different clustering techniques (k-means and spectral clustering),
additional hyper-parameter analysis, and ablation analysis.
Domain adaptation and transfer learning. Another related line of work focuses on standard domain adaptation with the assumption that the data from source and target datasets
share the same set of categories but have shifted distributions [120, 122]. Our work, however, does not have this assumption and addresses a more general, challenging task (i.e.,
different but relevant source and target categories/tasks). The learning processes are different as well. [120,122] explicitly use the source labels to infer the target labels. In contrast,
we transfer a pre-trained (ImageNet) network to unsupervised target tasks and do not use
the source labels in this process. Besides, [120, 122] are evaluated on image classification
tasks while our work is mainly evaluated on image clustering tasks. The reconstruction
loss used in [122] is also different: [122] simply reconstructs target raw images with the
mean squared error loss, whereas we reconstruct the learned CNN features and leverage
their non-negativity. More recently, a recurrent network with a single loss function is proposed to guide the agglomerative clustering [420]. While this work uses different network
architectures for different datasets to train a dataset specific model, it fails to address the
subtle difference among fine-grained categories. Different from this work, our model uses
the same parameters and network architecture for all datasets, leading to a more universal
feature representation.
In transfer learning, the target task is different from but related to the source task [288],
such as transfer from object-centric source categories to scene-centric target categories or
from coarse source categories to fine-grained target categories. The standard fine-tuning
strategy [16] and its variants [238, 400] in supervised transfer are inapplicable here since
they require a significant amount of labeled target data, which is simply not available. For
novel categories, effective unsupervised transfer of CNN representations remains an open
challenge [394].
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Image clustering. Different from previous work [78, 109, 349], we use CNN features
and evaluate our model on both standard image clustering datasets and large-scale image
classification datasets. The latter datasets still remain challenging even for (supervised)
image classification tasks. In related work, an ensemble of image prototype sets is sampled
from the available data to represent a rich set of visual categories, and images are projected onto these prototypes as new feature representations [77]. Unlike [77], which takes
advantage that the test data is used as unlabeled data for training (i.e., transductive learning), we follow strict train/test splits for each dataset to ensure the generalization of our
approach. Direct clustering in a pre-trained, fixed supervised CNN feature space [77] is
simple but sub-optimal due to domain shift. Performing clustering through unsupervised
deep feature learning provides an attractive option [415]. However, the performance of the
unsupervised deep models is still not on par with that of their supervised counterparts. On
the contrary, we leverage both supervised CNN feature learning and unsupervised transfer
learning.

10.3

Factorized Convolutional Networks

Let us consider a CNN architecture pre-trained on a source domain with abundant data, for
example the vanilla VGGNet [347] pre-trained on ImageNet (ILSVRC) 1,000 categories [321].
The CNN is composed of a feature representation module F (e.g., the 13 convolutional layers
C1-C13 and two fully-connected layers f c6, f c7 for VGGNet) and a classifier module C (e.g.,
the last fully-connected layer f c8 with 1,000 units and the 1,000-way softmax for ImageNet
classification) [400].
We now transfer this CNN for representation learning on unlabeled target images in
tasks such as image clustering. The transfer is accomplished through our unsupervised
fine-tuning and the target CNN is instantiated and initialized in the following way, as shown
in Figure 10.2: (1) the representation module FT is copied from FS of the source CNN with
F
the parameters ΘF
T = ΘS , and (2) the classifier module C is removed and a new “adaptation
module” A is introduced that consists of a group-sparse non-negative matrix factorization
(GSNMF) on top of f c7 activations.
Note that the unsupervised fine-tuning is different from conventional supervised finetuning; in the latter case, a new classifier module CT (e.g., a new f c8 and softmax) is introduced with the parameters ΘCT randomly initialized.
As a complex non-linear function of all input pixels, the f c7 representation may capture mid-level object parts as well as their high-level configurations [283]. Our GSNMF
module then reduces feature dimension and enlarges sparsity among different groups simultaneously, thus identifying a rich set of informative latent variables useful for unsupervised adaptation. The GSNMF module is trained while a portion of the parameters ΘF
T
are optionally fine-tuned (depending on the amount of available data) by continuing the
back-propagation.

10.3.1

NMF/GSNMF Module

We consider an M dimensional random vector x with non-negative elements, e.g., the CNN
f c7 activations in our case. Its N observations are denoted as xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . N is the
batch size in our stochastic optimization. Let the data matrix be X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ] ∈
×N
×L
RM
. NMF seeks a non-negative basis matrix W ∈ RM
and a coefficient matrix H ∈
≥0
≥0
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Parameters transferred
from Pre-trained VGGNet
C1-C2…-C13

fc6

fc7

GSNMF

Feature
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Error

Representation Module
New Adaptation Module
Trained on Target Task

Figure 10.2: Illustration of unsupervised fine-tuning and factorized convolutional networks.
A network (e.g., VGGNet) is trained on the source task (e.g., ImageNet classification) with
a large amount of labeled images. The pre-trained parameters of its feature representation
module (C1-C13 and f c6, f c7) are then transferred to the target task with unlabeled data
(e.g., image clustering). In such unsupervised scenario, we introduce a new “adaptation
module” that consists of a group-sparse non-negative matrix factorization (GSNMF) on
top of f c7 activations to compensate for the different image dataset statistics (e.g., type of
objects, typical viewpoints) between the source and target data. We then train the GSNMF
module while fine-tuning the representation module based on the GSNMF reconstruction
(generative) loss using the unlabeled target image data.
RL×N
such that
≥0
X ≈ W H.

(10.1)

Usually L  min(M,N).
While classic NMF is able to identify informative latent variables, it is commonly known
that large deep neural networks typically are comprised of many redundant and highly correlated units [167]. Hence, to better select a group of correlated CNN activations, we enforce
additional group-sparsity constraints on NMF. The joint `1 and `2 norm penalty, i.e., elastic
net regularization, has been widely used as a group-sparse regularization technique [443].
The `1 part generates a sparse model while the `2 part encourages a smoothing, grouping effect [251]. Such group-sparsity property is beneficial when transferring a pre-trained
CNN to a novel task, since it allows to select the correlated features suitable to the target
data while discarding those uncorrelated ones. We thus impose a weighted mixture of `1
and squared `2 penalties on the coefficient matrix H to achieve the desired group-sparse
representations. The resulting GSNMF objective function is defined as
f (W, H) =

λ1
1
k X − W H k2F +
k H k22 +λ2 k H k1 ,
2
2
s.t.W, H ≥ 0.

(10.2)

Here λ1 and λ2 are the hyper-parameters that control the importance of the `1 and `2 regularization terms.

10.3.2

Optimization

We use the alternating minimization procedure and multiplicative update rule to optimize
Eqn. (10.2) following [228]. Since we impose group-sparsity on the coefficient matrix H, the
update rule of W remains the same as that in the standard NMF formulation [228]. We use
gradient descent to optimize H, and the first-order update rule of H should be generally
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in the form of
H ←H −η∗

∂f (H)
,
∂H

(10.3)

where ∗ denotes the element-wise multiplication and the matrix η is the step size. We take
the derivative of f (H) in Eqn. (10.2) with respect to H, leading to
∂f
= −W T X + W T W H + λ1 H + λ2 I,
∂H

(10.4)

where I is an all-ones matrix of the same size as H. Since the `1 norm is not differentiable
at 0, Eqn. (10.4) is the subgradient at 0. Following a similar deriving procedure as in [228],
we let the adaptive step size η to be
η=

H
,
W T W H + λ1 H + λ2 I

(10.5)

where the division is element-wise division, and we then have the following update rule
XH T
,
W HH T
WT X
.
W T W H+λ1 H+λ2 I

(
W ←W ∗
H←H∗

(10.6)

Here the coefficient H is the new feature representation. Eqn. (10.6) is a straightforward
modification to the multiplicative update rule in the standard NMF optimization [228]. Following a similar proof to that of [228] which uses an auxiliary function analogous to that
used for proving convergence of the Expectation Maximization algorithm [82], we can show
that the process converges. Since the update rules are multiplicative, when W and H are
initialized as non-negative, they will remain non-negative during the optimization.

10.3.3

Unsupervised Fine-Tuning of the Network

As shown in Figure 10.2, we use the feature reconstruction (generative) loss in Eqn. (10.2)
for our unsupervised fine-tuning, in contrast to the cross-entropy loss in conventional supervised fine-tuning. In the off-the-shelf (OTS) scenario, we only train the GSNMF module while freezing the pre-trained representation module. In the fine-tuning (FT) scenario,
we train the GSNMF module while fine-tuning the representation module. Following the
standard NMF practice, in our implementation, we introduce additional `2 normalization
layers to x and the basis matrix W before the factorization layer. Regularizing the feature
vector norm has been a staple of unsupervised learning approaches to prevent degenerate
solutions and collapsed networks [308].
During each iteration, after forward propagation, we obtain the f c7 activations (i.e., x)
on the mini-batch. The mini-batch size is N = 256. We learn W and H using the update
rule in Eqn. (10.6) . We then fix W and H, and the loss in Eqn. (10.2) reduces to the standard Euclidean loss k X − W H k2F . We back-propagate the Euclidean error to update
the parameters in the CNN representation module. This alternating fine-tuning strategy
using generative connections could also be seen broadly relevant to the wake-sleep algorithm [160]. In our evaluation with limited target data, we froze the remaining layers underneath f c7 and did not fine-tune them due to over-fitting concerns. With more training
data available, additional layers could be further fine-tuned.
Algorithm complexity. The time complexity of our approach is polynomial time O(N LT ),
where N is the number of samples, L is the feature dimension, and T is the iteration number. In our experiments, a forward-backward pass took less than 0.5 second on a single
Titan GPU.
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10.4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the representation transferability of our factorized convolutional
networks (FCNs) on both standard image clustering datasets and multiple much more challenging benchmarks for image clustering, in which no labeled data is provided. We first introduce the datasets and the implementation details, and then present quantitative results
by comparing with several state-of-the-art methods and validating across tasks the generality of FCN. In absolute terms, we achieve the best performance on all these benchmarks.
We also show that FCN can be used as unsupervised initialization to further improve the
performance of classification tasks. Our approach is general as it can be applied to different
CNN architectures. Here we focus on VGGNet [347] and evaluate variants of our model:
NMF-FCN. All layers of VGGNet are frozen, and we feed the f c7 activations to an NMF
module. The coefficient matrix H is used as the new feature representation.
GSNMF-FCN-OTS. All layers of VGGNet are frozen, and we feed the f c7 activations
to a GSNMF module, in which the group-sparsity constraints are imposed on the standard
NMF layer.
GSNMF-FCN-FT. All layers except the f c7 layer are frozen, and we combine VGGNet
with a GSNMF module and fine-tune f c7 as well. The coefficient matrix H is used as the
new feature representation.

10.4.1

Datasets

Our model is evaluated on diverse datasets including standard image clustering datasets
and large-scale image classification datasets (used for the image clustering tasks):
MNIST [226]. MNIST consists of 28×28 gray scale images of handwritten digits ranging
from 0 to 9. The dataset contains 50,000 training samples, 10,000 validation samples, and
10,000 test samples.
COIL-20 [274]. COIL-20 consists of 1440 32×32 gray scale images of 20 objects. The
images of each object were taken 5 degree apart.
As there is no standard large-scale image clustering dataset, we evaluate our model on
large-scale image classification datasets whose labels are not used during training: scene
classification on MIT-67 [375], fine-grained recognition on Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB) 2002011 [389] and Oxford 102 Flowers [279]. We follow the standard experimental setup (e.g.,
the train/test splits) for these datasets as detailed in Chapter 3.
These are very challenging tasks because of the following reasons. (1) There are strong
domain shifts between the source and target datasets. Compared to the object-centric ILSVRC
dataset where the CNN features are pre-trained, the target MIT-67 dataset is more scenecentric and consists of similar objects presented in different indoor scenes [375], and the
target Birds-200 and Flowers-102 datasets involve very subtle differences between examples of a visual category [16]. Importantly, the transferability of a CNN decreases when
the target task is far from the CNN source task [16]. (2) The datasets used for evaluation
are standard classification benchmarks, and they are still very challenging even for supervised image classification. However, we tackle a more difficult scenario here by testing the
representations for unsupervised image clustering, without having access to the label information on these datasets. We will show that with limited amount of unlabeled training
data from distinct target tasks, our FCN model is capable of discovering informative and
discriminative latent variables from CNN representations.
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10.4.2

Baseline Models

In order to evaluate the performance of our FCN model, we compared it against not only
the state-of-the-art algorithm, but also other linear and nonlinear dimension reduction algorithms that could be useful in learning effective feature representations. These baselines
include:
CNN. All layers of VGGNet are frozen, and the f c7 activations are used as the feature
representation with dimension 4,096.
PCA-CNN. We perform PCA over the CNN representation and use the coefficient as
the new feature representation. The number of principal components is set as 1,024.
LLE-CNN [92]. Locally linear embedding uses an eigenvector based optimization technique to find the low-dimensional embedding of points, such that each point is still described with the same linear combination of its neighbors. The number of nearest neighbors
is set as 12 and the feature dimension is set as 1,024.
Autoencoder-CNN (AE-CNN). After careful preliminary experiments, we choose linear activations as the transition functions of the encoder and decoder. The autoencoder is
trained in 200 epochs with a batch size of 128. To avoid over-fitting, we use 10% of training
data as validation data.
Non-Negative AutoEncoder-CNN (NNAE-CNN). Due to limited training data, we use
linear activations as the transition functions as above. During each iteration, we force the
weights of the encoder and decoder to be non-negative.
EP-CNN [76, 77]. Ensemble projection samples from the available training data as an
ensemble of image prototype sets and learns discriminative functions over these prototype
sets. We follow the same parameter setting in [76, 77], and the feature dimension is 3,000.

10.4.3

Implementation Details

Our FCN model includes two modules and is implemented in Keras [69]. For the CNN
layers, we use the VGGNet pre-trained on ILSVRC where all the layers except f c7 are frozen
to those learned on ILSVRC without fine-tuning [347]. In our preliminary experiment, we
fine-tuned f c6 as well. Compared with only fine-tuning f c7, the performance dropped
due to limited target data in our case. This is consistent with the observation in standard
supervised fine-tuning. With more training data, fine-tuning more layers should further
improve the performance. For each image, we resize the image to 224 × 224, and extract a
4,096-dim feature vector from the entire image.
For the GSNMF module, to speed up the convergence rate of NMF, we use the nonnegative double singular value decomposition (NNDSVD) [45]. NNDSVD is a method
based on two SVD processes: one approximates the initial data matrix, and the other approximates the positive components of the resulting partial SVD factors. We use the unlabeled training data on the target task to learn the bases and coefficients. L is set as 1,024.
The test images are then fed forward to the learned FCN model, producing a final 1,024-dim
feature representation.
Note that our main purpose is to validate whether the proposed approach is able to
boost the transferability of CNN features for image clustering and is not to propose a better
clustering approach. Hence, we use two standard clustering methods, which are spectral
clustering (SC) [277] and k-means. Choosing the k number of clusters is typically difficult
for clustering algorithms without any prior knowledge of the data. We then chose k as the
number of classes for each target dataset. In our preliminary experiments, we found that
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ours consistently outperformed baselines with different values of k, due to our improved
feature representations. For a fair comparison, we perform `2 normalization on the feature
representations for both our models and baselines. To reduce the influence of randomness
introduced by different initializations of k-means, the k-means grouping stages in SC and kmeans are repeated 10 times. The result with the minimum distortion is selected. Euclidean
distance is used for both methods.

10.4.4

Methodology

Hyper-parameter settings. For the regularization parameters λ1 and λ2 in GSNMF, in a
preliminary experiment, we tested image clustering on the Scene-15 dataset [106], which is
a relatively small dataset. After searching λ1 and λ2 on a 2D grid 10[−4:1:1] × 10[−4:1:1] , we
observed that the best performance was achieved when λ1 = 0.02 and λ2 = 0.05. In all our
experiments, we then simply set λ1 as 0.02 and λ2 as 0.05.
Choosing the optimal representation dimension L remains challenging in dimensionality reduction. Similarly, in our preliminary experiment, we tested image clustering on
Scene-15 and MIT-67, and found L = 1,024 usually achieved the best performance. In all
our experiments, we then simply set L = 1,024. Even better performance could be obtained
by further tuning these hyper-parameters. We also conduct hyper-parameter sensitivity
analysis to test how λ1 , λ2 and L affect the clustering accuracy.
Evaluation metrics. Consistent with the previous work, accuracy [416] and normalized
mutual information (NMI) [51] are used as the evaluation criterion. We assume that the
clustering algorithm is tested on N samples. For a sample xi , the cluster label is denoted as
ri , and its ground truth label is ti . Accuracy is defined as
PN
accuracy =

i=1

δ(ti , map(ri ))
,
N

(10.7)

where δ(x, y) equals to 1 if x is equal to y, and 0 otherwise. The function map(x) is the best
permutation mapping function, which maps a cluster to its corresponding predicted label.
Hence, a higher accuracy indicates that more samples are predicted correctly.
0
Now let C denote the cluster centers of the ground truth, and C denote the cluster
centers predicted by the clustering algorithm. NMI is then defined as
0

0

NMI(C, C ) =

MI(C, C )
,
max(H(C), H(C 0 )

0

0

(10.8)
0

where H(C) and H(C ) are the entropies of C and C , respectively. MI(C, C ) is the mutual
0
information of C and C . NMI measures the dependency of two distributions. A higher
NMI means that two distributions are more similar.

10.5

Results and Discussion

In our FCN model, we aim to learn better high-level representations by introducing the
GSNMF module on top of the original CNN representation. Furthermore, by fine-tuning
the CNN representation module (the last fully-connected layer in our case), the additional
degree of freedom allows the FCN model to represent the target data more effectively. To
validate this, we evaluate our model on standard image clustering datasets and large-scale
benchmarks.
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Method

Baselines

CNN
PCA-CNN
LLE-CNN [92]
AE-CNN
NNAE-CNN
EP-CNN [76, 77]

Ours

NMF-FCN
GSNMF-FCN-OTS
GSNMF-FCN-FT

k-means
MNIST
COIL-20
Acc NMI Acc NMI

spectral clustering
MNIST
COIL-20
Acc NMI Acc NMI

46.7
55.0
29.0
45.9
46.0
60.0

51.1
48.4
28.9
54.9
49.2
53.2

38.4
47.2
23.0
37.3
37.4
58.0

74.0
76.9
34.2
81.7
77.1
80.5

61.7 57.8
62.2 58.0
63.3 58.6

89.2
89.9
34.5
90.4
90.0
92.2

82.3 93.0
84.3 94.4
79.6 89.4

41.3
39.6
17.4
44.6
40.6
47.6

56.4 47.6
57.6 47.9
58.4 48.0

84.3
84.4
22.6
81.7
85.7
86.7

92.0
91.9
24.7
92.1
92.3
93.8

88.6 93.9
89.2 94.0
86.5 92.7

Table 10.1: Accuracy (%) and normalized mutual information (NMI) (%) of image clustering
on two standard benchmark datasets. k-means and spectral clustering are used on top of
the feature representations of our FCN model and baseline models. The best results are in
bold.

Method

Baselines

CNN
PCA-CNN
LLE-CNN [92]
AE-CNN
NNAE-CNN
EP-CNN [76, 77]

Ours

NMF-FCN
GSNMF-FCN-OTS
GSNMF-FCN-FT

MIT-67
Acc NMI

k-means
Birds-200
Acc NMI

Flowers-102
Acc NMI

spectral clustering
MIT-67
Birds-200
Flowers-102
Acc NMI Acc NMI Acc NMI

45.0
45.9
17.4
46.8
43.0
47.2

32.5
32.1
21.3
32.6
32.4
31.0

45.7
46.3
26.6
46.8
45.6
43.9

37.3
37.3
20.7
35.4
35.3
43.7

63.2
63.8
32.8
64.3
63.0
64.6

46.8 64.0
47.7 64.5
48.2 64.9

61.6
62.0
49.4
62.2
61.8
61.1

34.1 62.2
34.4 62.1
35.1 62.5

63.7
63.9
45.9
64.5
64.5
60.0

50.2 65.7
51.0 65.9
50.1 64.9

57.6
57.5
42.3
57.1
58.8
61.9

42.8 61.4
43.2 62.3
44.2 62.5

26.5
29.1
17.3
28.0
29.0
29.0

57.0
58.7
33.4
58.0
58.7
59.6

28.7 58.9
31.0 59.8
32.2 60.0

44.7
46.0
18.0
43.8
46.6
43.0

63.6
63.0
35.3
62.1
63.5
61.3

45.3 64.7
45.7 63.9
44.7 62.0

Table 10.2: Accuracy (%) and normalized mutual information (NMI) (%) of scene and finegrained image clustering on three large-scale benchmark datasets. k-means and spectral
clustering are used on top of the feature representations of our FCN model and baseline
models. The best results are in bold.

Evaluation on standard image clustering datasets. Table 10.1 summarizes the comparison between our model and the baseline models. Our FCN model outperforms the original
CNN representation by a large margin on these standard image clustering datasets. For example, in terms of accuracy, our FCN model outperforms the original CNN representation
by 16.6% on MNIST and 10.3% on COIL-20.
Evaluation on large-scale benchmark datasets. Table 10.2 summarizes the k-means
and spectral clustering (SC) performance of our FCN representation and related baseline
features on the scene and fine-grained recognition datasets. We can see that our FCN representation outperforms the original CNN feature and other representations by a considerable margin using the same clustering method. For instance, in terms of clustering accuracy,
FCN outperforms CNN by 3.2% on MIT-67, 2.6% on Birds-200 (where chance is 0.5%), and
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Dimension L

PCA-CNN

256
512
1024
2048

40.3
42.8
45.9
43.6

Method
AE-CNN GSNMF-FCN (Ours)
42.7
43.9
46.8
45.2

43.2
45.1
48.2
46.0

Table 10.3: Hyper-parameter sensitivity analysis on MIT-67: Accuracy (%) comparison between our FCN and PCA-CNN, AE-CNN as functions of the feature dimension L.

5.3% on Flowers-102 (where chance is 1%) when k-means is used.
Given that there are only 10 images available for each class on Flowers-102 to finetune our network, GSNMF-FCN-FT performs slightly worse than GSNMF-FCN-OTS, while
GSNMF-FCN-OTS significantly outperforms CNN. Consistent with the standard supervised fine-tuning, for target tasks with medium sized data, GSNMF-FCN-FT consistently
outperforms GSNMF-FCN-OTS (e.g., by 1% on Birds-200 with 200 classes and 5,994 images).
With more data, GSNMF-FCN-FT will further improve the performance.
Moreover, EP-CNN reported improved performance over CNN in transductive learning,
where the EP representation (ensemble of classifiers) was learned using both the training
and test datasets [76]; however, in our case of learning representation on the training dataset
and conducting clustering on the test dataset, EP-CNN shows inferior performance to CNN.
This means that having access to the distribution of the test data is advantageous for EPCNN.
The superior performance of our GSNMF-FCN reveals that it learns a more generic and
transferable representation to capture the subtlety of differences across different categories
and tasks. In particular, these results show that our approach, pre-trained on ILSVRC,
is effective on a broad range of target domains, ranging from low source-target distance
(e.g., MIT-67), to medium distance (e.g., Birds-200, Flowers-102), and to large distance (e.g.,
MNIST) [16].
Hyper-parameter sensitivity analysis. We now examine the influence of the hyperparameters of our model on its clustering performance. They are the regularization coefficients λ1 , λ2 and the feature dimension L. We first evaluate L on MIT-67, and Table 10.3
shows that FCN consistently outperforms PCA-CNN and AE-CNN in different settings of
L. We then evaluate λ1 , λ2 on Flowers-102. Each time we change the value of one hyperparameter with the others fixed to the values described in the experimental settings.
Figure 10.3 summarizes the hyper-parameter sensitivity analysis. The performance of
our model increases with λ2 at first and then stabilizes quickly given a certain λ1 . It validates
that our model benefits from imposing the regularization terms. After λ2 increases above
some threshold (e.g., 0.05), the accuracy and NMI become stable; as λ2 increases further,
the performance drops accordingly, implying that a larger `2 regularization coefficient will
hurt the performance. Similar trend is observed for the `1 regularization (e.g., for a fixed
λ2 = 0.05, our model achieves best when λ1 lies in the range from 0.02 to 0.05).
Evaluation of group-sparsity formulations. Our GSNMF-FCN uses the joint `1 and `2
norm penalty to impose group-sparsity. The mixed `2,1 norm penalty is an alternative [197].
In our preliminary experiment, we compared the two formulations, and found that intro141
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Figure 10.3: Hyper-parameter sensitivity analysis on Flowers-102: Accuracy (%) and NMI
(%) of our FCN as functions of its regularization coefficients λ1 and λ2 .
Method

MNITS Birds-200

mixed `2,1
joint `1 and `2 (Ours)

56.5
57.6

29.1
31.0

Table 10.4: Performance comparison of clustering accuracy (%) between different groupsparsity formulations. The joint `1 and `2 norm penalty outperforms the mixed `2,1 norm.

Method

MIT-67

Birds-200

Flowers-102

CNN
GSNMF-FCN (Ours)

70.78
72.75

68.51
70.89

82.44
84.70

Table 10.5: Performance comparison of classification accuracy (%) between GSNMF-FCN
and CNN. Learning SVM classifiers on top of the unsupervised GSNMF-FCN embedding
outperforms training SVMs in the original CNN space.

ducing group sparsity helped and the joint `1 and `2 norm worked better, as shown in
Table 10.4.
Unsupervised fine-tuning as initialization for image classification. Our FCN can be
used to improve the classification performance as well. We evaluate this point by first learning GSNMF embedding on the target training data without using the labels and then training SVM classifiers on top of the learned embedding using the training labels. Table 10.5
shows that our approach outperforms SVM directly trained with the original CNN feature
representation.
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Part IV

Combining Generative Learning
with Meta-Learning
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What I cannot create, I do not understand.
Richard Phillips Feynman
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Chapter 11

Few-Shot Learning from
Imaginary Data
11.1

Motivation

Different from the previous chapters, in this part we explore from another perspective and
focus on what is missing in the current meta-learning methods. Meta-learning methods
train a learner, which is a parametrized function that maps labeled training sets to classifiers.
Meta-learners are trained by sampling small training sets and test sets from a large universe
of labeled examples, feeding the sampled training set to the learner to get a classifier, and
then computing the loss of the classifier on the sampled test set. These methods directly
frame few-shot learning as an optimization problem.
However, generic meta-learning methods treat images as black boxes, ignoring the structure of the visual world. In particular, many modes of variation (for example camera pose,
translation, lighting changes, and even articulation) are shared across categories. As humans, our knowledge of these shared modes of variation may allow us to visualize what a
novel object might look like in other poses or surroundings (Figure 11.1). If machine vision
systems could do such “hallucination” or “imagination”, then the hallucinated examples
could be used as additional training data to build better classifiers.
Unfortunately, building models that can perform such hallucination is hard, except for
simple domains like handwritten characters [258]. For general images, while considerable
progress has been made recently in producing realistic samples, most current generative
modeling approaches suffer from the problem of mode collapse [327]: they are only able to
capture some modes of the data. This may be insufficient for few-shot learning since one
needs to capture many modes of variation to be able to build good classifiers. Furthermore,
the modes that are useful for classification may be different from those that are found by
training an image generator. Prior work has tried to avoid this limitation by explicitly using
pose annotations to generate samples in novel poses [86], or by using carefully designed,
but brittle, heuristics to ensure diversity [144].
Our key insight is that the criterion that we should aim for when hallucinating additional
examples is neither diversity nor realism. Instead, the aim should be to hallucinate examples that are useful for learning classifiers. Therefore, we propose a new method for few-shot
learning that directly learns to hallucinate examples that are useful for classification by the
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blue heron

Figure 11.1: Given a single image of a novel visual concept, such as a blue heron, a person
can visualize what the heron would look like in other poses and different surroundings.
If computer recognition systems could do such hallucination, they might be able to learn
novel visual concepts from less data.

end-to-end optimization of a classification objective that includes data hallucination in the
model.
We achieve this goal by unifying meta-learning with hallucination. Our approach trains
not just the meta-learner, but also a hallucinator: a model that maps real examples to hallucinated examples. The few-shot training set is first fed to the hallucinator; it produces
an expanded training set, which is then used by the learner. Compared to plain metalearning, our approach uses the rich structure of shared modes of variation in the visual
world. We show empirically that such hallucination adds a significant performance boost
to two different meta-learning methods [351, 388], providing up to a 6 point improvement
when only a single training example is available. Our method is also agnostic to the choice
of the meta-learning method, and provides significant gains irrespective of this choice. It
is precisely the ability to leverage standard meta-learning approaches without any modifications that makes our model simple, general, and very easy to reproduce. Compared to
prior work on hallucinating examples, we use no extra annotation and significantly outperform hallucination based on brittle heuristics [144]. We also present a novel meta-learning
method and discover and fix flaws in previously proposed benchmarks.

11.2

Generative Models for Few-Shot Learning

One class of few-shot learning approaches builds generative models that can share priors
across categories [104, 121, 326]. Often, these generative models have to be hand-designed
for the domain, such as strokes [218, 220] or parts [411] for handwritten characters. For
more unconstrained domains, while there has been significant recent progress [132, 304,
316], modern generative models still cannot capture the entirety of the distribution [327].
Different classes might not share parts or strokes, but may still share modes of variation, since these often correspond to camera pose, articulation, etc.. If one has a probability
density on transformations, then one can generate additional examples for a novel class by
applying sampled transformations to the provided examples [86, 144, 258]. Learning such
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a density is easier for handwritten characters that only undergo 2D transformations [258],
but much harder for generic image categories. This problem is tackled by leveraging an
additional dataset of images labeled with pose and attributes [86]; this allows to learn how
images transform when the pose or the attributes are altered. To avoid annotation, transformations are transferred from a pair of examples from a known category to a “seed” example
of a novel class [144]. However, learning to do this transfer requires a carefully designed
pipeline with many heuristic steps. Our approach follows this line of work, but learns to
do such transformations in an end-to-end manner, avoiding both brittle heuristics and expensive annotations. We present a unified view of meta-learning and show that our hallucination strategy can be adopted in any of the existing meta-learning methods.

11.3

Meta-Learning

Let X be the space of inputs (e.g., images) and Y be a discrete label space. Let D be a distribution over X × Y. Supervised machine learning typically aims to capture the conditional
distribution p(y|x) by applying a learning algorithm to a parameterized model and a training
set Strain = {(xi , yi ) ∼ D}N
i=1 . At inference time, the model is evaluated on test inputs x to
estimate p(y|x). The composition of the inference and learning algorithms can be written
as a function h (a classification algorithm) that takes as input the training set and a test input
x, and outputs an estimated probability distribution p̂ over the labels:
p̂(x) = h(x, Strain ).

(11.1)

In few-shot learning, we want functions h that have high classification accuracy even
when Strain is small. Meta-learning is an umbrella term that covers a number of recently
proposed empirical risk minimization approaches to this problem [114, 310, 351, 388, 395].
Concretely, they consider parametrized classification algorithms h(·, ·; w) and attempt to estimate a “good” parameter vector w, namely one that corresponds to a classification algorithm that can learn well from small datasets. Thus, estimating this parameter vector can
be construed as meta-learning [368].
Meta-learning algorithms have two stages. The first stage is meta-training in which the
parameter vector w of the classification algorithm is estimated. During meta-training, the
meta-learner has access to a large labeled dataset Smeta that typically contains thousands of
images for a large number of classes C. In each iteration of meta-training, the meta-learner
samples a classification problem out of Smeta . That is, the meta-learner first samples a subset
of m classes from C. Then it samples a small “training” set Strain and a small “test” set Stest .
It then uses its current weight vector w to compute conditional probabilities h(x, Strain ; w)
for every point (x, y) in the test set Stest . Note that in this process h may perform internal
computations that amount to “training” on Strain . Based on these predictions, h incurs a
loss L(h(x, Strain ; w), y) for each point inP
the current Stest . The meta-learner then backpropagates the gradient of the total loss (x,y)∈Stest L(h(x, Strain ; w), y). The number of
classes in each iteration, m, and the maximum number of training examples per class, n,
are hyperparameters.
The second stage is meta-testing in which the resulting classification algorithm is used to
solve novel classification tasks: for each novel task, the labeled training set and unlabeled
test examples are given to the classification algorithm and the algorithm outputs class probabilities.
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Different meta-learning approaches differ in the form of h. The data hallucination method
introduced in this paper is general and applies to any meta-learning algorithm of the form
described above. Concretely, we will consider the following three meta-learning approaches:
Prototypical Networks. Snell et al. [351] propose an architecture for h that assigns class
probabilities based on distances from class means µk in a learned feature space:
(11.2)

h(x, Strain ;w) = p̂(x)
−d(φ(x;wφ ),µk )

e
p̂k (x) = P

j

P
µk =

(11.3)

e−d(φ(x;wφ ),µj )

(xi ,yi )∈Strain

φ(xi ; wφ )I[yi = k]

P

(xi ,yi )∈Strain

I[yi = k]

.

(11.4)

Here p̂k are the components of the probability vector p̂ and d is a distance metric (Euclidean distance in [351]). The only parameters to be learned here are the parameters of the
feature extractor wφ . The estimation of the class means µk can be seen as a simple form of
“learning” from Strain that takes place internal to h.
Matching Networks. Vinyals et al. [388] argue that when faced with a classification problem and an associated training set, one wants to focus on the features that are useful for those
particular class distinctions. Therefore, after embedding all training and test points independently using a feature extractor, they propose to create a contextual embedding of the training and test examples using bi-directional long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) and
attention LSTMs, respectively. These contextual embeddings can be seen as emphasizing
features that are relevant for the particular classes in question. The final class probabilities
are computed using a soft nearest-neighbor mechanism. More specifically,
h(x, Strain ;w) = p̂(x)
P
p̂k (x) =

(xi ,yi )∈Strain

P

(11.5)
e−d(f (x),g(xi )) I[yi = k]

(xi ,yi )∈Strain

e−d(f (x),g(xi ))

f (x) =AttLSTM(φ(x; wφ ), {g(xi )}N
i=1 ; wf )
{g(xi )}N
i=1

=BiLSTM({φ(xi ; wφ )}N
i=1 ; wg ).

(11.6)
(11.7)
(11.8)

Here, again d is a distance metric. Vinyals et al.used the cosine distance. There are three
sets of parameters to be learned: wφ , wg , and wf .
Prototype Matching Networks. One issue with matching networks is that the attention
LSTM might find it harder to “attend” to rare classes (they are swamped by examples of
common classes), and therefore might introduce heavy bias against them. Prototypical networks do not have this problem since they collapse every class to a single class mean. We
want to combine the benefits of the contextual embedding in matching networks with the
resilience to class imbalance provided by prototypical networks.
To do so, we collapse every class to its class mean before creating the contextual embeddings of the test examples. Then, the final class probabilities are based on distances to the
contextually embedded class means instead of individual examples:
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Figure 11.2: Meta-learning with hallucination. Given an initial training set Strain , we creaug
G
G
ate an augmented training set Strain
by adding a set of generated examples Strain
. Strain
is
obtained by sampling real seed examples and noise vectors z and passing them to a parametric hallucinator G. The hallucinator is trained end-to-end along with the classification
algorithm h. Dotted red arrows indicate the flow of gradients during back-propagation.

(11.9)

h(x, Strain ;w) = p̂(x)
e−d(f (x),νk )
p̂k (x) = P −d(f (x),ν )
j
je

(11.10)
|Y|

f (x) =AttLSTM(φ(x; wφ ), {νk }k=1 ; wf )
P
g(xi )I[yi = k]
(x ,y )∈S
νk = Pi i train
(xi ,yi )∈Strain I[yi = k]
N
{g(xi )}N
i=1 =BiLSTM({φ(xi ; wφ )}i=1 ; wg ).

(11.11)
(11.12)
(11.13)

The parameters to be learned are wφ , wg , and wf . We call this novel modification to
matching networks prototype matching networks.

11.4

Meta-Learning with Learned Hallucination

We now present our approach to few-shot learning by learning to hallucinate additional
examples. Given an initial training set Strain , we want a way of sampling additional hallucinated examples. Following recent work on generative modeling [132, 200], we will model
this stochastic process by way of a deterministic function operating on a noise vector as input.
Intuitively, we want our hallucinator to take a single example of an object category and produce other examples in different poses or different surroundings. We therefore write this
hallucinator as a function G(x, z; wG ) that takes a seed example x and a noise vector z as
input, and produces a hallucinated example as output. The parameters of this hallucinator
are wG .
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We first describe how this hallucinator is used in meta-testing, and then discuss how we
train the hallucinator.
Hallucination During Meta-Testing. During meta-testing, we are given an initial training
set Strain . We then hallucinate ngen new examples using the hallucinator. Each hallucinated
example is obtained by sampling a real example (x, y) from Strain , sampling a noise vector
z, and passing x and z to G to obtain a generated example (x0 , y) where x0 = G(x, z; wG ).
G
We take the set of generated examples Strain
and add it to the set of real examples to produce
aug
G
an augmented training set Strain
= Strain ∪ Strain
. We can now simply use this augmented
training set to produce conditional probability estimates using h. Note that the hallucinator
parameters are kept fixed here; any learning that happens, happens within the classification
algorithm h.
Meta-Training the Hallucinator. The goal of the hallucinator is to produce examples that
help the classification algorithm learn a better classifier. This goal differs from realism:
realistic examples might still fail to capture the many modes of variation of visual concepts,
while unrealistic hallucinations can still lead to a good decision boundary [80]. We therefore
propose to directly train the hallucinator to support the classification algorithm by using
meta-learning.
As before, in each meta-training iteration, we sample m classes from the set of all classes,
and at most n examples per class. Then, for each class, we use G to generate ngen additional
examples till there are exactly naug examples per class. Again, each hallucinated example
is of the form (x0 , y), where x0 = G(x, z; wG ), (x, y) is a sampled example from Strain and
z is a sampled noise vector. These additional examples are added to the training set Strain
aug
to produce an augmented training set Strain
. Then this
set is fed to
P augmented training
aug
the classification algorithm h, to produce the final loss (x,y)∈Stest L(h(x, Strain
), y), where
ngen
aug
G
G
Strain = Strain ∪ Strain and Strain = {(G(xi , zi ; wG ), yi )i=1 : (xi , yi ) ∈ Strain }.
aug
To train the hallucinator G, we require that the classification algorithm h(x, Strain
; w)
aug
is differentiable with respect to the elements in Strain . This is true for many meta-learning
algorithms. For example, in prototypical networks, h will pass every example in the training set through a feature extractor, compute the class means in this feature space, and use
the distances between the test point and the class means to estimate class probabilities. If
the feature extractor is differentiable, then the classification algorithm itself is differentiable
with respect to the examples in the training set. This allows us to back-propagate the final
loss and update not just the parameters of the classification algorithm h, but also the parameters wG of the hallucinator. Figure 11.2 shows a schematic of the entire process.
Using meta-learning to train the hallucinator and the classification algorithm has two
benefits. First, the hallucinator is directly trained to produce the kinds of hallucinations that
are useful for class distinctions, removing the need to precisely tune realism or diversity, or
the right modes of variation to hallucinate. Second, the classification algorithm is trained
jointly with the hallucinator, which enables it to make allowances for any errors in the hallucination. Conversely, the hallucinator can spend its capacity on suppressing precisely those
errors which throw the classification algorithm off.
Note that the training process is completely agnostic to the specific meta-learning algorithm used. We will show in our experiments that our hallucinator provides significant
gains irrespective of the meta-learner.
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11.5

Experimental Protocol

We use the benchmark proposed in [144]. This benchmark captures more realistic scenarios than others based on handwritten characters [218] or low-resolution images [388]. The
benchmark is based on ImageNet images and subsets of ImageNet classes. First, in the representation learning phase, a convolutional neural network (ConvNet) based feature extractor
is trained on one set of classes with thousands of examples per class; this set is called the
“base” classes Cbase . Then, in the few-shot learning phase, the recognition system encounters
an additional set of “novel” classes Cnovel with a small number of examples n per class. It
also has access to the base class training set. The system has to now learn to recognize both
the base and the novel classes. It is tested on a test set containing examples from both sets of
classes, and it needs to output labels in the joint label space Cbase ∪Cnovel . The top-5 accuracy
averaged over all classes, and also the top-5 accuracy averaged over just base-class examples,
and the top-5 accuracy averaged over just novel-class examples are reported in [144].
Tradeoffs between Base and Novel Classes. We observed that in this kind of joint evaluation, different methods had very different performance tradeoffs between the novel and
base class examples and yet achieved similar performance on average. This makes it hard
to meaningfully compare the performance of different methods on just the novel or just the
base classes. Further, we found that by changing hyperparameter values of some metalearners it was possible to achieve substantially different tradeoff points without substantively changing average performance. This means that hyperparameters can be tweaked to
make novel class performance look better at the expense of base class performance (or vice
versa).
One way to concretize this tradeoff is by incorporating a prior over base and novel
classes. Consider a classifier that gives a score sk (x) for every class k given an image x.
Typically, one would convert these into probabilities by applying a softmax function:
esk
pk (x) = p(y = k|x) = P sj .
je

(11.14)

However, we may have some prior knowledge about the probability that an image belongs
to the base classes Cbase or the novel classes Cnovel . Suppose that the prior probability that
an image belongs to one of the novel classes is µ. Then, we can update Eqn. (11.14) as
follows:
(11.15)

pk (x) = p(y = k|x)
= p(y = k|y ∈ Cbase , x)p(y ∈ Cbase |x)
+ p(y = k|y ∈ Cnovel , x)p(y ∈ Cnovel |x)

(11.16)

sk

e I[k ∈ Cbase ]
= P sj
(1 − µ)
j e I[j ∈ Cbase ]
esk I[k ∈ Cnovel ]
+ P sj
µ.
j e I[j ∈ Cnovel ]

(11.17)

The prior probability µ might be known beforehand, but can also be cross-validated to correct for inherent biases in the scores sk . However, note that in some practical settings, one
may not have a held-out set of categories to cross-validate.Thus resilience to this prior is
important.
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Figure 11.3: The variation of the overall, novel class, and base class accuracy for MN in the
evaluation proposed in [144] as the novel class prior µ is varied.
Figure 11.3 shows the impact of this prior on matching networks in the evaluation proposed in [144]. Note that the overall accuracy remains fairly stable, even as novel class
accuracy rises and base class accuracy falls. Such prior probabilities for calibration were
proposed for the zero-shot learning setting [55].
A New Evaluation. The existence of this tunable tradeoff between base and novel classes
makes it hard to make apples-to-apples comparisons of novel class performance if the model
is tasked with making predictions in the joint label space. Instead, we use a new evaluation
protocol that evaluates four sets of numbers:
1. The model is given test examples from the novel classes, and is only supposed to pick
a label from the novel classes. That is, the label space is restricted to Cnovel (note that
doing so is equivalent to setting µ = 1 for prototypical networks but not for matching
networks and prototype matching networks because of the contextual embeddings).
We report the top-5 accuracy on the novel classes in this setting.
2. Next, the model is given test examples from the base classes, and the label space is
restricted to the base classes. We report the top-5 accuracy in this setting.
3. The model is given test examples from both the base and novel classes in equal proportion, and the model has to predict labels from the joint label space. We report
the top-5 accuracy averaged across all examples. We present numbers both with and
without a novel class prior µ; the former set cross-validates µ to achieve the highest
average top-5 accuracy.
Note that, following [144], we use a disjoint set of classes for cross-validation and testing.
This prevents hyperparameter choices for the hallucinator, meta-learner, and novel class
prior from becoming overfit to the novel classes that are seen for the first time at test time.

11.6

Experimental Evaluation

11.6.1

Implementation Details

Unlike prior work on meta-learning which experiments with small images and few classes
[114, 310, 351, 388], we use high resolution images and our benchmark involves hundreds
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of classes. This leads to some implementation challenges. Each iteration of meta-learning
at the very least has to compute features for the training set Strain and the test set Stest . If
there are 100 classes with 10 examples each, then this amounts to 1000 images, which no
longer fits in memory. Training a modern deep convolutional network with tens of layers
from scratch on a meta-learning objective may also lead to a hard learning problem.
Instead, we first train a convolutional network based feature extractor on a simple classification objective on the base classes Cbase . Then we extract and save these features to disk,
and use these pre-computed features as inputs. For most experiments, consistent with [144],
we use a small ResNet-10 architecture [154]. Later, we show some experiments using the
deeper ResNet-50 architecture [154].
Meta-learner architectures. We focus on state-of-the-art meta-learning approaches, including prototypical networks (PN) [351], matching networks (MN) [388], and our improvement over MN — prototype matching networks (PMN). For PN, the embedding architecture consists of two MLP layers with ReLU as the activation function. We use Euclidean
distance as in [351]. For MN, following [388], the embedding architecture consists of a one
layer bi-directional LSTM that embeds training examples and attention LSTM that embeds
test samples. We use cosine distance as in [388]. For our PMN, we collapse every class to
its class mean before the contextual embeddings of the test examples, and we keep other
design choices the same as those in MN.
Hallucinator architecture and initialization. For our hallucinator G, we use a three
layer MLP with ReLU as the activation function. We add a ReLU at the end since the pretrained features are known to be non-negative. All hidden layers have a dimensionality of
512 for ResNet-10 features and 2048 for ResNet-50 features. Inspired by [223], we initialize the weights of our hallucinator network as block diagonal identity matrices. This significantly outperformed standard initialization methods like random Gaussian, since the
hallucinator can “copy” its seed examples to produce a reasonable generation immediately
from initialization.

11.6.2

Results

As in [144], we run five trials for each setting of n (the number of examples per novel class)
and present the average performance. Different approaches are comparably good for base
classes, achieving 92% top-5 accuracy. We focus more on novel classes since they are more
important in few-shot learning. Table 11.1 contains a summary of the top-5 accuracy for
novel classes and for the joint space both with and without a cross-validated prior. Standard
deviations for all numbers are of the order of 0.2%. We discuss specific results, baselines,
and ablations below.
Impact of Hallucination. We first compare meta-learners with and without hallucination
to judge the impact of hallucination. We look at prototypical networks (PN) and prototype
matching networks (PMN) for this comparison. Figure 11.4 shows the improvement in top5 accuracy we get from hallucination on top of the original meta-learner performance. The
actual numbers are shown in Table 11.1.
We find that our hallucination strategy improves novel class accuracy significantly, by
up to 6 points for prototypical networks and 2 points for prototype matching networks. This
suggests that our approach is general and can work with different meta-learners. While the
improvement drops when more novel category training examples become available, the
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Novel
5
10

Method

n=1

2

ResNet-10
PMN w/ G*
PMN*
PN w/ G*
PN [?]
MN [?]

45.8
43.3
45.0
39.3
43.6

57.8
55.7
55.9
54.4
54.0

69.0
68.4
67.3
66.3
66.0

74.3
74.0
73.0
71.2
72.5

20

n=1

2

All
5

10

20

n=1

77.4
77.0
76.5
73.9
76.9

57.6
55.8
56.9
49.5
54.4

64.7
63.1
63.2
61.0
61.0

71.9
71.1
70.6
69.7
69.0

75.2
75.0
74.5
72.9
73.7

77.5
77.1
76.5
74.6
76.5

56.4
54.7
55.6
53.6
54.5

All with prior
2
5
10
63.3
62.0
62.1
61.4
60.7

70.6
70.2
69.3
68.8
68.2

74.0
73.9
73.1
72.0
72.6

20
76.2
75.9
75.4
73.8
75.6

LogReg
38.4 51.1 64.8 71.6 76.6
LogReg w/ Analogies [?] 40.7 50.8 62.0 69.3 76.5

40.8 49.9 64.2 71.9 76.9
52.2 59.4 67.6 72.8 76.9

52.9 60.4 68.6 72.9 76.3
53.2 59.1 66.8 71.7 76.3

ResNet-50
PMN w/ G*
PMN*
PN w/ G*
PN [?]
MN [?]

65.7
64.8
65.2
61.4
64.9

64.4
63.4
63.9
62.9
63.8

54.7
53.3
53.9
49.6
53.5

66.8
65.2
65.2
64.0
63.5

77.4
75.9
75.7
74.4
72.7

81.4
80.1
80.2
78.1
77.4

83.8
82.6
82.8
80.0
81.2

73.5
72.1
72.0
71.4
71.0

80.2
78.8
78.9
78.0
77.0

82.8
81.7
81.7
80.0
80.2

84.5
83.3
83.1
81.1
82.7

71.8
70.8
70.5
70.5
69.9

78.7
77.9
77.5
77.1
75.9

81.5
80.9
80.6
79.5
79.3

83.3
82.7
82.4
80.8
81.9

Novel classes

6

(PN w/ G) - (PN)
(PMN w/ G) - (PMN)

5

4
3
2
1
0 1

2

5

10

20

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0 1

Improvement in top-5
accuracy (absolute)

Improvement in top-5
accuracy (absolute)

Table 11.1: Top-5 accuracy on the novel classes and on all classes (with and without priors) for different values of n. ∗ Our methods. PN: Prototypical networks, MN: Matching
networks, PMN: Prototype matching networks, LogReg: Logistic regression. Methods with
“w/ G” use a meta-learned hallucinator.

# of examples / novel class

All classes

(PN w/ G) - (PN)
(PMN w/ G) - (PMN)
(PN w/ G) - (PN) w/ prior
(PMN w/ G) - (PMN) w/ prior

2

5

10

20

# of examples / novel class

Figure 11.4: Improvement in accuracy by learned hallucination for different meta-learners
as a function of the number of examples available per novel class.

gains remain significant until n = 20 for prototypical networks and n = 5 for prototype
matching networks.
Accuracy in the joint label space (right half of Figure 11.4) shows the same trend. However, note that the gains from hallucination decrease significantly when we cross-validate
for an appropriate novel-class prior µ (shown in dotted lines). This suggests that part of the
effect of hallucination is to provide resilience to mis-calibration. This is important in practice
where it might not be possible to do extensive cross-validation; in this case, meta-learners
with hallucination demonstrate significantly higher accuracy than their counterparts without hallucination.
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Figure 11.5: Our best approach compared to previously published methods. From left to
right: just the novel classes, zoomed in performance for the case when the number of examples per novel class n ≤ 2, performance on the joint label space with a cross-validated
prior.
Comparison to Prior Work. Figure 11.5 and Table 11.1 compare our best approach (prototype matching networks with hallucination) with previously published approaches in fewshot learning. These include prototypical networks [351], matching networks [388], and the
following baselines:
1. Logistic regression: This baseline simply trains a linear classifier on top of a pre-trained
ConvNet-based feature extractor that was trained on the base classes.
2. Logistic regression with analogies: This baseline uses the procedure described in [144] to
hallucinate additional examples. These additional examples are added to the training
set and used to train the linear classifier.
Our approach easily outperforms all baselines, providing almost a 2 point improvement
across the board on the novel classes, and similar improvements in the joint label space even
after allowing for cross-validation of the novel category prior. Our approach is thus stateof-the-art.
Another intriguing finding is that our proposed prototype matching network outperforms matching networks on novel classes as more novel class examples become available
(Table 11.1). On the joint label space, prototype matching networks are better across the
board.
Interestingly, the method proposed in [144] underperforms the standard logistic regression baseline (although it does show gains when the novel class prior is not cross-validated,
as shown in Table 11.1, indicating that its main impact is resilience to mis-calibration).
Unpacking the Performance Gain. To unpack where our performance gain is coming
from, we perform a series of ablations to answer the following questions.
Are sophisticated hallucination architectures necessary?
In the semantic feature space learned by a convolutional network, a simple jittering of the
training examples might be enough. We created several baseline hallucinators that did
such jittering by: (a) adding Gaussian noise with a diagonal covariance matrix estimated
from feature vectors from the base classes, (b) using dropout (PN/PMN w/ Dropout),
and (c) generating new examples through a weighted average of real ones (PN/PMN w/
Weighted). For the Gaussian hallucinator, we evaluated both a covariance matrix shared
across classes and class-specific covariances. We found that the shared covariance outperformed class-specific covariances by 0.7 point and reported the best results. We tried both
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Figure 11.6: Comparison of our learned hallucination with several ablations for both PN
(left) and PMN (right). Our approach significantly outperforms the baselines, showing that
a meta-learned hallucinator is important. Best viewed in color with zoom.
retraining the meta-learner with this Gaussian hallucinator, and using a pre-trained metalearner: PN/PMN w/ Gaussian uses a pre-trained meta-learner and PN/PMN w/ Gaussian(tr) retrains the meta-learner. As shown in Figure 11.6, while such hallucinations help a
little, they often hurt significantly, and lag the accuracy of our approach by at least 3 points.
This shows that generating useful hallucinations is not easy and requires sophisticated architectures.
Is meta-learning the hallucinator necessary?
Simply passing Gaussian noise through an untrained convolutional network can produce
complex distributions. In particular, ReLU activations might ensure the hallucinations are
non-negative, like the real examples. We compared hallucinations with (a) an untrained G
and (b) a pre-trained and fixed G based on analogies from [144] with our meta-trained version to see the impact of our training. Figure 11.6 shows the impact of these baseline hallucinators (labeled PN/PMN w/ init G and PN/PMN w/ Analogies, respectively). These
baselines hurt accuracy significantly, suggesting that meta-training the hallucinator is important.
Does the hallucinator produce diverse outputs?
A persistent problem with generative models is that they fail to capture multiple modes [327].
If this is the case, then any one hallucination should look very much like the others, and
simply replicating a single hallucination should be enough. We compared our approach
with: (a) a deterministic baseline that uses our trained hallucinator, but simply uses a fixed
noise vector z = 0 (PN/PMN w/ det. G) and (b) a baseline that uses replicated hallucinations during both training and testing (PN/PMN w/ det. G(tr)).These baselines had a
very small, but negative effect. This suggests that our hallucinator produces useful, diverse
samples.
Visualizing the Learned Hallucinations. Figure 11.7 shows t-SNE [384] visualizations of
hallucinated examples for novel classes from our learned hallucinator and a baseline Gaussian hallucinator for prototypical networks. As before, we used statistics from the base class
distribution for the Gaussian hallucinator. Note that t-SNE tends to expand out parts of the
space where examples are heavily clustered together. Thus, the fact that the cloud of hallu158

(a) Gaussian baseline

(b) G with 1 seed

(c) 2 seeds

(d) 4 seeds

Figure 11.7: t-SNE visualizations of hallucinated examples. Seeds are shown as stars, real
examples as crosses, hallucinations as triangles. (a) Gaussian, single seed. (b,c,d) Our approach, 1, 2, and 4 seeds respectively. Best viewed in color with zoom.
cinations for the Gaussian hallucinator is pulled away from the class distributions suggests
that these hallucinations are very close to each other and far away from the rest of the class.
In contrast, our hallucinator matches the class distributions more closely, and with different
seed examples captures different parts of the space. Interestingly, our generated examples
tend to cluster around the class boundaries. This might be an artifact of t-SNE, or perhaps a
consequence of discriminative training of the hallucinator. However, our hallucinations are
still fairly clustered; increasing the diversity of these hallucinations is an avenue for future
work.
Representations from Deeper Models. All experiments till now used a feature representation trained using the ResNet-10 architecture [144]. The bottom half of Table 11.1 shows
the results on features from a ResNet-50 architecture. As expected, all accuracies are higher,
but our hallucination strategy still provides gains on top of both prototypical networks and
prototype matching networks.
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Chapter 12

Conclusions and Future Work
Wir müssen wissen — wir werden wissen!
— David Hilbert

This dissertation has made some progress towards endowing visual recognition systems with the ability of learning novel visual concepts from few examples. At first glance,
this task seems daunting; current recognition systems are developed upon classic statistical machine learning, which is essentially guaranteed by the (weak) law of large numbers.
However, to make low-shot learning possible, we need new ideas and to rethink the learning paradigm.
At the heart of the dissertation is the idea that we should leverage the structures and
regularities of visual world not only in feature space but also in task and model space. By
learning to learn such structures as appropriately tuned inductive biases, we are able to
reuse previous experience, and address a new recognition task rapidly from limited training
examples. In this spirit, we have addressed key technical challenges and explored different
and complementary perspectives, including knowledge distillation, unsupervised metalearning, continual learning, and generative learning.
In this final chapter, we take a step back from the work. We first discuss the observations,
speculations, and lessons learned when developing our approaches, and address their limitations and possible future improvements. We then provide some other perspectives and
potential future directions. Much work remains to be done in terms of understanding the
low-shot learning mechanism and achieving applicable recognition performance.

12.1

Discussions: What Might be Wrong with Small Sample
Learning?

Learning Process — Generating a Target Network without Extensive Data-Oriented Learning. Learning a recognition model is now generally cast as learning a parametrized neural network via gradient-based optimization. One partial reason why the model fails in
the face of few labeled examples is that gradient-based optimization is slow and requires
many weight updates using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to gradually map training
examples to model parameters [310, 388]. The variants of gradient-based optimization algorithms, such as momentum [275], Adagrad [98], Adadelta [428], and ADAM [199], were
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Figure 12.1: The meta-learner learns the model dynamics T from small-sample models Θ 0
(represented as blue) to the underlying large-small models Θ ∗ (represented as red) based on
a large collection of model pairs from different recognition tasks. For a novel recognition
task, the meta-learner proposes model updates to increase the learner’s generalization in
the small sample size regime.
not designed specifically to perform well under the constraint of a set number of updates.
Specifically when applied to non-convex optimization problems, with a reasonable choice
of hyper-parameters these algorithms do not have very strong guarantees of speed of convergence, beyond that they will eventually converge to a good solution after what could be
many millions of iterations [310]. There is also recent exploration of training neural networks without back-propagation, such as [331].
In Part I, we provided a different perspective regarding model optimization by studying
the relationship between models learned from few annotated samples and models learned
from large enough sample sets. We then explicitly encoded their difference (i.e., transformation) using a higher-level meta-model. Ideally, the meta-model is supposed to extract
and contain statistically sufficient [404] information across a certain distribution of tasks. For
a novel task from the same or relevant distribution, the meta-model allows to generate the
corresponding model rapidly without extensive learning phases. The central issue then is,
to make all this possible, what kind of information the meta-model should contain?
We explored “the direct change of model parameters” in Part I. Contemporary work also
considered “estimation of gradient” [10, 182, 236, 310]. These approaches can be viewed
as storing the first-order information in the space of model parameters. It is interesting to
investigate higher-order parameter dynamics or other types of information. Moreover, we
used a simple feed-forward network as the meta-model, which might not be enough to encode complex information. It is thus interesting to equip the meta-model with additional
memory [135,329] through recurrent architectures in the form of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) or long short-term memories (LSTMs). In addition, our specific approach was developed in the context of simple linear classifiers, i.e., the final layer of a CNN model. It is
also interesting to explore the dynamics of other layers, including the fully-connected and
convolutional layers, in a similar fashion as shown in Figure 12.1. This might be challenging
due to the significant increase in the number of parameters and the mutual dependency of
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parameters in hierarchical layers.

Loss Function in the Small Data Regime. Without the guarantee from the law of large
numbers, it is likely that small-sample learning and large-sample learning follow different
learning rules. Hence, the difficulty of small-sample learning might partially lie in the lack
of an appropriate objective function, which might be significantly different from that in the
large sample size regime. We tackled this slightly in this thesis. In Part IV, we directly
hallucinated additional examples that were useful for the end-goal of learning classifiers,
rather than aiming at the diversity or realism criterion as normally do. In Chapter 9, we
observed that feature activations tended to become smaller when fine-tuning a pre-trained
network on limited target data. A similar phenomenon has also been observed in [144], in
which a novel loss function for representation learning is proposed to penalize the difference between classifiers learned on large and small datasets. More generally, what is an
appropriate objective function when learning in the small sample size regime?
The recent seminal work of generative adversarial networks (GANs) [23,132,257,304,314,
327,433] might cast some interesting light on small-sample learning, owing to its promising
learning mechanism [65]. Traditional machine learning needs to be given an explicit objective function, which evaluates how well the model is doing and which is typically effective
with enough training samples. This objective function forms the basis of what the model
learns and how well it learns. Typically, such an objective function is carefully, manually
constructed. This is where the adversarial network shines. The adversarial network learns
its own objective function — its own complex rules of what is correct and what is wrong —
bypassing the need to carefully design and construct one [65].

Data Manufacturing via Unsupervised Regularization. A straightforward solution to
low-shot learning is to generate additional data, as we did in Part IV or through generative adversarial networks (GANs). However, this line of work is still restrictive in the sense
that the learned generator is tied to a specific set of categories due to its supervised nature. The challenge then is to enable the generator to hallucinate examples in the feature
space with a good coverage of intra-class variation for a broad range of categories. Our
low-density separators in Part II can be viewed as an effective, discriminative compression
of the unsupervised data. For a novel category, these separators implicitly connect its few
examples with the corresponding latent pseudo-classes in the feature space, thus providing
additional bits of information for the recognition task.
Our approach suggests a way to hallucinate additional examples by leveraging the joint
regularity from generative learning and a large amount of unlabeled real-world images, as
shown in Figure 12.2. It is interesting to investigate different ways to combine a generator
(e.g., GAN) with our unsupervised meta-learning. For instance, (1) we first produce plausible pseudo-classes and further expand them via the generator; and (2) we directly generate
examples while satisfying the statistics in the feature space, which is constrained by the unsupervised data (e.g., using the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [136, 378] criterion).
Other ways might be introducing tangent propagation which encourages invariant representations [346]. Moreover, the initial feature space could be fine-tuned as well during the
sample generation process.
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Figure 12.2: We generate additional examples by combing generative adversarial networks
(GANs) with a large amount of unlabeled real-world images (e.g., Flickr images) for learning
from few examples. Plausible samples are directly generated in a feature space that is useful
for recognition. The unsupervised data are exploited to satisfy the sample statistics in the
desired feature space as well as to provide a good coverage of intra-class variation.
Developmental Learning of Generic Features. Assuming that we already have “the grand
generic feature representation”1 , the small-sample learning problem might have been, at
least partially, solved. In this case, a single example will suffice to discriminatively represent the entire class. The current approaches to learning CNNs, however, aim to learn a
generic feature representation but they are based on a fixed set of visual concepts through
representative images and a fixed model with constant capacity. This is not enough. In
Part III, as improvements to the standard practice of fine-tuning a fixed-size network on
labeled target data, we progressively grew a convolutional neural network with increased
model capacity. Our approach thus suggests a developmental view of CNN optimization,
in which model capacity is progressively grown throughout a lifelong learning process.
From a unified perspective, there is no clear boundary between learning an initial model
and fine-tuning a pre-trained model, since both procedures are conducted using SGD. While
our approach was developed in the scenario of fine-tuning pre-trained CNNs, it is interesting to explore if such a principle also benefits learning more generic CNN models from
scratch, especially when learning from continuously evolving data streams and tasks. This
strategy decouples the model from ties to the original specific set of categories and the limited representational capability.
In this framework, the resulting developmental neural network is a directed graph of
pre-trained networks linked together with auxiliary, untrained units. It is interesting to investigate different configurations for constructing the network. In particular, inspired by
the recent work on network modularization [8,9,169,210], we treat the already learned networks as modular components to compose a more advanced model. Rather than augment
the network on unit levels, we now progressively grow the network by adding compositional modules or interleaved modules, as shown in Figure 12.3. Some specific architectures takes the forms of (1) introducing an entire new tower (i.e., placing the pre-trained
and new modules in parallel or in a stitch manner), which leads to a two-towers approach;
(2) sequentially stack more modules on the top, which leads to a depth augmented modular network; (3) expanding certain existing modules, which leads to a width augmented
modular network; and (4) their combinations.
1 This

term is inspired by the grand unified field theory in physics.
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Figure 12.3: The developmental neural networks progressively grow in model capacity
throughout a lifelong learning process, thus capturing a more generic and richer description
of the visual world. We treat the pre-existing networks as modular components and introduce additional modules to compose a more advanced model via compositional or/and
interleaved configurations as new tasks as encountered.
These additional modules help guide the adaptation of pre-existing modules. Compositional modules allow for new compositions of pre-existing modules, while interleaved modules allow for the discovery of complementary cues that address the new task. To improve
the ability of learning without forgetting and make the network grow in a smooth manner, it is also interesting to investigate adding identity shortcuts and introducing weighting
schemes for the pre-existing and new modules, training the new components while freezing
the original modules or re-training the entire network.
During self-growing, the network is performing curriculum learning based on rich sets
of tasks. It is interesting to investigate different types of tasks: (1) the same type of recognition tasks using different datasets, which consist of data sampled from easy to hard categories; (2) different recognition tasks using the same collection of sample images, such as
from a coarse task of image classification to a fine-grained task of semantic segmentation;
(3) tasks with different degree of supervision, from supervised tasks to self-supervised or
unsupervised tasks. The corresponding learning objective functions of the network are constructed correspondingly and changed dynamically. For instance, in the unsupervised scenario, we generate a diverse set of pseudo-tasks as in Chapter 6. By leveraging the smoothness among tasks, the developmental network facilitates continual transfer across multiple
tasks.
The Dynamics of a Large Collection of Models. In Part II, we showed the use of a large
collection of models for the purpose of small-sample recognition. However, the analysis of
the properties, behaviors, and applications of a large-scale model library goes beyond this
thesis. In Part II, we mainly leveraged the intuition and observation that, in a large-scale
library, it is likely that one of the library models happens to be tuned with the similar conditions as the new target task. In addition, we observed that the recognition performance of
the library models on a new target task also followed a long-tail distribution. In Chapter 7,
we further discovered a continuous category space based on the number of shared models
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between different categories.
Traditionally, in machine learning, the use of multiple learning algorithms is discussed
in ensemble learning [85, 438], which focuses on achieving better predictive performance
than could be obtained from any of the constituent learning algorithms alone. The results
in Part II suggest another promising direction — systematically analyzing the dynamics,
equilibrium, synergetics, and self-organization of patterns and structures in such a largescale model library system. By doing so, we might develop a corresponding theory similar
to thermodynamics [52] and synergetics [142] in physics and have far-reaching applications.
Predictive Structure Learning: Exploration and Exploitation. Let us imagine that we are
given a very large amount of unsupervised images as a much less biased sampling in a
feature space. Within this universe of images, we have certain annotated image categories
as well. On the one hand, the learning to learn approach discussed in Chapter 3 is essentially performing exploitation [233, 253, 284]: we probe a limited (but promising) region of
the feature space (represented by the annotated categories) with the hope of improving a
promising recognition model M that we already have at hand. During this process, we
have acquired certain shared model structure. This operation amounts then to intensifying (refining) the search in the vicinity of M, which is the learning of recognition models
for relevant novel categories. On the other hand, the unsupervised meta-learning approach
discussed in Chapter 6 is essentially performing exploration [233,253,284]: we probe a much
larger portion of the feature space (but in a much coarse level due to the lack of supervision)
with the hope of finding other promising recognition models that are yet to be refined. This
operation amounts then to diversifying the search in order to have a good coverage of visual
concepts and categories.
Meta-Meta-Learner
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Figure 12.4: Illustration of exploration and exploitation for learning predictive model structure from annotated image categories and a very large amount of unsupervised images.
After the meta-learners learn the model structure in the supervised region of the feature
space, an additional meta-meta-learner is introduced to refine the meta-learners after exploring the unsupervised region of the feature space.
Such a perspective and the recent advance in processing large-scale datasets [187] thus
suggest the combination of these two approaches. In addition to the meta-learners discussed in Chapter 3 (which learn model structures from small-sample models to largesample models in the supervised region of the feature space), we introduce a higher-level
meta-meta-learner that refines the meta-learner after exploring the unsupervised region of
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the feature space through pseudo-classes and low-density separators discussed in Chapter 6. For instance, the meta-learners are instantiated as LSTMs and their hidden states
are modified by the meta-meta-learner, which might be another LSTM. During the learning process, the model might progressively grow in a manner as in Chapter 9 and thus
becomes more and more versatile and generic.

12.2

Other Perspectives and Future Directions

Exploratory Learning and Adversarial Interaction. In this thesis, we mainly focused on
learning structures from collections of images, and paid little attention to the interaction
with the physical world. Humans, especially babies and children, however, learn more in an
exploratory and multi-modal way [350]. People live in a physical world, full of rich regularities that organize perception, action, and ultimately thought. Hence, people interact with
the world through a vast array of sensory systems, including not only vision but also audition, touch, smell, proprioception, and balance. Importantly, people explore the world by
moving and acting in highly variable and playful ways that are not goal-oriented. Through
adversarial interactions, people accumulate and transfer previous experiences, and discover
new problems and new solutions. In machine learning, such learning mechanism is studied in reinforcement learning [356] and more recently deep reinforcement learning [266].
It is interesting to address few-shot learning by combing exploratory learning with metalearning and leveraging the state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning [11] and multimodal learning [19] techniques.
Reasoning using Symbolic, Hybrid Approaches. Another import aspect of human intelligence is the ability of reasoning [44, 99]. Machine reasoning is typically defined as “algebraically manipulating previously acquired knowledge in order to answer a new question” [44]. By transferring knowledge from common classes to rare classes, reasoning might
benefit small-sample tail classes in long-tail recognition [64]. Earlier work in machine reasoning focuses on symbolic approaches [276], in which relations between abstract symbols
are defined by the language of mathematics and logic and conclusions are generated by
using logical techniques like deduction and induction. Recently, there is growing interest
in integrating reasoning on top of deep representation learning [225,330], leading to hybrid
approaches. It is interesting to explore how reasoning systems that consist of knowledge
base and inference engine would effectively improve few-shot learning.
New Recognition Model Architectures. The backbone recognition model in this thesis
was the state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks. At the heart of object recognition is
equivalence and invariance [2,74]. Nonetheless, CNNs have some fundamental limitations,
as pointed by the recent work [158, 323]. From the architecture design, the internal representation of CNNs does not take into account important orientational and relative spatial
relationships between objects parts. Hence, CNNs require a large amount of labeled images
from different view points to learn view-invariant representation. Some emerging model
architectures, such as capsule networks [158, 323], explicitly encode relative relationships
between objects and represent them as a 4D pose matrix. By combining our meta-learning
approaches with such new architectures that have the built-in understanding of 3D space ,
we could further improve the recognition performance by only using a fraction of the data
that a CNN would use.
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High-Level Tasks. In this thesis, for evaluation purpose, we mainly focused on the task
of image classification and we also considered other applications such as image clustering
(Chapter 10), object detection (Chapter 7), image retrieval (Chapter 8), and human motion
prediction (Chapter 5). Small sample learning is much broader concept and our learning to
learn approaches are also general and can be potentially applied in other domains and tasks
as well. Contemporary work also investigates other few-shot scenarios, such as semantic
segmentation [307,340], robotic imitation learning [97,115], visual question answering [260,
362]. It is interesting to investigate how our approaches extend to these and other high-level
few-shot learning tasks and generalize beyond vision domains.
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